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At Pioneer Drama Service, we are proud
of our reputation for putting the needs of schools
and amateur theatre groups above all else.
This is a crazy year, and teachers and directors
love the ease of working with Pioneer Drama:

E-views
Instantly preview the entire script of any show and keep it
permanently stored in your personal online E-view Library, along with your notes.

Paper or Electronic
For any show, you have the choice of receiving your scripts, director’s books,
and scores traditionally or electronically so you can email them to directly to your
distance learners. Even music tracks are available electronically!

Get It Now!
Receive your electronic production materials instantly when you
prepay through our signature e-delivery system.

Flexible Licensing
ALL our shows can be licensed for any type of production: live, virtual, livestreamed,
or recorded. And you’re welcome to change from one format to another as needed!

Minor Changes Allowed

Permission is automatically granted to make minor changes
to a show for social distancing or performing online.
Other changes will be considered on a case - by- case basis.

Budget-Minded
We know the majority of our customers are schools and non-profit organizations,
and we set our prices with this in mind.

No Prepayment
Schools, churches, and other businesses automatically have credit with us,
with or without a purchase order.

Customer Service
Our customer service is second to none, with friendly,
knowledgeable representatives ready to help you and answer
all your questions by phone, email, or live chat.

WHAT’S INSIDE?
Click on any section to jump to that page!
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VIRTUAL PLAYS: 15 - 30 min
Virtual plays are written specifically for the characters to be communicating without face-to-face dialogue or any
physical contact, yet still interacting with each other in real time. This unique quality creates the ideal scenario
to perform them on Zoom, Google Meet, or a similar digital platform. Just a short time ago, no one would have
conceived of trying to perform a scene, let alone an entire play, with every actor isolated in their own home.
And yet, it’s happening… with surprisingly positive results!

BY EDITH WEISS
BY MARK LANDON SMITH

2M, 7F
No set requirements/About 30 minutes
Script $6.25/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $35 per performance

2M, 3F, plus 3 roles that can be any
No set requirements/About 25 minutes
Script $5.75/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $35 per performance

Ava wants friends, which is why she agreed to work
with some classmates on a project about the modern
relevance of fairy tales. But as Ava finds herself once
again waiting for her partners to show up online and
feeling like she has to do all the work herself, she’s
suddenly “Zoom-bombed”... by fairy tale characters!
Ava soon gleans a lesson from timorous Cinderella,
brash Maid Marion, besotted Robin Hood, and evil Evil
Queen: her story is her own to write. Newly determined
not to be taken advantage of, Ava is ready to tell the
others that their partnership is over. Instead, she comes to
find that her classmates have also learned a lesson about
just how relevant fairy tales can be.

With most scenes requiring only two to three character
cameras to be on at one time, this virtual twist on a literary
classic, perfect for all ages, will add a wonderful sparkle
to your online theatre season. Alice falls asleep at her
computer and is awoken by a white rabbit. As the fuzzy
bunny rushes off, the Cheshire Cat appears, informing
Alice with a smile that she is now in Cyberland. Alice
learns that she must find the dreaded Queen of Hearts in
order to learn the password that will allow her to regain
control of her computer. But everyone she meets along
the way—a caterpillar, the Mad Hatter, the March Hare,
and a duchess—tells her that she doesn’t want to meet
the Queen of Hearts!

Licensing Rights for

LIVESTREAMING
& RECORDING

are available on
ALL Pioneer Drama plays & musicals

BY BRIAN D. TAYLOR

4M, 4F, plus 3 roles that can be any
Simple interior sets/About 30 minutes
Script $6.25/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

That despicable “mastermind,” Dr. Evil, is once again up to no good in this hilarious, all-ages comedy! At the monthly
online meeting of the Council of Evil, the bumbling ne’er-do-well reveals his newest plans for world domination…
trained pigeons… with lasers! Having heard his hair-brained schemes before, Countess Gothma, Lord Warhammer,
Archduchess Arsenica, and Prince Vladi practically laugh him out of the Zoom room! Undeterred, Dr. Evil unleashes his
army of pigeons upon a rainy but repellant Seattle and a harsh, brash New Jersey, only to have his plans thwarted by
unexpected events. But when the doctor sends his battalions to Garvin County, Oklahoma, he may finally have met his
match in Josephine Esoteric and her army of tigers with jetpacks! Fun sound effects, over-the-top characters, and hilarious
pop-culture spoofs make this virtual theatre one-act a breeze to produce and a sure hit with players and audiences alike.
TRADITIONAL SPINOFF ALSO AVAILABLE
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Virtual Plays • 15 - 30 min

BY KENDRA THOMAS

Flexible cast of 7-10
Simple interior sets/About 25 minutes
Script $5.75/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $35 per performance

BY FLIP KOBLER AND CINDY MARCUS

6M, 8F
No set requirements/About 30 minutes
Script $6.25/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $35 per performance

What does your cat think of the boy you like? How
do the brownies feel about being a midnight snack?
Does proper silverware hold disdain for plasticware?
In this short play written specifically to be performed
virtually, teenager Taylor quickly learns to navigate
a world in which the objects and animals around her
talk back. It’s no surprise that it starts with sassy feline,
Mittens, who has a list of demands, including better
food and a better name. (Seriously, who names their
cat “Mittens”?) Later that night, a pan of brownies
pleads its case with Taylor, while a forgotten organic
chocolate bar begs to be eaten already. After the
family has gone to bed, the adventures continue as
a fork, knife, and spoon anxiously await a wash
cycle and debate their fate. All scenes are connected
thematically for a fun, short one-act, or they can
be performed independently for shorter scenes for
contests, class activities, or theatre workshops.

Don’t let the nursery rhyme characters fool you, this virtual
mystery comedy is fun for the whole family! With Mother
Goose missing, Detective Jo August, complete with fedora
and trenchcoat, is on the case. She interrogates—virtually,
of course—all the suspects, including Peter, Peter and his
wife, Old MacDonald and his wife, Georgie Porgie, Jack
and Jill, and Humpty Dumpty. She’s shocked to discover
that every single one of them shares the same motive—
they all resent having somebody else write their stories
and control their destinies. But who had the opportunity?
And what exactly did they do to Mother Goose?
TRADITIONAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

BY KAMRON KLITGAARD

BY KENDRA THOMAS

1M, 8F, plus 3 roles that can be any
No set requirements/About 30 minutes
Script $6.25/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

2M, 2F, plus 1 role that can be any
No set requirements/About 20 minutes
Script $5.75/Director’s book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $35 per performance

The Psychic Promoter promises that Virtual Fortunes has
the answers to all your questions, and testimonials from
several past customers reinforce the site as the one-stop,
location for all your online psychic, palm reading, and
fortune telling needs! A steady stream of customers has
the psychic offering visions of the future for just a buck
apiece. As more visitors seek answers from the vague
visionary, the questions and ambiguous answers pile up
nearly as fast as the laughs. This hysterical one-act is
highly entertaining as it explores the lengths to which
some people will go to hear what they want to hear.

In this soul-warming drama, five teens share what their
unique bowls of soup mean to them. For Esther, her bowl
of matzah ball soup represents freedom. For Oscar, his
bowl of tortilla soup reminds him to always follow his
dreams and persevere. Ashby feels connected to the
South with her bowl of gumbo, even though she barely
remembers when they lived there. The five monologues,
each about three minutes, are interwoven with reflective
echoing responses from the ensemble. It all comes
together to form a beautiful, short one act that leaves
everyone with something to savor.

TRADITIONAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE
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Virtual Plays • 15 - 30 min

BY GARY PETERSON

2M, 2F
No set requirements/About 15 minutes
Script $5.75/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $35 per performance

This gritty, comedic take on the film noir genre starts
with a phone call from a dame. (Doesn’t it always?)

BY LAURIE ALLEN

2M, 2F
Simple interior sets/About 15 minutes
Script $5.75/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $30 per performance

When Velma “The Songbird” Tanager calls The Daily
Oracular with a tip, night desk reporter Stirling “Rocky”
Rockford suddenly finds himself on the big story he’s been
waiting for: Velma says she has information about the
priceless Star of Skagway gem stolen that very afternoon
in broad daylight! But Velma doesn’t sing quite loud
enough, so Rocky turns to private investigator Samantha
Spade to help him decipher Velma’s tip and catch the
gem thief. Samantha follows the trail and is soon in
touch with local small-time con-man Shifty Weaselman,
who promises to deliver a series of clues that will lead
Samantha to the perp and put Rocky’s story above the
front-page fold of the morning edition.

There’s no doubt why this fast and funny comedy was
the first play selected by Taphouse Theatre for their
Shelter-in-Place virtual performances! Your favorite
comedy sketch writer, Laurie Allen, has hit it out of
the ballpark with this hysterical 15- minute play, ideal
for community theatres or high schools. Bride-to-be
Savannah learns the hard way that being quarantined
alone in her apartment does not mix well with prewedding jitters. With her fiance, Billy, quarantined with
his parents, she relies on video conference calls with
Billy and her parents for support. But one fateful night
with a pair of scissors and a poor—very poor—attempt
at hairdressing might jeopardize the festivities.

This easy-to-produce one-act spoof is full of short
monologues and split-screen style phone calls that
pays homage to The Maltese Falcon and other
1940s films of the noir genre.

Your audience will split their sides laughing as they
watch first her parents’ then Billy’s reactions to her
butchered haircut. A small cast and super easy
costuming and backgrounds make this virtual play
a snap to produce!

BY KARL GARNER

3M, 3F
Black backgrounds/About 20 minutes
Script $5.75/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $35 per performance

The simple staging, small cast, and short running time of this popular one-act comedy makes it a simple virtual production
that can come together with just a few rehearsals. Unlike other virtual shows, A Mystery Murdered is not based on the
premise that the characters are separated by location. Your virtual audience will easily suspend their disbelief to watch
these six communicate as if they’re all in the same place together, which means they don’t need electronic devices as props!
This play-within-a-play opens with the butler, holding a gun, standing over the body of Steve Walters. The butler, John,
assures us that things are not what they seem and that this is not a simple case of “the butler did it.” John introduces us
to the other suspects: Steve’s business partner, his ex-fiancée, his current fiancée, and her friend. But that’s when the play
falls apart, for the actors are as jealous, petty, and conceited as the characters they play. Your virtual audience will laugh
heartedly as they realize they’re not watching a mystery, they’re watching a comedy of bickering, egotistical actors who
can’t even stage a mystery without murdering it!
TRADITIONAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE
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Virtual Plays • 15 - 30 min

BY KIMBERLY BARGER

2M, 3F
Simple interior sets/About 25 minutes
Script $5.75/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $35 per performance

BY DAGNY JACKSON

1M, 1F , plus 1 role that can be any
Interior car set/About 20 minutes
Script $5.75/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $35 per performance

Megan is a nervous mess. Their best administrative
assistant has quit just as the business she co-owns with
her partner Wade is expanding. Desperate to fill the big
shoes left behind by Linda, Megan and Wade conduct
a series of virtual interviews for her replacement, in front
of the company’s board of directors... the audience.
Even though the first two tech-savvy candidates seem
to know their way around social media and technology
just fine, the twenty-somethings don’t seem big on work
ethic, common sense, or common courtesy. And Wade
isn’t much help either, seeming most concerned about
replacing Linda’s delicious cookies that she used to share
with the office. Feeling disappointed, Megan and Wade
are surprised when a video call to the third candidate is
answered by Linda herself. Could this be Wade’s chance
to bring those tasty cookies back? Community theatres
will love this ideal virtual play staged in simple video
interview format and featuring fun, flaky characters and
tons of outrageous office humor.

“Taxi!” Imagine hailing a cab only to find your life
suddenly taking a U-turn! A young man and woman meet
under seemingly coincidental circumstances when they
reluctantly agree to share a taxi. But is anything really
just coincidence? Your audience will be taken along
for a ride, literally and figuratively, in this lighthearted,
small-cast show that has a lot of heart and is ideal for
high school, college, or community theatre. It can easily
be done virtually with a video conferencing app by three
actors in different locations! As the two perfect strangers
get to know one another, they are maneuvered along
by their boisterous, wise-cracking taxi driver. The pair
realizes they have more in common than they ever could
have imagined, so they have to wonder if their meeting
was serendipity... or fate.

A winner of two different playwriting contests in its
traditional form, this fast-paced one-act is sharply
written and loaded with fun dialogue, helping it
translate wonderfully to virtual theatre platforms.
TRADITIONAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

BY TIM KELLY

1M, 2F
Simple interior sets/About 15 minutes
Script $5.75/Directorʼs book $17. 50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $30 per performance

Lee is a television writer who can only create when he is “living his script.” Luckily, his wife, Ellen, understands his
temperament perfectly. However, things have not been easy for Ellen lately, because Lee’s newest writing project is
Chickenman, a feathered character dedicated to defeating the evil forces in Chickencoop City. To get in the proper spirit,
Lee has even built a nest on the den floor and only cheeps to communicate. In this hilarious, brief scene, Ellen has a video
chat with her old college roommate, who finds the whole situation absurd.

This virtual play has very simple production needs and is great for any group that has no previous experience
with virtual productions. Best of all, the family-friendly, silly story appeals to all ages—from school-aged to
community theatre!
TRADITIONAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE
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ADAPTED BY JON JORY
3M, 3F, optional doubling, extras
No sets / About 30 minutes
Script $6.50 / Director ’s book $20 / Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance
Crime may be elementary, dear Watson, but feelings are much more complicated in this radio play mystery
that’s perfect for broadcast, podcast, or simply as readers theatre. When Arthur Conan Doyle’s famous sleuth
enlists the help of his doctor friend to reclaim incriminating photographic evidence of a king’s past relationship,
Sherlock Holmes finds himself faced with a puzzle he cannot solve—his own feelings for the very woman he’s
investigating, Irene Adler. He admires her for her wit and cunning, but do his feelings run deeper even as he’s
hired by the king to retrieve the photo from her possession?
An authentic adaptation of Doyle’s short story, “A Scandal in Bohemia,” A Sherlock Holmes Radio Mystery is
fast-paced and funny, meticulous and mysterious. Suggested sound effects will bring out the full potential of this
fun, small-cast radio play that can easily come together remotely or in-person.
TRADITIONAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

VIRTUAL PLAYS: 35 - 60 min

BY JON JORY

Flexible cast of 8 -16
No set requirements/About 45 minutes
Script $6.50/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

BY KAMRON KLITGAARD

Flexible cast of 3 -15
Interior office set/About 40 minutes
Script $6.75/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

Renowned playwright Jon Jory has created this perfect
monologue play for the COVID era. As a staged
production, either live or recorded, there are no set or
costume requirements, and it’s naturally socially distanced
already! And as a virtual production, it doesn’t get any
easier than this since only one camera needs to be on at
any one time. This play takes place in the COVID era,
during a stay-at-home order. Each character is schoolaged and shares their feelings of being stuck at home.
Some are bored and eager for any human interaction
outside their family, while others are quite productive in
what they’re doing with their time while cooped up at
home. The 16 monologues are two to three minutes each,
and most of them are gender neutral, so the cast can be
any combination of male and female. The cast size is
also adaptable. A cast of eight is suggested, with each
actor doing two pieces. Monologue titles include “The
Lingonberry Caper,” “Those Who Came Before,” and
“Richard Nixon’s Breath.” Permission to cut one or two
monologues is provided for a slightly shorter production.

A best-seller as a traditional stage play, your favorite
complaint department has now gone virtual! This virtual
play is written specifically to be rehearsed and performed
remotely, with every character in their own home! In this
rapid succession of duet scenes, the virtual complaint
department takes on some hysterical grievances. It seems
people will whine about anything! With a clever concept
of rotating each complainant into the staff position, each
character not only airs their own grievance, but must also
focus on someone else’s problem and assist them with
their complaint. All the roles are extremely balanced to
give everyone their moment to shine. Or, since no more
than two people are ever seen simultaneously, extensive
doubling offers actors the challenging fun of creating
multiple characters.
TRADITIONAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

BY FLIP KOBLER, CINDY MARCUS, AND FINN KOBLER

BY REBECCA SALOMONSSON

Flexible cast of 10 - 38 (minimum 5M, 5F)
Simple interior sets/About 55 minutes
Script $6.50/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

9M, 5F, plus 4 roles that can be any
No set requirements/About 40 minutes
Script $6.50/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

Comprised of 11 individual scenes that range in tone
from silly to sweet and hysterical to heartwarming,
the cast size can be as small as 10, as big as 38, or
anywhere in between! The running time can be shortened
by leaving out a scene or two, and even the tone of the
play can be molded by rearranging the order of the
virtual skits. Written specifically to be both rehearsed
and performed remotely, you’ll love how the characters
in these scenes relate to each other in real time, but
from separate locations. With no more than six actors in
any one scene, rehearsals are simple and the technical
requirements straightforward.

It ends up even Shakespeare’s characters are in
lockdown! Forced to remain in isolation until further
notice, four tragic characters make time to join a selfhelp group, virtually of course! Tragic characters
Ophelia, Lady Anne, Romeo, and Juliet seek support
at the Tragedians Anonymous group led by Prospero,
where the meeting’s theme is, “Identify those who wrong
us and those who we wrong.” In this smart, laugh-outloud comedy that’s also quite educational, the characters
proceed to confront the other characters in their plays.
They’re also forced to face their personified Fatal Flaws!
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TRADITIONAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

Virtual Plays • 35 - 60 min

BY FLIP KOBLER AND CINDY MARCUS
BY BRIAN D. TAYLOR

Flexible cast of 7- 26 (minimum 3M, 4F)
No set requirements/About 40 minutes
Script $6.50/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

Flexible cast of 14 - 29 (minimum 3M, 6F, plus 5 roles that 		
can be any)
Simple interior sets/About 55 minutes
Script $6.75/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

There’s a role for everybody—or multiple roles for a
smaller group—in this magical collection of short fairy tale
scenes. The dozen skits are each three to five minutes long
and have a cast of two to five, so that you never need
to juggle more than five cameras on at one time in your
virtual production. These sketches sparkle when presented
altogether or offer the flexibility to create a show of any
length by choosing only select scenes. You could even
present a serial Virtually Ever After, offering one or two
scenes a night over a span of time!

Characters don't need modern day technology in this
virtual fractured fairy tale—they have magic mirrors!
The Evil Queen wishes to be fairest of them all. But when
her Magic Mirror informs her that it is Snow White who is
most fair, the queen is livid! When asked how to find the
princess, her mirror mentions that Snow White has run
away. The Evil Queen summons great magic in hopes
of finding Snow White—she can now look through all
mirrors throughout the kingdom. But there’s a catch... the
magic also allows everyone else’s mirrors to show them
what they most wish to see. Best-selling fractured fairy
tale playwright Brian D. Taylor creates storytelling magic
with these magic mirrors, and it’s all written specifically
for rehearsing and performing remotely! Rapunzel gets
to talk with Prince Dashing, who’s outside of her tower,
Beauty sees the Beast who has taken her father prisoner,
and Cinderella, who just wants to dance at the ball, gets
connected to her Fairy Godmother. And there’s plenty
more fun! All these stories are moving toward their
happily ever afters while the Evil Queen is hunting down
Snow White, and you can guess that one will have a
happy ending, as well!

While bursting with familiar fairy tale characters, from
Big Bad Wolf and Little Red to Goldilocks and Baby Bear
and Prince Charming and all the classic princesses, these
original scenes are as fresh as they are funny! Best of all,
the characters are all communicating via their phones or
other devices, so these stories lend themselves perfectly to
a remote performance!

With a hugely flexible cast and running time and
delightful humor for the whole family, this show is
sure to end happily-ever-after!

BY BRIAN D. TAYLOR

Flexible cast of 12 - 20 (minimum 2M, 6F, plus 4 roles that 		
can be any)
Simple interior sets/About 40 minutes
Script $6.50/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

Love the concept of Mirror, Mirror, On the Wall (above)
but need a shorter show with a smaller cast? Here’s the
answer for you! Identical in every way sans three scenes,
this streamlined version still captures all the magical
delight of the extended version, complete with all the
stories ending happily ever after!
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Virtual Plays • 35 - 60 min

BY JEREMY JOHNSON

4M, 4F, plus 3 roles that can be any
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 60 minutes
Script $6.75/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

BY JEREMY JOHNSON & BRIAN D. TAYLOR

Flexible cast of 10 -17 (min. 3M, 4F, plus 3 roles that can be any)
Simple interior sets/About 40 minutes
Script $6.50/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

Meet the Virtuals—Dad, Mom, Son, Daughter, Grandma,
plus a cat named Kitten and a kitten named Cat. Part
Griswalds, part Jetsons, they’re just an ordinary family
living in extraordinary times. A slew of technological
advances, electronic home assistants, and computerized
appliances, including Bobert the vacuum and FAB, the
Fitness Assistant Bot, are meant to make life easier and
bring the Virtuals together, but somehow they wind up
more disconnected than before! But will a strange robot
virus lead to self-imposed social distancing? Find out in
this series of 13 sketches that can be presented as a
wonderful 60-minute play full of humor and heart, or any
number of scenes can be included or left out to create
any running time your group needs. You might even
consider doing one scene at a time over a number of
days or weeks to create The Virtual Family series!

Alien host of “Earth Talk Tonight,” Valendia Vortex, and
her rambunctious invertebrate sidekick, Troq, are on
the search for superior beings on the planet Earth. So
they call upon the monsters of the world to prove their
universal mettle! But vampire “Vladdy” is plain old batty.
Frankenstein is frenzied. Wolfie is just a hyper pup. And
Invisible Woman’s extraordinary gift is really no gift at all!
Making matters more embarrassing for these mediocre
monsters are their respective special guests, each more
vexing than the monsters themselves. It turns out that some
special powers aren’t as special as they seem and that
intelligent life is in the eye of the beholder.

This fast-paced, funny, out-of-this-world one-act
includes three optional commercial breaks for
additional cast members and a flexible run-time.

BY KAMRON KLITGAARD

Flexible cast of 12
No set requirements/About 50 minutes
Script $6.50/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

BY BRIAN HAMPTON

2M, 4F
No set requirements/About 35 minutes
Script $6.50/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

This coming-of-age virtual play consisting mostly of
two- and three-person scenes is full of outrageous
humor and a lighthearted lesson about loving
yourself, no matter how silly you might seem!
School picture photographer Mr. Barnaby holds a
deep, dark secret: when he was in school, his mom
mixed up pajama day with school picture day and the
young Mr. Barnaby’s resulting “jammie” photo would
ultimately go on to be one of the most viral photos
ever. Mr. Barnaby seeks revenge for his humiliation
by becoming a school photographer himself, vowing
one day to undo the wrongs of his past by turning the
humility and embarrassment on poor, unsuspecting
students! Using filters, Barnaby’s plan is to give all
the students a “just rolled out of bed” look that moms
will find too irresistibly adorable not to share on social
media. Once the mothers post their kids’ embarrassing
photos, Mr. Barnaby’s sad legacy will be erased!

This virtual adaptation of the best-selling one-act
personifies Gossip, giving its infectious spread a
visible presence. And having teens communicate only
through video conferencing very naturally makes this
cautionary tale about the impact of gossip an easy
adaptation to the virtual theatre stage!
As a traditional play, Gossip is a consistent contest
winner in one-act competitions, and this virtual edition
packs the same powerful punch. A group of high school
students befriends a charming yet sinister new student
named Gossip. She slyly manipulates and twists the truth
to get what she wants. But as her new friends begin to
figure it all out, they turn on her as ruthlessly as she went
after them, leading to a surprisingly twisted ending.
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TRADITIONAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

Virtual Plays • 35 - 60 min

BY BRIANNA DEHN

Flexible cast of 14 (3M, 3F, plus 8 roles that can be any)
Interior courtroom set/About 50 minutes
Script $6.50/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

BY TODD WALLINGER

Flexible cast of 6 -12 (2 - 5M, 4 - 7F)
Interior car sets/About 40 minutes
Script $6.75/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

A courtroom provides the perfect setting for a virtual or
socially-distanced production, and in this kooky kangaroo
court, it’s never been more crazy (or hysterical)! You’ll
also love the flexible cast of outlandish characters in this
funny, farcical court case. Casey Licit is on a cross-country
road trip when she’s apprehended and held for trial in
a town appropriately named Berserksville. Charged
with an outrageous triple crime, Casey maintains her
innocence. But as the trial begins, our level-headed
defendant realizes her hapless defense attorney is an
ineffective dolt, and the prosecution effectively uses silly,
childish distractions to win the case, including bribing
Judge Falter and witnesses with candy and leading the
courtroom in the Macarena! The parade of witnesses
offers testimony that’s nothing more than twisted fibs,
boastful self-promotion, and gabby gossip.

These four scenes about driver’s ed follies work perfectly
on a virtual stage. With four 10-minute scenes all set
in a car, this comical collection takes the point of view
of antsy or annoyed instructors, as well as candid and
sometimes clueless teens. There’s a nervous teacher who
doesn’t seem to know the first thing about driving. And
the clueless teenage girl who brings some unexpected
guests to her first driving class. In one scene, a teenage
boy is forced to share a car with his temperamental exgirlfriend. And then there’s yet another teenage girl who
can’t break away from her phone long enough to learn
how to drive.

A top-seller for traditional theatre, the simple set-up,
spot-on humor, and quirky characters also make
it ideal for virtual theatre. Each scene can stand
alone or the four can be presented as a whole with
the individual scenes all connected thematically.
Whoever the audience, they’re guaranteed miles
of smiles and gallons of laughter with this look at
life in the not-so-fast lane.

TRADITIONAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

TRADITIONAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE
BY STACEY LANE

Flexible cast of 14 - 16
Interior bedroom sets/About 40 minutes
Script $6.50/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

With a completely gender-neutral, totally teenage cast, this virtual comedy has a depth that makes it particularly
well-suited for middle or high school productions, teen theatre camps and classes, and virtual one-act competitions.
There’s nothing like a bunch of teens hanging out together in a virtual chat room to provide the perfect setting for a virtual
play! Looking for a way to cope with sleepless nights, Poppy creates the Insomniac Cybersociety as a safe, online place
for awake but tired teens confined to their bedrooms to pass the long night hours of sleeplessness. It’s almost like going to
a slumber party every night, with lighthearted conversation between these virtual friends with fun, online pseudonyms such
as Night Owl, Third Shift, Tryptophan, Sandman, and Shuteye. Luckily, Poppy strictly enforces the rules to the private chat
room: no personal information, no talking about the time, and no consulting with one another about curing their insomnia.
But Poppy’s own diligence begins to fall victim to exhaustion. Luckily, the latest outsider who gained entry into the secret
society cares about Poppy and wants to help.
TRADITIONAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE
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MONOLOGUE PLAYS
Monologue plays offer a world of flexibility and ease—live or recorded, onstage or performed from home—with
few, if any, set or costume requirements. Monologue plays are the easiest type of play to produce virtually, or
for staged productions, they are naturally socially distanced!

BY LAURIE ALLEN

2M, 6F, plus 7 roles that can be any
4 - 7 minutes each
Royalty-Free PDF: $21.95

BY J. ROBERT WILKINS

3F
Interior apartment set/About 35 minutes
Script $6.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

Favorite teen scene writer Laurie Allen has created this
powerful collection of 15 original monologues, each
ranging from four to seven minutes, that explores a
variety of teen responses to the pandemic and the saferat-home restrictions that come with it. From restoring
old friendships and keeping traditions alive to missing
baseball, graduation, prom, and so much more, each
monologue offers a unique, true-to-life point of view of this
real-world crisis. These monologues can be performed
virtually or live, individually or all together to create a
moving one-hour program. Quaran-Teens celebrates
the resiliency of teens, who, despite feeling lonely and
sacrificing their own special moments, maintain an
element of hope for a brighter future.

A man is off on a peacekeeping mission overseas. The
three generations of women Jack leaves at home must
deal with his six- month absence, each facing the reality
of separation privately. Their only connection with the
man they love is via letters. Through this correspondence,
the audience becomes privy to their fears, their hopes,
their anticipation and ultimately their sorrow. This drama
powerfully depicts not only the sacrifices made by
soldiers but also by their families. Whether for contest
or performance, you will be moved by this stirring play.

BY JON JORY

Flexible cast of 8 -16
No set requirements/About 45 minutes
Script $6.50/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

BY KENDRA THOMAS

2M, 2F, plus 1 role that can be any
No set requirements/About 20 minutes
Script $5.75/Director’s book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $35 per performance

This play takes place in the COVID era, during a stayat-home order. Each character is school-aged and
shares their feelings of being stuck at home. Some are
bored and eager for any human interaction outside
their family, while others are quite productive in what
they’re doing with their time while cooped up at home.
The 16 monologues are two to three minutes each, and
most of them are gender neutral, so the cast can be
any combination of male and female. The cast size is
also adaptable. A cast of eight is suggested, with each
actor doing two pieces. Monologue titles include “The
Lingonberry Caper,” “Those Who Came Before,” and
“Richard Nixon’s Breath.” Permission to cut one or two
monologues is provided for a slightly shorter production.

In this soul-warming drama, five teens share what their
unique bowls of soup mean to them. For Esther, her bowl
of matzah ball soup represents freedom. For Oscar, his
bowl of tortilla soup reminds him to always follow his
dreams and persevere. Ashby feels connected to the
South with her bowl of gumbo, even though she barely
remembers when they lived there. The five monologues,
each about three minutes, are interwoven with reflective
echoing responses from the ensemble. It all comes
together to form a beautiful, short one act that leaves
everyone with something to savor.
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VIRTUAL ROYALTY-FREE SKITS
These extremely popular, bargain-priced scenes and monologues are almost too good to be true! Each is
delivered as a PDF directly to your inbox, written specifically for virtual rehearsal and performance, is royaltyfree, and with unlimited distribution rights! Royalty-free rights include online, live, or recorded performances,
and unlimited distribution rights mean you can simply email the PDF to all your cast and crew members.

ROYALTY - FREE COMEDY SKITS WRITTEN 		
SPECIFICALLY FOR DIGITAL PRODUCTIONS

BY LAURIE ALLEN

2M, 6F, plus 7 roles that can be any
4 - 7 minutes each
Royalty-Free PDF: $21.95

2 - 4 players per scene
5 - 10 minutes per scene
4 - 5 scenes per volume
Royalty-Free PDF: $32.95 per volume

Favorite teen scene writer Laurie Allen has created this
powerful collection of 15 original monologues, each
ranging from four to seven minutes, that explores a
variety of teen responses to the pandemic and the saferat-home restrictions that come with it. From restoring
old friendships and keeping traditions alive to missing
baseball, graduation, prom, and so much more, each
monologue offers a unique, true-to-life point of view of
this real-world crisis.

As we “zoom” into this new age of virtual theatre,
we have exactly what you need to make it happen:
scenes written specifically to be done virtually! And
as part of our Royalty-Free Skits collection, the PDF
script is electronically delivered straight to your inbox
with unlimited rights to share it with your entire cast.
Best of all, the sketches are all royalty-free for online
or live performances!

These monologues can be performed virtually or
live, individually or all together to create a moving
one-hour program. Nobody captures the teen voice
better than Laurie Allen, and here, she has given
each character an arc to move past their anger,
disappointment, and bitterness. Quaran-Teens
celebrates the resiliency of teens, who, despite
feeling lonely and sacrificing their own special
moments, maintain an element of hope for a
brighter future.

Some of Pioneer’s favorite playwrights have quickly
jumped on the bandwagon to bring you 5- to 10-minute,
lighthearted plays written specifically to be performed
virtually through Zoom, Skype, Google Meet, or any
other video conferencing app. Each volume of these
scene collections has four to five sketches, each with
two to four characters per skit and very easy costuming
and props that actors can come up with at home.
We know your actors are separated, so our playwrights
got creative and had fun writing short plays where
the characters are also separated though interacting
directly with each other. From ordering through a
drive-thru lane to an astronaut and mission control,
from someone trapped in a cave to a virtual date, these
scene collections run the gamut!

You can read complete descriptions of each scene
online in our Royalty-Free Skits section that you can
access from the search engine on our homepage.
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Discover the
Difference

ELEVATE YOUR SHOW LIKE A PRO!
BookTix makes it simple to sell tickets to your event for in-person attendance,
a livestream, or a combination! Stream your recorded or virtual production with ease.
No cost to you. Simply pass the nominal
fees on to your patrons in their ticket price
Free printer and scanner for in-person ticketing
Secure links to your livestreamed event
emailed directly to your ticket buyers
Extraordinary BookTix customer service

FROM ONSTAGE TO ONLINE
BookTix is THE platform to sell tickets and livestream
your theatre production

Learn more at BookTix.com
In Partnership with Pioneer Drama Service

ONE-ACT COMEDIES &
CHILDREN’S SHOWS: 20 - 30 min
Pioneer Drama’s selection of one act plays is hard to beat! This is just a small sampling of more than 500 comedy
and children’s one act plays we carry! There’s something here for every school from elementary through college,
plus churches, youth programs, and community theatres. Plays run from 20 - 60 minutes and come in all cast sizes.

BY JACOB DORN

BY JACOB DORN

Flexible cast of 12 (4M, 2F, plus 6 roles that can be any)
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 20 minutes
Script $5.75/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $30 per performance

Flexible cast of 9 -10 (1- 2M, 2F, plus 6 roles that can be any)
Single interior and exterior set/About 20 minutes
Script $5.75/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $30 per performance

This simplified children’s classic has minimal sets and
even a nice moral about the importance of reading!
“That Beast guy” was once a handsome prince—
before being cursed by an old woman for being such
a poor student! The hairy dude and his servants, now
collaterally cursed as common household items, become
cut off from the world. That is, until Belle finds a castle
and a Beast in need! As Gastoff and his sniveling pals
set out after Belle, Beast warms to the kindhearted Belle,
who teaches him to read and write. When vainglorious
Gastoff arrives, he finds that Belle is no captive of Beast,
but rather captivated by his newfound literacy!

Ideal for elementary schools and summer camp
productions, all the scenes you’d expect from the classic
are here, but faster and funnier than ever! Heck, this
show is so “lite,” it only has five dwarves! Since they
don’t need help with cooking and cleaning, they hand
Snow White a plunger and put her to work! When
the Queen, cleverly disguised in Groucho glasses,
tries to finish Snow White off with a poisoned apple,
the girl is saved by the quick response from Prince
Heimlich. Audiences of all ages will love the tonguein-cheek humor in this surprisingly witty adaptation. It’s
absolutely de-LITE-ful!

ADAPTED BY LAUREN MAYER

BY JACOB DORN

Flexible cast of 18-28
Single interior and exterior set/About 25 minutes
Script $5.75/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $30 per performance

1M, 6F, plus 3 roles that can be any
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 20 minutes
Script $5.75/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $30 per performance

With a short running time, a large cast, and no Christmas
scenes, this simple-to-stage version of the heartwarming
classic is perfectly suited for young audiences any
time of year. Gramma tells her grandkids the story of
young Theodore, whose toys come to life whenever
they’re alone in the nursery. They yearn to become
real someday, but as Horse tells the others, toys only
become real through a child’s love. Theodore’s nanny
gives him a velveteen bunny to help him sleep, and
Bunny is so cuddly and soft, it immediately becomes
Theodore’s favorite toy.

This bare-bones, cut-to-the-chase re-telling of the classic
fairy tale is fast-paced and flat out funny! Ideal for
elementary schools, summer camps, and youth theatres,
Simply Cinderella is easy-to-stage, requires minimal
rehearsal, and can be done on a very small budget.
This upbeat, slap-happy fractured fairy tale will delight
performers and audiences alike.

TWO - ACT VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE
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One-Act Comedies & Children’s Shows • 20 - 30 min

BY SUSANNA HARGREAVES

Flexible cast of 23 - 39
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 20 minutes
Script $5.75/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $30 per performance

BY KEVIN BEAN

Flexible cast of 8 -19 (3 - 8M, 5 - 11F)
Interior living room set/About 30 minutes
Script $6 .50/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
DVD of amateur performance $10
Royalty $40 per performance

The entire world of fairy tales gets utterly mixed up
in this silly one-act that has room in the cast for your
entire class!

Here’s a hilarious tongue-in-cheek retelling of classic
Grimm fairy tales that feels fresh and contemporary! A
mother notices her daughter has picked up some not-sogreat lessons from the fairy tales she’s been reading, so
she sits her down and tells her new, more modern and
empowering versions of some of the classics. In Mom’s
new and improved variations, Little Red is an animal
rights activist and vegetarian who saves the wolf from
the Woodsman; Snow White unionizes the dwarves
and overthrows her beauty pageant loving stepmother;
and Cinderella shares her love of angst-filled poetry with
Charming and they run off together to live as Bohemian
artists. Each story-within-a-story has no more than six
characters for easy casting and staging.

The Grimm brothers are writing their stories late into
the night when suddenly a terrible gust of wind flings
open the door and blows the pages everywhere! Later
that night, the stories begin to intermingle in Wilhelm’s
dreams. Cinderella’s desperately trying to get to the
royal ball, but somehow she’s ends up at Rapunzel’s
tower. As her Fairy Godmother mistakenly sends her on
to the Seven Dwarves’ cottage and Snow White’s castle,
Cinderella meets loads of new friends—dwarves, bears,
pigs, and witches!—all of whom are just as lost and out
of place as she is! When they all finally make their way
to the ball, Cinderella finally meets her prince, and they
all share a giant fairy tale party “happily” thereafter!

BY NATHAN HARTSWICK

Flexible cast of 16 (2M, 9F, plus 5 roles that can be any)
Interior talk show set/About 30 minutes
Script $6 .50/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

A cheesy talk show host invites traditional fairy tale characters who
have been estranged for 20 years to reconcile on live television. From
Snow White and the Evil Queen to Cinderella and her middle-aged
Ugly Stepsisters, this TV show parody asks the question, “Can’t we
all just get along?” The talk show is punctuated by questions from
obnoxious studio audience members and hilarious infomercials for
fairy tale related products. Even Jiminy Cricket—now an occupational
therapist and author of “My Life as Your Conscience”—makes a guest
appearance to lend his professional opinion. Complete with a trashtalking clairvoyant mirror, an unfortunate prince who is turning slowly
back into a frog, and many other wacky fractured fairy tale bits, your
talk show spoof will be the talk of the town!
MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE
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One-Act Comedies & Children’s Shows • 20 - 30 min

BY STUART L. SHEELEY

BY JOHN WOODARD

4M, 6F, plus 4 roles that can be any
Interior courtroom set/About 30 minutes
Script $6.25/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $35 per performance

Flexible cast of 18 (3M, 4F, plus 11 roles that can be any), extras
Bare stage/About 30 minutes
Script $6 .25/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

In this kooky spoof of TV courtroom dramas
that’s perfect for younger actors and audiences,
Amanda Marie Locks, known as Goldilocks or
even “Goldie,” is on trial for breaking and entering
and destruction of private property.

This hilarious play is wonderfully easy to produce with
loads of humor for both kids and their parents. The
Fairy Tale Network is a television network that needs
to improve its viewership ratings with exciting new
programming. The three mice working as creative
consultants for the studio each must come up with a
story idea to pitch to their new chief, the Cat. And they
need to pitch their ideas fast before they become a
fancy feast! They retell the well-known tales of Little Red
Riding Hood, The Three Pigs, and Goldilocks and the
Three Bears, but now with new, unexpected twists. The
crew of Busy Bees racing on props and sometimes even
becoming the set pieces themselves makes this play
fast-paced, super-easy to stage and fun!

A wide cast of fairytale characters serve as witnesses
for the prosecuting and defense attorneys. To hear the
Bare family tell it, Goldie should be found guilty. But an
unscrupulous judge and a slew of unreliable witnesses—
including a blind witch, a forgetful old woman who lives
in a shoe, a dwarf with a nasty disposition, a skittish
tuffet-tester, and a country boy so dumb he’d trade
beans for a cow—make it hard to build a case against
the gal with the golden hair. With so much conflicting
testimony, no wonder the results are courtroom chaos!
The entire justice system is left in silly shambles in this
slapstick one-act designed for laughs.

BY LAVINIA ROBERTS
BY LUCY WILLIAMS

Flexible cast of 15 - 30
Bare stage/About 25 minutes
Script $5.75/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $30 per performance

Flexible cast of 21, optional doubling
Interior three-ring circus set/About 33 minutes
Script $6.25/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $35 per performance

A circus fairytale mash-up rooted in the rule of threes,
Trio! is a fast-paced adventure through a trilogy of
storybook favorites featuring three characters: The Three
Bears, The Three Pigs, and the Three Billy Goats Gruff.
Narrated by a triumvirate of ringmasters and giddily
guided by a threesome of circus clowns who also act as
stagehands, Trio! races in just over 30 minutes through
the triplicate tales, each twirled to provide three times
the laughter and fun! Opportunities for student actors to
show off their circus-style talents offers chance to triple
your production value by featuring hidden talents sure
to excite eager audiences! With a simple, three-ring
circus set, putting on a family-friendly, funny show is as
easy as 1-2 - 3!

Have fun with some of Shakespeare’s most famous
characters in this comical one act TV talent show
parody! Our host, Puck, the mischievous fairy from
A Midsummer Night’s Dream, is joined by the Fool,
a classic Shakespearean side character, who adds wit
and fun with his not-so-foolish interjections. Romeo,
King Duncan, and Portia create an eclectic panel of
judges for a collage of small-cast skits featuring other
characters from the Bard’s greatest hits, including
Hamlet, King Lear’s three daughters, Desdemona, the
witches, and more! Of course, the talent portion of the
TV show soon takes side stage to hilarious high drama
behind the scenes, especially with Macbeth as the
stage manager and Macduff as sound engineer.
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One-Act Comedies & Children’s Shows • 20 - 30 min

BY COLLEEN NEUMAN
BY KAMRON KLITGAARD

6M, 10 - 14F, optional extras
Interior kitchen set/About 30 minutes
Script $6.25/Director’s book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $35 per performance

1M, 6 - 7F, plus 1 role that can be any
Bare stage/About 30 minutes
Script $6.25/Director’s book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $35 per performance

Over-the-top costuming, contrasting characters, and
outrageous hillbilly humor make this “fowl” mystery
a real howl!

Best-selling author Kamron Klitgaard has written another
delightfully fun and fast-paced one act comprised of
a series of short duet and trio scenes. An odd fortune
teller has set up his or her table in a public square, and
a steady stream of customers has the psychic offering
visions of the future for just a buck apiece.

Generally speaking, the Pruitts are “none too bright”—
with the exception of the oldest daughter, Lilybelle. And
on this particular morning, Lilybelle’s eager to put her
degree from Harvard Business School to use at her new
job with a local brokerage company. With a business
proposal in mind, she’s invites over the well-to-do Van
Cans for omelets. But problems arise when Lilybelle’s ma,
Queenetta, reveals that she “cain’t make no omelets” for
the Van Cans on account of the fact that all the Pruitts’
chickens are dead and presumed murdered! Pa accuses
neighbors Leroy Framingham and his twin sons of…
fowl play! Your audience will be rolling with laughter as
mayhem erupts!

With extremely simple production needs that make
it ideal for contests or classroom scene work,
this hysterical one-act is highly entertaining as it
explores the lengths to which some people will go
to hear what they want to hear.
VIRTUAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

BY KAMRON KLITGAARD

2M, 4F, plus 1 role that can be any
Bare stage/About 30 minutes
Script $6.50/Director’s book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

BY JANET S. TIGER

1M, 1F
Interior living room set/About 25 minutes
Script $5.75/Director’s book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $30 per performance

When the Angel of Death visits a mental hospital to collect
someone on his list, he accidentally reveals himself to the
wrong person. After struggling to convince the patients
of his identity, Death attempts to correct his potentially
fatal mistake and demands to know which one of them
is actually the one he came for. But the patients refuse
to give up their friend’s true identity, even after Death
insists that if he doesn’t perform the touch of death within
the allotted time, the consequences could be disastrous.
Death must resort to drastic measures and even joins
the group session in order to win this deadly battle of
wits. With a perfect balance of dark humor and pathos,
this piece is ideal for contest or an evening of one acts,
offering several challenging character arcs.

This clever, award-winning duet play has it all: suspense,
comic dialogue, stage action and a satisfying and
hilarious surprise ending! A young thief arrives at the
home of a blind woman who lives on an isolated bluff,
ostensibly answering an ad about a chair for sale. Since
the ad mentioned the woman was blind and lived alone,
John plans on pulling off an easy heist. See how a
shrewd old woman pulls the wool over the eyes of a wolf
in sheep’s clothing in this exceptional comedy with two
outstanding, well-developed character roles.
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ONE-ACT COMEDIES &
CHILDREN’S SHOWS: 35 - 60 min
Pioneer Drama’s selection of one act plays is hard to beat! This is just a small sampling of more than 500 comedy
and children’s one act plays we carry! There’s something here for every school from elementary through college,
plus churches, youth programs, and community theatres. Plays run from 20 - 60 minutes and come in all cast sizes.

BY KAMRON KLITGAARD

Flexible cast of 7 -16
Interior fast food counter set/About 50 minutes
Script $6.75/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

BY KAMRON KLITGAARD

Flexible cast of 3 -15
Interior office set/About 40 minutes
Script $6.75/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

In this quick succession of quirky customers, the Order Up!
restaurant takes on everything from weird food allergies
to fanatical health inspectors, from the fear of eating to
someone wanting to hide in the restroom, and on and
on and on. Could there be a moment of sanity for the
three employees who work behind this fast-food counter?
With the same clever concept of rotating customers
and workers in and out that Kamron utilized in his bestselling Complaint Department and Lemonade, each role
is gender-flexible and very balanced to give everyone
their moment in the spotlight. Or, since no more than
seven people are ever onstage simultaneously, extensive
doubling offers actors the challenge of creating multiple
characters. With extremely simple production needs, this
fun and fast-paced one act can be performed just about
anywhere and is a clever contest piece.

In this rapid succession of hysterical grievances, the
complaint department takes on everything from songs
stuck in the head to the price of cheese. With a clever
concept of rotating each complainant into the seat
behind the desk, each character not only airs their
own grievances, but must also focus on someone else’s
problem and assist them with their complaint. All the roles
are extremely balanced to give everyone their moment
in the spotlight. Or, since no more than two people are
ever onstage simultaneously, extensive doubling offers
actors the challenge of creating multiple characters.
VIRTUAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

PIONEER
PLAYWRITING
CONTEST

WINNER!

BY JENNIFER SIMMONS
BY JOSEPH P. KOCHISS

Flexible cast of 16 - 34, optional extras
Bare stage/About 40 minutes
Script $6.75/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

There’s also a huge dose of positive energy as the
Greek gods learn that the Cloud Throne is up for grabs,
with Zeus declaring the coveted throne will go to the
do-gooder who’s the most helpful, compassionate, and
caring.What follows is a series of short scenes adapted
from traditional Greek tales but told with a cheerful
twist and an emphasis on magnanimity. As all the gods
gather in the final scene for an Academy Awards-style
show, we find that old habits die hard in this fun tale of
mythological creatures, mere mortals, and (mostly) good
gods full of goodwill and grace.

Flexible cast of 8 - 40
Bare stage/About 35 minutes
Script $6.50/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

This fast-paced comedy is an entertaining way to introduce
student actors and their audiences to the wonderful world
of Shakespeare. A narrator and her irreverent helper
comically provide a brief biography of the playwright,
who appears in protest to make sure they get the details
right. Drawing from Shakespeare’s long list of histories,
comedies, and tragedies, a grand parade of the Bard’s
most cherished and famous characters follows, with just a
few actors onstage at any one time.
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One-Act Comedies & Children’s Shows • 35 - 60 min

BY CARLOS PEREZ

Flexible cast of 9 -35
Bare stage/About 45 minutes
Script $6.75/Directorʼs book $20			
Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

BY JOSEPH ROBINETTE

Flexible cast of 10 -12
Bare stage/About 40 minutes
Script $6.75/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

Storytellers steeped in Native American culture and heritage
take audiences on a wondrous tour of pre-colonial North
America in this unique children’s play. Using ensemble
acting and simple sets and props, a group of nine or more
storytellers recreate seven folktales and legends of Native
American culture, from the origin stories of the universe
to legends of men, women, and animals who lived all
over North America prior to the arrival of Europeans.
Six “tellers,” assisted by a navigator, a translator, and a
scholar, teach about Native American tribal locations,
customs, language, and culture in a series of short five- to
seven-minute plays-within-a-play. These stories are woven
together in such a way as to allow morals and lessons
to shine through while keeping even younger audiences
engaged and interested in Native American heritage.

Who will win the tournament of champions? Will it be the
girl who sings a ludicrous ”heartbreak” song? An eager
comedian with laughably old jokes? Perhaps the kazooplaying one-man band? The laughs are big even if the
talent is small when you add in an impressionist who does
everyone from Porky Pig to Gollum, a makeover artist, a
model, and a genius who answers trick questions.

Staging is simple and everyone gets their moment in
the spotlight! On top of that, there’s flexibility in the
number of finalists, and the cast can be almost all
male or all female or any combination in between.

BY PAT LYDERSEN
BY TODD WALLINGER

Flexible cast of 15 -35, optional extras, doubling
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 60 minutes
Script $7/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20		
DVD of amateur performance $10
Royalty $60 per performance

Flexible cast of 7 -13 (2 - 5M, 5 - 8F)
Bare stage/About 40 minutes
Script $6.75/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

These four scenes take a hilarious look at the world of
driver’s ed, especially from the instructor’s perspective. In
them, we meet: 1) a nervous teacher who doesn’t seem
to know the first thing about driving, 2) a teenage girl
who brings some unexpected guests to her first driving
class, 3) a teenage boy who’s forced to share a car with
his temperamental ex-girlfriend, and 4) a teenage girl
who can’t break away from her smartphone long enough
to learn how to drive. You’ll love the unique structure of
this piece, composed of four individual 10 minute plays,
each standing alone yet related thematically. Whether
performed individually, making them perfect for talent
shows and competitions, or together for an evening’s
entertainment, you’re guaranteed miles of smiles and
gallons of laughter.

Stanley Leonardo Sappovitz wants nothing more than to
become a comic book artist. It seems like that day will
never come until his boss invests in a shipment of magical
pens, guaranteed to bring to life any character his artists
create. When the staff artists unwittingly unleash the
dreaded Doctor Shock Clock, it is up to Stanley to create
his own team of superheroes. Watch as the egotistical
Star Guy and his “Charisma Ray,” Triple Time with his
super fast speed, environmentally correct Blossom with
her magical sleeping potion flowers, and the slightly
grouchy but goodhearted Wombat Woman combine their
special powers! Your audiences will cheer and laugh out
loud when the superheroes battle Shock Clock and his
henchmen, the Minutos, only to be saved in the end by the
greatest superhero of them all—Eraser Man (a.k.a. Stanley
Leonardo Sappovitz)!

VIRTUAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE
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MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

One-Act Comedies & Children’s Shows • 35 - 60 min

THE TRIAL OF GOLDILOCKS

BY ALEXI ALFIERI

BY FLIP KOBLER AND CINDY MARCUS

Flexible cast of 17-24
Bare stage/About 50 minutes
Script $6.75/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

7M, 6F, plus 2 roles that can be any
Interior courtroom set/About 45 minutes
Script $6.75/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

What really happened after “once upon a time”? You’ll
find out in this fun, flexible-cast, simple-to-stage fractured
fairy tale! A substitute narrator is called in on short notice
to present stories from a stack of fairy tale books. But
just as each tale begins its ”once upon a time,” the main
characters show up to interrupt and correct the newbie
narrator’s telling of their story. Turns out, these characters
have hysterical idiosyncrasies. It’s up to the characters to
comfort the narrator and explain what really happened
after “once upon a time.”

Will justice be served in this hilarious fairy-tale courtroom
play packed with characters we all know and love? It’s up
to your audience, which serves as the jury and determines
how the play ends! Goldilocks is the defendant, on
trial for breaking and entering. The plaintiffs are—you
guessed it—the three bears. As their lawyers Henny
Penny and Tom Thumb go toe-to-toe hoping to prove
their respective clients’ cases, other fairy tale characters
are called to testify as witnesses, including Hansel and
Gretel, Jack and Cow, and Granny. Even the Big Bad
Wolf takes the stand, but can any of these witnesses
be trusted themselves? Is Goldilocks guilty or innocent?
With multiple endings to cover each possible outcome,
your audience gets to decide her ultimate fate.

PIONEER
PLAYWRITING
CONTEST

WINNER!

BY ALEC STRUM

Flexible cast of 14 (3M, 5F, plus 6 roles that can be any)
Interior courtroom set/About 45 minutes
Script $6 .75/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

BY BRIAN D. TAYLOR

Flexible cast of 12 - 35
Bare stage/About 50 minutes
Script $6 .50/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

Big Bad provides actors and audiences of any age with
a smart and wickedly funny play that lets the audience
determine the outcome of the play! The most notorious
criminal in the fairy-tale world, Big Bad Wolf, is being
slapped with a class-action lawsuit by the countless
quirky characters he has wronged. Now, the two
greatest legal minds in the Enchanted Forest—the Evil
Stepmother and the Fairy Godmother—will clash (on live
Court TV, no less, with Sydney Grimm as commentator!)
in a trial that will be remembered forever after. Was
he born a criminal, or made one? What will the verdict
be? Only the jury—your audience—can decide, when
the doddering old Judge invites them to determine the
outcome of the trial... and the play! With minimal set
and costume requirements and a good balance of stage
time for each character, you’ll love the multiple endings
that make every performance unique!

Young players will get a chance to really ham it up in this
fantastic new twist on an old tale! Top-selling playwright
Brian D. Taylor brings together all the elements you love—a
cast that’s hugely flexible in both size and male/female
balance, 20 rapid-fire two- to three-minute scenes that each
have one to six actors, a chance for every actor to have
their moment in the spotlight, and an eclectic collection
of styles that reveals each pig’s unique personality. In this
hilarious and fast-paced predator-vs-prey send-up, your
audience will squeal with delight as the 33 pigs in the
meadow continuously outsmart the hungry wolf, much in
the style of Roadrunner and Coyote or Tom and Jerry.

Full of classic, pop-culture, and world-inspired piggie
characters and references, actors and audiences alike
will go hog-wild for this show!

MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE
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One-Act Comedies & Children’s Shows • 35 - 60 min
PIONEER
PLAYWRITING
CONTEST

WINNER!

BY BRIANNA DEHN

BY KEVIN STONE

Flexible cast of 14 (3M, 3F, plus 8 roles that can be any)
Interior courtroom set/About 50 minutes
Script $6.50/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

Flexible cast of 16 (5M, 5F, plus 6 roles that can be any), 		
optional doubling
Interior clothing store set/About 40 minutes
Script $6.75/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

There’s a large, flexible cast of kooky characters in this
funny, farcical court case unlike any other. Casey Licit
is on a cross-country road trip when she’s apprehended
and held for trial in a town appropriately named
Berserksville. Charged with an outrageous triple crime,
Casey maintains her innocence. But as the trial begins,
our level-headed defendant realizes her hapless defense
attorney is an ineffective dolt, and the prosecution
effectively uses silly, childish distractions to win the case,
including bribing Judge Falter and witnesses with candy
and leading the courtroom in the Macarena! There’s
also a parade of witnesses whose testimony is nothing
more than twisted fibs, boastful self-promotion, or gabby
gossip. Casey soon sees that her only chance at justice
lies in her quick wits to beat them at their own game in
this crazy (and hysterical!) kangaroo court.

All is quiet on the storefront as the owner of a small
clothes shop locks up for the night. Little does she know
that when the lights go out, activity in her store really
picks up! Two lively mannequins, LuAnn and Patty, have
been waiting all day for a chance to loosen up. When
they discover fellow mannequin Danny in a mistakenly
delivered crate, the night really gets interesting! The new
mannequin on the block not only gets out of his box, he
thinks outside the box when a pair of bungling burglars
breaks in. With Danny taking the reins, the mannequins
show the crooks who the real “dummies” are! To add to
the fun and suspense, the burglars and mannequins are
almost caught by the near-sighted security guard and
some late-night window shoppers.

With great comic dialogue and stage action, you
won’t want the curtain to close on this crazy awardwinning comedy, popular with all ages!

VIRTUAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

BY CHARLOTTE NIXON

Flexible cast of 22 (3M, 4F, plus 5 roles that can be any), optional
doubling, extras
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 50 minutes
Script $6.75/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

BY LORRAINE THOMPSON

Flexible cast of 14 - 36, optional extras
Interior circus tent set/About 40 minutes
Script $6 . 75/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

In this hilarious courtroom comedy, Dish and Spoon
from the Hey Diddle Diddle Band have been abducted
and everyone thinks Itsy Bitsy Spider is to blame! Itsy
Bitsy boldly maintains his or her innocence, telling a
tale of a sudden rainstorm and a waterspout, even as
Prosecutor Muffet commits to convicting the washed-out
spider. Candlestick-obsessed Judge Jack B. Nimble does
little to keep order in the court, though thankfully Bailiff
Mother Hubbard takes justice more seriously. But is Miss
Muffet following the true intent of the law, or is she simply
holding a grudge about that tuffet incident? It certainly
doesn’t look good for the spider when every witness—
from Jack and Jill to Humpty Dumpty—reports seeing a
suspect with eight legs. And there’s only one defendant in
the courtroom matching that description!

Come one! Come all! Step right up! Watch the greatest
stories on Earth come alive under the big top! It’s a circus
full of laughter and lively storytelling as the ringmaster
and players perform a variety of well-known tales such as
“The Bremen Town Musicians,” “The Billy Goats Gruff,”
“The Lion and the Mouse,” “Monkey See, Monkey Do”
and “The Magic Fish.” Launch the show with a core of 14
actors who double and triple roles, or enhance the lively
circus theme with a full cast of characters, including a
troupe of clowns and any other fun performers you want
to highlight! With its delightful humor, extremely flexible
cast, and simple set and costumes, this play is a snap to
produce—and an audience-pleaser for all!
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BY TODD WALLINGER
Flexible cast of 23 (8M, 9F, plus 6 roles that can be any)
Interior bookshop set / About 60 minutes
Script $7 / Director’s book $20 / Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $50 per performance

During the day, A Likely Story may look like any other used bookstore. But at night, it’s a place where magic
happens. That’s when the characters inside the books come alive. Six of those characters—Dorothy Gale, Robin
Hood, Pollyanna, Sherlock Holmes, Heidi, and Tom Sawyer—long to help Margie, the scatterbrained owner,
save her struggling store. But they’re not allowed to leave the building or be seen by human eyes. So when a
pair of smugglers comes looking for a stolen necklace hidden inside one of the books, the characters are torn.
Should they warn Margie and risk disappearing forever? Or can they find a way to defeat the crooks without
being seen? Featuring additional appearances by such beloved literary characters as the Queen of Hearts, Long
John Silver, and Doctor Dolittle, this charming comedy celebrates the joy of reading in a fresh, fun-filled way.
MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

ONE-ACT DRAMAS: 15 - 30 min
An incredibly broad range of topics makes these dramas compelling, whether for competition, a staged
production, or online performances. With almost a hundred more one act dramas online, middle schools, high
schools, and community theatres are sure to find the perfect show to meet their needs.

BY KENDRA THOMAS
BY KENDRA THOMAS

3M, 5F, extras
Interior school sets/About 30 minutes
Script $6.50/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

2M, 5F, plus 1 role that can be any
Exterior forest set/About 30 minutes
Script $6.50/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

Imagine a world where every teen comes of age by
receiving an empty box. In this unique drama about
coping with pressures and expectations from others, Jack
is curious when he receives his box as a birthday present.
His confusion turns to concern when his family, friends,
and teachers begin filling his box with their expectations
for him. The heavier Jack’s box gets, the more burdened
he feels by it—and the more Jack considers following his
friend Chris’s lead and throwing his box away. Before
Jack casts away his own ambitions to relieve him from
the stress of needing to please others, a strong supporting
cast of friends helps Jack sort through what matters most
and what’s worth holding onto. Ultimately, Jack comes to
understand that his box is filled, not with other people’s
expectations for him, but with their hopes, so that he can
create his own goals and dreams.

Kate grieves the death of her dad—an Iraq war casualty—
while lamenting a looming move to Texas with her newly
widowed mother. A familiar forest is now filled with the
whispered memories of other “military brats” like her
who have also lost parents in combat. It’s in this peaceful
place among the trees that she’s found by her best friend,
Jamie, who tries in earnest to support Kate, though she
can’t fully fathom the pain of losing a parent in the prime
of life. But Kate knows, and the Whispers do, too. And it’s
only by sharing their stories that they can be sure to never
forget. This powerful one-act is a beautiful and touching
ensemble piece that gives every single actor a monologue
and a moment in the spotlight.

BY DAVID MUSCHELL

A PLAY ABOUT TEEN SUBSTANCE ABUSE

2M, 2F
Interior dressing room set/About 30 minutes
Script $6.25/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $35 per performance

This gripping play examines the tension between an
actress and the character she portrays. Night after night,
sweet Shelly Preston performs the part of wicked Amelia
in an off-Broadway hit. The play’s success depends on
her ability to step completely and realistically into her
role. Now Shelly worries that the character is taking over
her mind. She wants a night off to regain control over
Amelia. However, her unsympathetic director, Alphonse
Crevansky, and the ambitious supporting actress, Laura
Tontelli, unite to try to convince Shelly to perform. Tom,
the leading man in the play, loves Shelly though he
loathes Amelia. He admonishes Shelly to quit the play
altogether, creating yet another force pulling on her.
This is an excellent contest piece, ideal for a woman to
showcase a broad range of acting talents.

BY TIM KELLY

Flexible cast of 8
Bare stage/About 30 minutes
Script $6.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance
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The setting is a counseling center for teenagers recovering
from substance abuse. One of their peers, Robert, has
just died of an overdose. Accident or suicide? The
atmosphere is tense and uneasy. Finally, each young
person speaks about his or her memory of Robert. The
dramatic monologues tell us a great deal about each
speaker and the terrors of drug abuse. Although Robert
remains something of a mystery, his impact on the
others is undeniable. This is a hard-hitting work with an
emotionally strong anti-drug message. With its flexible
cast and minimal prop requirement, it’s ideal for contest
use, touring, or for any program dealing with the topic of
teenage substance abuse.

One-Act Dramas • 15 - 30 min

BY COLLEEN NEUMAN
BY ROSEANNA BETH WHITLOW

3F
Interior office set/About 30 minutes
Script $6.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

2F
Interior classroom set/About 30 minutes
Script $6.25/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $35 per performance

Eleanor is confused when she wakes up in a strange
office. The last thing she remembers is washing the dining
room windows. Then a patient and efficient lady from
behind a desk tells Eleanor that she is dead. Eleanor must
climb an emotional ladder in order to accept her fate. She
first refuses to believe it. Then, after realizing the truth,
she falls apart. But after pulling herself back together, she
gives an accounting of her life. Within this verbal diary, a
few “admissions” are told, parts of her past for which she
still feels guilty. As she speaks, her memories come alive...
especially one of a sad little girl Eleanor knew in grade
school. The chance to relive one moment allows Eleanor
to close the door on her own life, and face, with a sense
of serenity, whatever comes next.

This moving drama is a challenging play for both
actresses, whether for contest use, educational programs,
or dramatic entertainment. The show examines the
relationship that develops between a troubled student
and a rigid university instructor. Their conflict begins as
Lisa walks into Jo’s classroom on the first day of spring
break. It is their first encounter since Lisa turned in her
personal essay assignment—a work describing her own
planned suicide, aborted only by Jo’s intervention. Lisa’s
tragically sincere belief that death would be better than
life and Jo’s unusual approach to dealing with and
preventing these chilling plans will have your audience
captivated to the end.

BY EMILIO IASIELLO

3M, 1F
Exterior cemetery set/About 15 minutes
Script $5.75/Director’s book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $30 per performance

“Seven years and every year it gets harder,” Mary
tells her husband, Joe, as they stare down at the grave
of their daughter, Maddie, on what would have been
her seventeenth birthday. When Mary takes a walk to
clear her head, Joe stays behind, unaware that his stony
composure is about to crumble under an unbearable
weight. A stranger stops by, seemingly there to pay
respects of his own. But before long, Joe comes to find
that James is no random visitor. Instead, he’s the brother
of the drunk driver who killed Joe’s precious daughter,
along with two others in a botched armed robbery. Now
that James’s brother faces the death penalty, James seeks
to clear his conscience about his own role in that fateful
day as well as to absolve his brother from a lifetime of
judgment rooted in one unthinkable moment in time. “A
person’s life isn’t made up of a single event,” James tells
Joe. “There’s a whole sequence of them.” An exploration
of forgiveness and redemption, this gripping and poignant
character study is a perfect contest or performance piece
for advanced actors.

BY NOAH BENNETT

6M, 8F
Interior waiting room set/About 25 minutes
Script $5.75/Director’s book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $35 per performance

This thought-provoking short play offers several powerful,
dramatic roles for actors. In a simple waiting room,
people arrive at their appointed time to face the unknown
of what lies beyond an ominous closed door. Earl
Trent, an older man, arrives early and is instructed by
the businesslike receptionist to wait till his time. Scared
about why he was summoned to the waiting room, he
encounters people of all ages arriving at their assigned
time. From all walks of life, each person he meets has
followed a unique journey to get to this moment... their
time to die. Some never saw it coming, others knew all
too well that their time was coming, and a few even
welcomed it. As he waits, watches, and visits with the
others in the waiting room, Earl gains both insight and
courage about the meaning of life that brings him to his
moment of finally going through the door.
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One-Act Dramas • 15 - 30 min

BY KENDRA THOMAS

Flexible cast of 11
Interior classroom set/About 25 minutes
Script $5.75/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $35 per performance

AN AWARD - WINNING PLAY 			
ABOUT DRUNK DRIVING
BY MARK SCHARF

Standardized testing is all about rules and protocol. Two
#2 pencils. Sanctioned calculators. Carefully filled-out
Scantrons. But is standardized testing really fair when the
students themselves are anything but “standard”? Kendra
Thomas explores different perspectives in this relatable,
dramatic, character study in which each student—and
their teacher—has a poignant monologue that reveals
unique circumstances, hopes, and fears. Sure, for Hannah
it’s no big deal—testing is just a chance to earn ice cream
rewards when she does well. English language learner
Andres sees standardized tests as another hurdle to
overcome. Melanie is a creative type worried that “artsy”
won’t translate to “book smart.” Jayden’s home life and
responsibilities take precedent over all else, including
much-needed sleep. Dyslexia, test anxiety, ADHD—as the
students hit the panic button, it takes their caring teacher
to remind and reassure the class that each of them is far
more than just a test score.

1M, 1F
Exterior roadside set/About 25 minutes
Script $5.75/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $30 per performance

This powerful, award-winning piece will change forever
what you think when you drive by a roadside memorial.
In Memory Garden, a young widow with two young
daughters devotes herself to maintaining the roadside
memorial for her husband who died in a tragic hit-and-run
car accident. Angie has become such a familiar figure at
the site that neighbors beep their horns and wave hello as
they pass. When a man claiming to be a reporter stops
to get her story, Angie unexpectedly finds the answers to
her own questions about what happened on that terrible
day. With incredible character arcs for both actors, this
ideal contest piece examines how we deal with the anger,
longing and confusion brought about by loss—and the
ways in which we try to both hang on to and let go of the
past in order to keep living. (Please note that this script
contains realistic adult language.)

Memory Garden won the Arts and Letters Prize
in Drama from Georgia College and State
University, selected by renowned playwright and
author Gary Garrison.

BY STEVEN D. R. ORTH

3M, 6F, extras
Single interior and exterior set/About 30 minutes
Script $6.50/Director’s book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

Licensing Rights for

An ancient tale of hubris and forgiveness echoing The
Prodigal Son is made accessible to modern audiences
through the life of Sonja, a 20-year-old who had left
home in search of fame, fortune, and the fast life. After
a two-year downward spiral, she now stands on her old
front porch, contemplating her decision to walk through
the door again. Her travel companion, Stan, attempts to
dissuade her from returning by reminding her why she left
in the first place. Meanwhile, inside the house, her parents
and older sister are preparing Thanksgiving dinner as the
audience learns, through flashbacks, the struggles they
all have had both before and after Sonja left. The story
ends as Sonja walks through the door with the hope of a
different, better relationship with her mother, father, and
sister—one for which they, too, have been yearning.

LIVESTREAMING
& RECORDING

are available on
ALL Pioneer Drama plays & musicals
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A READERS THEATRE PIECE
BY ROBERT MAURO
Flexible cast of 13-27
Bare stage / About 30 minutes
Script $6.50 / Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance
The epic events of the 1950s and 1960s that brought freedom and equality to black citizens are revisited in this
dramatic narrative. Written to be presented as a readers theatre piece, this lively retrospective of the work of
Martin Luther King Jr. demonstrates that one person can inspire others to make a difference. Through narrative
sequences, performers and audience see how the courage of Rosa Parks, the non-violent youth protesters, the
civil rights coalition and the freedom marchers overcame the KKK and segregationists. The program allows
performers and audience alike to experience for themselves the power of personal inspiration as expressed in
the song “We Shall Overcome.”

This dramatic and comprehensive script, appropriate for teens and adults, is a superb enrichment
activity for Martin Luther King, Jr. Day in January, Black History Month in February, or any time of year.
Discussion questions are included.

ONE-ACT DRAMAS: 35 - 45 min
An incredibly broad range of topics makes these dramas compelling, whether for competition, a staged
production, or online performances. With almost a hundred more one act dramas online, middle schools, high
schools, and community theatres are sure to find the perfect show to meet their needs.

BY BRIAN HAMPTON

BY BRIAN HAMPTON

2M, 4F, plus an ensemble of any number
Bare stage/About 35 minutes
Script $6.50/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

Flexible cast of 17-60 or more
Bare stage/About 45 minutes
Script $6.75/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

This simple to stage one act by award-winning
playwright Brian Hampton packs a powerful punch
as it brings Gossip to life and gives its infectious
spread a visible presence onstage.

From the playwright of the best-selling, awardwinning Gossip, this poignant and humorous
satire presents the ramifications of a plugged-in
life and the benefits of finding balance with good
old-fashioned human connection. Utilizing a
similar style of Greek chorus as Gossip and with
every role designed to be played either male or
female, this entertaining, powerful one-act is sure
to be another winner!

A group of high school theatre students befriends a
charming yet sinister new student named Gossip. She
immediately makes herself right at home as she secretly
manipulates and twists the truth to get what she wants.
But as her new friends begin to figure it all out, they turn
on her as ruthlessly as she went after them, leading to a
surprisingly twisted ending.

Cameron is already feeling pressure from peers and
family to engage more in technology and social media.
One parent works from home, teleconferencing every
day. Another is obsessed with the phone and Facebook.
Sibling Carson is rarely seen without gaming goggles
and a controller in hand.

VIRTUAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

PIONEER
PLAYWRITING
CONTEST

The pressure mounts when Cameron starts at a new
school, Network Technology School, where social media
is a way of life and the entire student body goes only
by usernames. Cameron is expected to join a school
club styled after specific social media approaches—
from humble braggers and shameless self-promoters
to notorious trolls and conspiracy theorists. But what if
Cameron doesn’t fit any of those molds? And is Cameron
the only one who feels alone in a sea of social media, or
could there be others who feel the same?

WINNER!

BY KENDRA THOMAS

Flexible cast of 8 - 17
Bare stage/About 35 minutes
Script $6.50/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

This award-winning, poignant drama centers around
Megan, a young girl coping with the learning
challenges associated with dyslexia and ADD.
She encounters the personification of her struggles in a
dream-like world, where her journey provides a realistic
look at the burden of being a student with learning
differences. It’s a world filled with embarrassing readalouds, late papers, missed assignments, and forgotten
homework. As her struggles reveal their true nature, we
are left with an uplifting look at the unique strengths
these individuals possess.
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One-Act Dramas • 35 - 45 min

BY JANE JEFFRIES AND JIM JEFFRIES

BY KENDRA THOMAS

6M, 5F, optional extras
Interior apartment set/About 35 minutes
Script $6.50/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

Flexible cast of 11 (3M, 8F)
Interior living room set/About 45 minutes
Script $6.75/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

Just before the start of World War II, Nicholas
Winton organized trains to transport Jewish children
out of Czechoslovakia to England. Known as the
kindertransports, these trains successfully rescued 664
Jewish children. During this tragic time in history, some
Jewish families had to make a grievous choice: should
they separate the family and send their children away on
one of these trains to safety, knowing that they may never
see them again? Or do they keep the family together in
Czechoslovakia and risk ultimate peril against the swiftly
advancing forces of their greatest enemy?

This sweet, touching play loaded with monologues
explores the special connection between abandoned
animals in need of homes and foster children who
often feel alone in this world.
Tender-hearted Michelle fosters four dogs and one cat.
Social worker Isabelle is the house parent at a children’s
home to four children and teens. As Isabelle starts
regularly bringing the young people over to Michelle’s
to play with the animals and bonds are formed, it’s clear
to see just how beneficial these special relationships are
for both humans and animals. Teenaged Anna doesn’t
have a family to take care of her; the dog Petey was
left on the side of the road. Jasmine fears she will stay
in foster care because of the color of her skin; the feline
Eve knows that black cats don’t get adopted. Brother
and sister Harmony and Blake hope they’ll stay together
just like Mo and Tucker, two little dogs who grew up in
the same home.

This drama explores one family’s experiences with
the growing tensions in the region and the difficult
choice they have to make in order that their family
might still have a small hope of survival. This awardwinning play is perfect as a competition piece or as
a thought-provoking one act.

Top-selling playwright Kendra Thomas beautifully gives
everyone—human and animal—a voice to tell their
story, and a monologue for each character gives each
actor a moment in the spotlight.

WE HAVE SO
MUCH MORE ON
OUR WEBSITE!

BY B.G. CRAIG

6F
Interior living room set/About 35 minutes
Script $6.50/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

Diane Fletcher is dead, but her story is not over.
Diane’s estranged daughters have arrived to clean
out their childhood home but are shocked to learn
their mother had become a hoarder in her final years.
Along with Diane’s sister and close friends, the ladies
work to not only clear the junk, but also understand
Diane’s motivations for keeping everything, including
secrets. Eventually, they find Diane’s diary. Does the
book contain all the things a mother wanted to say to
her daughters, or is it a mistake to invade the privacy
of the dead? Purple Ink is a story of family tensions
and tragedy, but also about finding forgiveness. This
powerful one-act explores the bonds between women
and a mother’s love that transcends the grave.

CLICK HERE
TO START
LOOKING!
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PLAYS FROM LITERATURE: 40 - 60 min
From fables and beloved children’s books to Edgar Allan Poe, Jane Austen, George Bernard Shaw and more,
plays are a delightful way to introduce young actors and audience members to these classic stories. And those
already familiar with the tales will enjoy the opportunity to revisit their old favorites! There are plenty more
online, including many Shakespeare adaptations.

ADAPTED BY VERA MORRIS

Flexible cast of 20, optional extras, doubling
Exterior jungle set/About 60 minutes
Script $7/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $50 per performance

ADAPTED BY AUSTIN ZUMBRO FROM THE BOOK WRITTEN
AND ILLUSTRATED BY MARCUS PFISTER,
TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH BY J. ALISON JAMES

Come hear the incredible tale of Mowgli, a young boy
raised by wolves. With the help of his friends—the bear
Baloo, the panther Bagheera and the python Kaa—
Mowgli learns the ways of the jungle. Some of the
jungle boy’s adventures are gripping, like the time he
encounters the hooded cobra who guards the treasure
vault in the Deserted City. Others, like the coconuttossing monkeys who take him prisoner, are hysterical.
But the jungle is also dangerous, for it is the home of
Shere Khan, the man-eating tiger who has vowed to
destroy Mowgli. With his fawning jackal follower,
Shere Khan plots to take control of the jungle. Mowgli
must use all his strength and courage to stop Shere
Khan before it is too late. This faithful adaptation is
extremely simple to produce and rehearse.

LARGE CAST:
Flexible cast of 20 -30, optional extras
Exterior ocean set/About 40 minutes
Script $6.75/Director’s book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance
SMALL CAST:
Flexible cast of 5 - 9
Exterior ocean set/About 40 minutes
Script $7/Director’s book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $50 per performance

Just in time for a production season when doing
a musical might not work, you can now bring the
magical, colorful world of the deep blue sea to your
stage in this non-musical version!

MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

Everybody loves the international bestseller and awardwinning book,The Rainbow Fish, with its wonderful
message of friendship and belonging. With shiny, multicolored scales, Rainbow Fish is the most beautiful fish
in all of the ocean, and the only one of his (or her!)
kind. But when Rainbow Fish refuses to share his
vibrant, shimmering scales, the whole ocean seems to
turn against the vain creature. Unhappy that no one
adores him anymore, the Rainbow Fish seeks out the
wise Octopus, who helps him learn that it’s far better to
be admired for being kind than for being beautiful.

ADAPTED BY JAMES BROCK

Flexible cast of 6 -12
Bare stage/About 45 minutes
Script $6.75/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

An updated version of four of the timeless storyteller’s
most popular fables, Aesop’s Fables is a fast-moving
play in which all the scene changes and costume
adaptations are done in full view of the audience.
As the various actors become the Rabbit, the Turtle,
the Fox, the Crow, or the Donkey in the Lion’s skin,
the audience is brought into the action of the play by
seeing the change from actor to character and back
to actor again. Four of Aesop’s best loved fables...
“The Fox and the Crow,” “The Hare and the Tortoise,”
“The Donkey In the Lion’s Skin,” and finally, “The Fox
and the Sour Grapes,” are delightfully created in this
interesting approach to storyteller’s theatre.

With bubbly, energetic dialogue and staging that invites
wonderful creativity and flexibility, the universal message
at the heart of this delightful non-musical becomes much
more than just a simple children’s story.
Limitations: This play is not available for sale, distribution,
or production in Germany, Japan, China, or Korea.
Professional production rights are not available worldwide.
MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE
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Plays from Literature • 40 - 60 min

ADAPTED BY JODY DAVIDSON
ADAPTED BY TIM KELLY

2M, 9F, optional extras
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 60 minutes
Script $7/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $55 per performance

6M, 12F, plus 1 role that can be any, optional extras, doubling
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 60 minutes
Script $7/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $55 per performance

Share the adventures of Anne Shirley and her “best
friend for life,” Diana Barry, as they travel from
childhood to maturity in this heartwarming adaptation
which beautifully captures the highlights of the classic
novel. Maria Cuthbert asks for an orphan boy to help
her and her brother take care of Green Gables, but the
orphanage sends Anne with an “e”—an independent,
red-headed, freckle-faced girl who changes their lives
and touches the hearts of all who come to know and
love her. Delight in Anne’s high-spirited antics as
she narrowly escapes Mrs. Blewett’s clutches at the
orphanage, whacks Gilbert over the head with her
slate, saves little Minnie May from her deathbed and,
when she has come of age, finally lets Gilbert into her
life. In the touching words of Marilla, Anne is “the
dearest mistake” that’s ever come into her life, and she
doesn’t know how she could love her more.

The literary classic you’ve loved for years is also an
easy-to-produce one-hour play. Mary Lennox, known
as a difficult child, is sent to live at her uncle’s estate
in England after her parents pass away. Misselthwaite
Manor turns out to be a gloomy fortress. Her uncle is
rarely home, and his young son, Colin, never leaves
his room, convinced he’s an incurable invalid. To her
surprise, Mary discovers a strange walled garden that
has been locked up for years. With the assistance of
Dickon, the gardener’s apprentice, Mary brings the
garden back to life and discovers Dickon’s amazing
ability to communicate with animals. The garden seems
to have a wonderful, magical effect on all who come
into it, allowing Mary to help restore Colin to health
and to reunite him with his father. This version also
introduces the endearing Sowerby family, who add
much laughter and love to this touching story. Take time
to smell the roses—production is simple with an open
stage and minimal set requirements.

Whether your audience already loves Anne’s story
or is first discovering it, this sweet and sincere
rendition of the classic novel will open their hearts
and minds. Flexible staging makes this skillful
adaptation suitable for all levels of performance
from schools to professional theatres.

MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

ADAPTED BY GARY PETERSON

4M, 3F, plus 1 robin role, extras
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 60 minutes
Script $6.75/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $50 per performance

The classic children’s book, beloved by several generations, creates a gorgeous and charming small cast play about
love and transformation. Mary, a lonely and spoiled orphan girl, arrives at Misselthwaite Manor to no fanfare. Her uncle
is almost always away, made bitter by the loss of his wife during childbirth ten years earlier. Left to her own devices to
entertain herself, Mary discovers a secret garden, once her deceased aunt’s favorite place, but now shut off from the
world. Mary also discovers her cousin Colin, a sickly boy who’s always kept isolated. Mary’s attention and nurturing,
both for the garden and for Colin, creates magical transformations. In secret, Mary and her new friend Dickon replant
beautiful flowers and bring the garden back to life. In a touching climax, the garden’s magic inspires the sickly Colin to
walk and his stooped father to stand tall and learn to love again.
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Plays from Literature • 40 - 60 min

ADAPTED BY VERA MORRIS

Flexible cast of 18 (about 8M, 10F), optional extras, doubling
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 60 minutes
Script $7.25/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics pkg $20
DVD of amateur performance $10
Royalty $60 per performance

ADAPTED BY GARY PETERSON

5M, 5F
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 50 minutes
Script $6.75/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

Adapted from Washington Irving, here is a spooky
show alive with hilarious action and fun. It begins when
Ichabod Crane, a lightly goofy schoolmaster, comes
to the farming community of Sleepy Hollow with all his
worldly possessions. He’s looking for a good life and a
wealthy wife who will supply it. Once he sets eyes on
the local beauty, Katrina Van Tassel, he’s sure his dream
will come true. Unhappily for Ichabod, Katrina has a
boyfriend who’s extremely jealous... the boisterous Brom
Bones. To complicate matters the graveyard is haunted
by a small army of restless spirits, including the most
famous phantom of all, the Headless Horseman. At a
party, Ichabod proposes marriage to Katrina, but is
booted out by Brom and forced to make his way home
through a terrible storm. In the dark, there’s something
shadowy and towering intent on taking Ichabod’s life—
the Headless Horseman! Poor Ichabod has to outrun the
galloping phantom! Does he? No one knows for sure
because the schoolmaster is never seen again. Suitable
for all age groups, this is an easy to produce stage
version of an exciting tale.

Once the record-holder for the longest running
play worldwide, the highly entertaining Charley’s
Aunt has been translated and adapted numerous
times into operas, movies, TV films, and musical
plays. Gary Peterson has now skillfully adapted
this fantastic farce into a highly accessible, easy-tounderstand one act that retains all the humor while
shortening the running time to under an hour.
Victorian-era university students Jack and Charley are
both in love and plan to propose to their respective
girlfriends, Kitty and Amy. They invite the girls over to meet
Charley’s millionaire aunt, Donna Lucia d’Alvadorez of
Brazil, who just happens to be planning to visit Charley
for the first time. But when the aunt cancels at the last
minute, the boys enlist feckless friend and fellow Oxford
student, Fancourt “Babbs” Babberly—dressed in costume
as a woman for an amateur play—to impersonate
Charley’s aunt and clear the way for the boys’ marriage
proposals. Soon, however, Babbs as Charley’s aunt finds
himself juggling fawning admirers Kitty and Amy, along
with the fortune-driven advances of two would-be suitors.
When the real Donna Lucia comes to town incognito to
check up on her nephew, hilarious hijinks and cat-andmouse fun ensue!

MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

ADAPTED BY GARY PETERSON

4M, 4F
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 55 minutes
Script $6.75/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

Considered by many to be the wittiest English comedy ever, this brisk yet faithful adaptation retains all the plot elements
and classic lines while presenting the charming farce in under an hour. There’s never been a more accessible adaptation
to introduce new generations to this timeless theatre delight, thanks to the abbreviated running time, balanced cast, and
optional brief narrations by Algernon Moncrieff’s butler, Lane (who later plays Jack’s butler, Merriman). Good friends
Algernon Moncrieff and Jack Worthing both have created fictitious personalities to help them avoid their social obligations.
Jack, in fact, lives a completely double life. When two lovely ladies realize they are both engaged to Ernest Worthing, it
takes much earnest—and hysterical—conversation before true love can prevail.
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PLAYS FROM LITERATURE: 65 - 120 min
From fables and beloved children’s books to Edgar Allan Poe, Jane Austen, George Bernard Shaw and more,
plays are a delightful way to introduce young actors and audience members to these classic stories. And those
already familiar with the tales will enjoy the opportunity to revisit their old favorites! There are plenty more
online, including many Shakespeare adaptations.
PIONEER
PLAYWRITING
CONTEST

WINNER!

BY JONATHAN YUKICH
ADAPTED BY TIM KELLY

Flexible cast of 15 - 29, optional extras, doubling
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 65 minutes
Script $7.25/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $60 per performance

Flexible cast of 15 -30, extras
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 70 minutes
Script $7.50/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $60 per performance

What would happen if a 21st century Alice collided
with Lewis Carroll’s legendary Wonderland? This
modern retelling of the classic children’s story has all of
the characters you know and love, including the Mad
Hatter, the White Rabbit, and the Queen of Hearts. The
story is laid out in traditional style, except that Alice
is distinctly contemporary, complete with cell phone in
hand. A sharply told, crisply paced ride, this quality
adaptation has been praised for its humor, modern
style, and appeal to both children and adults.

Follow that rabbit to a delightful, entertaining world of
childhood fantasies. Alice journeys into a world of talking
animals, comic royalty and races where the contestants
run in circles! There are also the Mad Hatter’s frantic
tea party, the watch-carrying White Rabbit, and talking
flowers. Along the way Alice must deal with a sneezing
duchess and a baby that turns into a pig! The finale
has Alice watching a trial, but she suddenly finds herself
the accused! The play gives a modern view to an old
classic, where nonsense makes quite good sense.

MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

ADAPTED BY TIM KELLY
BY BRIAN D. TAYLOR

Flexible cast of 13, plus an ensemble of any size
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 75 minutes
Script $7.25/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $60 per performance

Flexible cast of 20 -33 (3M, 7F, plus 23 roles that can be any),
optional extras, doubling
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 75 minutes
Script $7.25/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $60 per performance

This version is exceptionally well-suited for multi-aged
groups, with younger cast members playing any number
of Munchkins, poppy flowers, and winged monkeys.
A cyclone carries Dorothy and her dog, Toto, to the
magical land of Oz, where they encounter all the
famous characters from the pen of L. Frank Baum... the
Cowardly Lion, the Tin Woodsman, the rubber-legged
Scarecrow, Glinda the Good Witch, and the evil Witch
of the West, who is determined to destroy Dorothy and
steal the secret of the silver slippers. And we don’t want
to forget the awesome and funny meetings with the great
Oz himself. Eventually Dorothy defeats the evil witch,
finds a way to return to Kansas, and her companions
have their wishes granted.

The worlds of Oz and Wonderland collide in this
fantastically fun romp, cleverly and carefully adapted
from the works of L. Frank Baum and Lewis Carroll.
Dorothy Gale has made her way to the end of the Yellow
Brick Road, but before she can hop into the wizard’s
balloon, another whirlwind appears over the Emerald
City, sweeping Dorothy, Toto, Scarecrow, Tin Man and
Lion away to Wonderland. Dorothy and Alice team up
to defeat the queen at croquet, but will that be enough
to return Wonderland to normal? And how will they ever
get back home to Kansas and to London?
MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE
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Plays from Literature • 65 - 120 min

ADAPTED BY MICHELLE R. DAVIS

4 - 6M, 13 -14F, optional extras
Simple Victoian interior sets/About 90 minutes
Script $7.50/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $60 per performance

ADAPTED BY SCOTT DAVIDSON

3M, 7F (two-hour version with cast of 3M, 11F also included
in script)
Interior sitting room set/About 100 minutes
Script $7.50/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics pkg $20
DVD of amateur performance $10
Royalty $60 per performance

When a high-spirited, red-headed orphan girl is sent to
live with the Cuthberts at Green Gables, they claim a
mistake has been made since they had asked for a boy.
But before Marilla and her quiet brother Matthew can
send her back to the orphanage, Anne’s winsome ways
capture their hearts, and her winning personality and
funny antics captivate all who come to know her.

Share this timeless and enduring classic about the
March sisters’ journey from childhood to maturity.
Audiences of all generations will enjoy acquainting—
or reacquainting—themselves with the sisters: Meg,
the eldest; Jo, the high-spirited tomboy; Amy, the selfcentered beauty; and gentle Beth, as well as their
beloved Marmee and Father. This adaptation skillfully
compresses the novel while still including milestones such
as Meg’s declaration of independence from the tyranny
of Aunt March, Amy’s trip to Europe, and even Beth’s
death. The play ends with Jo’s realization of her life’s
work—the publication of her first novel. Interlaced with
warmth, family loyalty, and traditional values, all these
important events provide us with a better understanding
of our own lives. This much-loved classic tale’s message
is still relevant for audiences today. The play is written
for a cast of 10, but optional scenes and characters are
included for a two-hour version with a cast of 14.

Both players and audiences alike will enjoy this
beautiful adaptation of Anne’s adventures from
childhood to maturity. The large cast gives many
students the opportunity to perform in a lively
and charming adaptation of this classic favorite.
The large role of Anne can even be split into the
“younger” and the “older” Anne to make the role
more manageable, expand the cast, and give
another young actress a chance to shine.

ADAPTED BY GARY PETERSON

5M, 8F
Simple interior sets/About 90 minutes
Script $7.25/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $55 per performance

Licensing Rights for

LIVESTREAMING
& RECORDING

This fine adaptation of the literary classic by Louisa May
Alcott is rich with strong and superb acting roles for all
performers. Four sisters, each with a distinctively different
personality, offer an irresistible charm as we see them grow
up to experience life’s joys and disappointments. Gary
Peterson has much experience adapting classics for the
stage, and here he has deftly selected many of the most
charming and memorable scenes from the story to dramatize
the magic that makes the book such an enduring classic.
We especially love this warm and winning adaptation
because it includes scenes with Professor Bhaer, so often
left out of other condensed adaptations.

are available on
ALL Pioneer Drama plays & musicals

Audiences of all ages will be highly entertained
with this staging that radiates the timeless essence
of a family that cares deeply for one another—the
inspiration and pathos, the laughter and love.
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Plays from Literature • 65 - 120 min

ADAPTED BY CRAIG SODARO

Flexible cast of 26, optional extras, doubling
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 75 minutes
Script $7.25/Director’s book $22.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $60 per performance

ADAPTED BY TIM KELLY

Flexible cast of 25, optional extras
Simple interior sets/About 100 minutes
Script $7.50/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $60 per performance

This superb adaptation captures all the magic and charm
of everyone’s favorite story. The Darling children love to
hear of Peter Pan’s adventures during his visits through
the open window of the nursery. Then one night after
Nana has taken his shadow and Wendy has sewn it
back on, Peter Pan and Tinker Bell whisk the children
off to Neverland to be part of the adventures. Wendy,
John, and Michael become friends with the Lost Boys
and Princess Tiger Lily, and Wendy becomes everyone’s
mother. When the evil Captain Hook captures Wendy
and the Lost Boys, Peter Pan comes to their rescue.
Together with the ticking crocodile, Peter Pan puts
Captain Hook in his place and returns the Darling
children to their home. Staging is surprisingly simple
with no flying required, and extensive production notes
make the multiple sets easy to create. Note: This play is
not available for sale, distribution, or production in the
United Kingdom.

Here’s a highly entertaining adaptation of Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle’s famed detective story, combining mystery,
romance, action, danger, and laughter. Alice Faulkner
has letters written by a dead girl that will cause grave
international problems. Moriarty wants those letters;
so does Holmes. The game’s afoot! But not before the
Professor’s gang has London in its grip. Only young
Holmes understands the true objective the professor has
in mind (too sinister to reveal here), and he’s willing to put
his own life on the line to stop it. Designed for amateur
production, the play is simple to both rehearse and stage
and offers many small, excellent character roles. This is
a sure-fire, colorful and unusual play that’s earned high
praises for its quality adaptation.

MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE
PIONEER
PLAYWRITING
CONTEST

WINNER!

BY ALLYSSA HYNES
ADAPTED BY JOELLEN BLAND

Flexible cast of 13- 42, optional extras
Simple interior study, castle, & dungeon sets/About 90 minutes
Script $7.50/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $60 per performance

Flexible cast of 9-38 (3-16M, 3 -17F, plus 3 - 5 roles that can be any
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 90 minutes
Script $7.50/Graphics pkg $20		
Royalty $60 per performance

Macabre author Edgar Allan Poe’s classic tales come to
life in this award-winning adaptation that’s both original
and familiar, with classic elements from several of his
most famous stories. It’s nearly midnight, of course, and
our troubled protagonist is having difficulty sleeping...
or at least he thinks he is: “I am haunted by dreams,
even when I wake. And so I wander in this dazed stupor,
unsure if I am awake or asleep, unsure if I am alive.”
With the Raven acting as a grim and mischievous tour
guide, both the positively dead and the presumed
living give breath to thrilling Poe retellings that have a
finger firmly on the pulse of his greatest Gothic works,
including “The Tell-Tale Heart,” “The Fall of the House of
Usher,” “The Pit and the Pendulum,” “The Masque of the
Red Death,” “The Raven,” and more. This ensemble fulllength play has a hugely flexible cast of players in front
of a ghoulish backdrop sure to invoke drama and horror
long after the final curtain falls.

Venture into the world of O. Henry through this
entertaining collection of nine short stories artfully
adapted for the stage.
Jookalorum! When O. Henry coined this term—meaning
something special or spectacular—he probably never
imagined it would be the perfect word to describe
his stories and unique style of humor. Three amusing
narrators carry us through the stories as they lounge
on lawn chairs by a pool on a lazy summer afternoon.
Your audience will be transported to different places
and times—whisked away into stories including “The
Last Leaf,” “The Ransom of Mack,” and “The Pimienta
Pancakes” as they come to life onstage. Both audience
and actors alike will love O. Henry’s characteristic quick
wit and surprise endings accompanied by a host of
colorful characters in each story!
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Plays from Literature • 65 - 120 min
PIONEER
PLAYWRITING
CONTEST

WINNER!

ADAPTED BY GARY PETERSON
ADAPTED BY REBECCA GELLOTT

4M, 5F, plus 6 roles that can be any, optional extras
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 60 minutes
Script $7/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $50 per performance

9M, 13F, extras
Simple interior sets/About 120 minutes
Script $7.50/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics pkg $20
DVD of amateur performance $10
Royalty $60 per performance

This masterful one-act adaptation of George Bernard
Shaw’s full-length classic, Pygmalion, has all the
pomp and wit of the original without such opulent
sets, extravagant costuming, and long running time!
Thanks to the spirited My Fair Lady, we all know the
storyline, though here Gary Peterson returns to George
Bernard Shaw’s original ending and shuns the romantic
ending that Broadway and Hollywood demanded. Not
only did Shaw hate that ending, but it also resonates
poorly with today’s modern sensibilities, leaving the
Broadway musical feeling dated. In this fresh and
fun adaptation, as cockney-speaking flower girl Eliza
Doolittle transforms into a young lady under the tutelage
of Professor Higgins and Colonel Pickering, she grows
not just intellectually but also emotionally, developing
her own personality and pride.

Four proposals, three rejections, two marriages, and
one scandal: this adaptation of Pride and Prejudice
was conceived as a two-act romantic comedy,
designed especially for high school, amateur, and
semi-professional theatre companies, providing lots
of opportunities for female leads and optional multigenerational casting. This superbly written script restores
many popular scenes and conversations from the book,
often cut from other stage and screen adaptations, and
utilizes a much more modern design concept enhanced
by contemporary projection elements, lighting, and
multifunctional set pieces to help younger, more
modern audiences relate to this otherwise traditional
period piece. Revisit all your favorite characters here:
witty, free-spirited Elizabeth Bennet and her four sisters,
including the lovely Jane; Mrs. Bennet, who only wants
what’s best for her daughters; Mr. Bennet, who has
made it his life’s work to affectionately make sport of
his wife; and of course, the suitors, Mr. Darcy, Charles
Bingley, and George Wickham.

OR... GEOFFREY CHAUCER’S FLYING CIRCUS
ADAPTED BY BURTON BUMGARNER

Flexible cast of 15 - 60
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 90 minutes (can be shorter)
Script $7.50/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $60 per performance

ADAPTED BY DAVID TAYLOR LONDON

Flexible cast of 5- 40
Exterior general store set/About 65 minutes
Script $7.25/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $55 per performance

Twain’s Tales includes five short stories by the master
American storyteller including the fence-painting chapter
from The Adventures of Tom Sawyer. The play takes place
on the front porch of a general store in what could be
Hannibal, Missouri in the late 1800s. The five locals—
the storekeeper and his wife, a printer, a reporter, and a
riverboat pilot—spend the morning entertaining each other
by seeing who can spin the tallest tale. In his own lifetime,
Samuel Clemens held all four of these occupations, and
his ability as a storyteller may very well have been born
while listening to such individuals spinning their yarns at
the general store. As the narratives unfold, the storytellers,
written in the tradition of story theatre, become the
characters in the tales.

Many believe that Chaucer’s literary masterpiece
revolutionized English literature. Now you can revolutionize
the study of this challenging literature by tossing in a
good helping of Monty Python-styled humor to create this
incredibly silly yet educational comedy. You’ll meet many
of the pilgrims whose tales are most likely to be studied
in high school (along with a few Thanksgiving pilgrims
that ended up in the wrong play!), including the knight,
the miller, the parson, the pardoner, the nun’s priest and
the friar. Even the wife of Bath has cleaned up her act for
this adaptation and is now a nagging woman who sells
self-help DVDs! The miller, too, makes an appearance,
though nobody wants to hear anything he has to say!
Game show host Alex of Trebek and talk show host King
Larry contribute a huge dose of additional irreverent fun,
as do Geoffrey Chaucer himself, Harry Bailey and his
wife, the Stage Manager, and the Sign Changer.
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MURDER MYSTERIES: 20 - 70 min
Both comedic and suspenseful, these murder mysteries—and plenty more online—will thrill your audiences.
Many include audience participation for even more fun! Whether presented as dinner theatre entertainment or
as a staged show, everyone will have fun trying to untangle twisted plots of intrigue.

BY EDITH WEISS

BY KARL GARNER

6M, 12F, plus 2 roles that can be any
Interior hotel lobby set/About 40 minutes
Script $6.75/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

3M, 3F
Interior living room set/About 20 minutes
Script $5.75/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $35 per performance

If you’re looking for a quick comedy that’s easy to
produce and full of zany characters, hilarious stage
action, and a surprise ending, this one’s for you! Bad
news—in the form of severe thunderstorms and an
escaped convict—threatens the guests at the Come On
Inn of Nova Scotia. By the end of the day, gung-ho
aerobics instructor Billie Body is mysteriously murdered
during a power outage. Was it the cook’s lemonade
that poisoned her, or did someone else have a hand in
Body’s death? Who would have the audacity to commit
murder under so many noses? Inspector Black, on the
scene in search of the escaped convict, has his job cut
out for him. As the winds howl, suspicions rage—from
Garth the gardener (who weeds with an axe) to an inept
doctor on holiday from malpractice suits to a hairdresser
who constantly changes her appearance—everyone has
a hidden motive to want Billie Body dead. After all, she
does have abs “to die for”! Take your audience by storms
of laughter with the silly saga of No Body to Murder!

This play-within-a-play opens with the butler, holding a gun,
standing over the body of Steve Walters. The butler, John,
assures us that things are not what they seem and that this
is not a simple case of “the butler did it.” John introduces
us to the other suspects: Steve’s business partner, his exfiancée, his current fiancée, and her friend. But that’s when
the play falls apart, for the actors are as jealous, petty,
and conceited as the characters they play. Your audience
will laugh heartedly as they realize they’re not watching a
mystery, they’re watching a comedy of bickering, egotistical
actors who can’t even stage a mystery without murdering it!
VIRTUAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

BY MICHAEL DRUCE

5M, 5F, plus 1 offstage voice
Interior living room set/About 40 minutes
Script $6.75/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

This spoof of the famous stage mystery is all comedy,
filled with hilarious sight gags and dialogue. Ten people
are brought together by mysterious invitation to the Reef
Mansion on a tiny, isolated island. Not one of them
knows the host, who is nowhere to be found. Still, he has
left an ominous recording that bodes evil for the guests.
Like the chocolate soldiers that inexplicably disappear
from the mantel one by one, the guests begin to die one
by one. Luckily, Inspector Miles is among the guests, but
even he is stymied as to who the murderer could be.
As the guests begin to reappear in the final scene, we
discover the farcical twist! A great spoof, this delightful
script that’s a cinch to costume and stage doesn’t miss
any opportunity for lively comedy and humor.
SEQUEL ALSO AVAILABLE
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Murder Mysteries • 20 - 70 min

OR... THE CHOICE IS YOURS
BY KEITH JACKSON

BY EDITH WEISS

3M, 5F, plus 1 role that can be any
Interior theatre set/About 30 minutes
Script $6.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

4M, 6F, plus 2 roles that can be any
Interior living room set/About 60 minutes
Script $7/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $50 per performance

It’s interactive! The audience actually decides which
way the action will go and, eventually, who killed
Gordon Forrest. The unpopular Forrest is mysteriously
murdered during a rehearsal of an old British thriller,
Three Doors to Death. Plenty of people had good cause
to wish him gone. Things heat up when the homicide
detective appears and, with the audience to guide him,
has the murder re-enacted.

There are laughs a-plenty and personalities galore in this
lighthearted romp of a mystery that has a little bit of
everything! Aunt Maggity, a horror novelist who lives
up on an isolated mountaintop, keeps black widows in
the bathroom, stuffed cobras on her writing desk, and a
heartbreaking secret just under the surface. When her
four estranged nieces—Lavinia the C.E.O., Lola and
Chloe, the NY fashion designers; and Francine, the
amateur boxer—descend on her home for the reading of
their parents’ will, everyone’s lives become topsy-turvy.
On top of that, a rodeo clown who’s hiding something
shows up in need of a place to stay for the night. Finally,
Aunt Maggity appears along with Humphries, her faithful
servant and friend, pushing her in her wheelchair as she
rides the brake. “Feel the burn, Humphries!”, she orders
him as he wheels her from room to room. As if all the
relationships and secrets weren’t enough, more mystery
enters the scene when one of the nieces disappears and
Dreardon, the butler, is pushed down the mountain.

Before deciding which direction the plot will go,
the audience is given clues, motives, and suspects
(the actors, director, cleaning woman–even the
corpse!). The audience gets to decide, not only
who the killer is, but how the story will end. Will the
killer go to jail or be allowed to escape (and what
an escape it will be!)? Multiple performances make
this even more fun!

This play has it all—from creepy spiders, suspense,
and comedic chaos comes a sense of familial love,
forgiveness, and what just might be the first happy
ending in Aunt Maggity’s career.

BY JANIE DOWNEY MAXWELL

Flexible cast of 18 (about 5M, 13F)
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 45 minutes
Script $6.75/Director’s book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

The royal ring is missing, and the queen won’t sleep until the royal detectives (all 13 of them!) find it. You’ve never met a
more eclectic and eccentric group all in one play—including Maximum Smarts and Agent 98 with their Umbrella of Silence;
Wiley Jones and his bumbling assistant, Oliver; Ms. Scarlet (who carries a candlestick and lead pipe in her purse but is
ironically “clue”-less!); Bob the Southern Sheriff with his invisible dog; Inspector Change with a proverb for every occasion;
the Professor (who’s always right, of course); Nancy and Jamie (clever girl detectives); Kat, who’s afraid of germs and even
her own shadow; two tedious note-taking detectives; and Gypsy Rose the Fortune Teller. As they scour the Queendom in
search of the royal ring, the chatty maids follow the harried queen around while the devious butler spouts suspiciously evil
laughs every time a clue goes awry.

In this fast-paced, madcap mystery, you’ll find delightful comedy for all ages in every quirky character... and a
surprise ending that rings true!
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Murder Mysteries • 20 - 70 min
DINNER THEATRE

BY BRIAN D. TAYLOR

BY MICHAEL DRUCE

Flexible cast of 14 (3M, 5F, plus 6 roles that can be any)
Interior mansion set/About 60 minutes
Script $6.75/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

2M, 5F, plus 3 roles that can be any
Interior Gulf home set/About 55 minutes
Script $6.50/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $40 per performance

What could be more fun than a dinner theatre
murder mystery at a how-to seminar about hosting
a murder mystery dinner party, complete with
audience interaction, information packets with
extra clues, and multiple endings?!

During a surprise storm, Captain Savage Raines goes
missing at sea. The wreckage of the Half Shell is found,
but with no sign of the commercial fisherman, Sheriff
Sandy Shoals assumes Captain Raines is dead. That
wouldn’t be a surprise considering what a hateful
codger he was. After all, who else would name his twin
daughters Misery and Calamity?!

Host Miss Penelope Chrysler- Michelin presents her
proven, fifteen-step process on how to host a murder
mystery dinner party to your audience, the dinner guests
at her seminar. To guide them through the presentation,
Miss Penelope has planned her own murder mystery
dinner party to play out onstage. She takes guests
through all the most important steps, such as “Setting the
Scene,” “Choosing Your Mark,” “Establishing Motive,”
and more. Of course, her guest list has been carefully
selected to make sure the very best mix of suspicious
characters are present—The Celebrity, The Writer, The
Doctor, The Ladykiller. But like any good murder mystery,
the weather worsens and the plot thickens when there
is an unexpected visitor on the dark and stormy night.
Good thing Miss Penelope has thought of everything,
including Step Eight: “Always Have a Backup Plan.”

The sheriff finds the incident especially curious,
considering the shipwreck was just a day after Savage
announced his retirement and revealed plans to divvy
up Peg Legg Seafoods. And since those business plans
minimized his wife Peggy’s role in the company and
largely cut out the rest of the family with the exception of
his bootlicking twin daughters, everyone had a motive
for sabotage.
Reeling in audience members to help sift through the
evidence, Sheriff Shoals casts a wide net to try to catch
the guilty party.

Clue packets, audience participation, and fun
seafaring costumes and themes are sure to make
this fishy murder mystery a seafood delight for
actors and audiences alike!

Can anyone really be trusted at this devious
dinner party? With all of the usual fun and games
of a murder mystery, the unexpected twists and
turns make this an absolutely delectable dinner
theatre piece!

We have so much more
on our website!
Click here to start looking!
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Murder Mysteries • 20 - 70 min
DINNER THEATRE

BY NATHAN HARTSWICK
BY BILL HAND

2M, 5F, plus 2 roles that can be any, extras
Interior restaurant set/About 40 minutes
Script $6.75/Directorʼs book $17.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

3 - 4M, 4F
Interior restaurant dining room set/About 70 minutes
Script $7.25/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $55 per performance

This hilarious murder mystery comedy is easy to
produce and perfect for either a stage production or
dinner theatre. Rosemary Saint-John is a loud, annoying
hypochondriac convinced she is allergic to water.
Celebrating her birthday at a restaurant with her four
kooky sisters–a hippie, a valley girl, a trucker and a
banker–Rosemary makes enemies with everyone around
her. When she disappears and is presumed murdered,
the only objective witnesses in the restaurant are the
audience members, who must cast their vote. Was it
one of Rosemary’s sisters? The self-taught detective?
The passionate French chef? The polite and proper
maître d’? The sarcastic waiter? No one is above
suspicion in this delightful dinner theatre murder
mystery! Immensely popular with audiences, this play
is appropriate for young performers, while older actors
will enjoy improvised audience interaction. Whether
for young or old, you’ll find lots of laughs at the café!

Comedy mixes with a good mystery in this easyto-produce dinner theatre show that could also be
produced traditionally. Artemus Ward, head of the
lucrative family publishing business, faceplants into
his mashed potatoes, revealing a knife in his back.
Luckily Dr. Bullfinger, an over-eager, newly elected
county coroner, was dining at the restaurant and is
eager to lead an investigation... and give herself a
career boost in the process! It’s hard to say who did
it considering everyone has a motive. Reginald, heir
to the business? Major, who wrote the company’s
bestseller but hasn’t received his royalties? Alexis, four
time widow of husbands who died at the dinner table?
The destitute nephew, Bernie, from the mailroom? Or
Eileen Morrow, a backstabbing attorney?

Between scenes, there’s plenty of time for the
audience to interact with cast members and
discover additional clues so they can fill out their
”Whodunit?” sheet. The humor, twists, and surprises
don’t end in this cleverly crafted mystery that’s ideal
for high schools and community theatres.

BY MICHAEL DRUCE

6M, 5F
Interior dinner theatre set/About 45 minutes
Script $6.75/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $45 per performance

This deliciously clever comedy mystery is written
specifically for a dinner theatre setting, though it can
also be presented traditionally. The action takes place
around the head table of a banquet room where
guests—and of course your audience members—are
expecting a dinner theatre show. But when the guest of
honor, Eleanor Van Heusen, falls face first into her plate
of spaghetti, the guests are suddenly witnesses to a
murder! Luckily, Inspector Bungles is there to help solve
this whodunit. To say the least, Eleanor wasn’t loved by
all. In fact, all her family members and even the chef
have reasons to kill her. Hilarity ensues as they each
reveal their own murder plans, yet all claim innocence.
With plenty of room for audience interaction, Dinner at
Eight, Dead by Nine will help you cook up the perfect
fundraiser or evening of entertainment.
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MURDER MYSTERIES: 75 - 120 min
Both comedic and suspenseful, these murder mysteries—and plenty more online—will thrill your audiences.
Many include audience participation for even more fun! Whether presented as dinner theatre entertainment or
as a staged show, everyone will have fun trying to untangle twisted plots of intrigue.
PIONEER
PLAYWRITING
CONTEST

WINNER!

A MURDER MYSTERY

BY MICHELLE GILES

BY BRIAN D. TAYLOR

Flexible cast of 19 -28 (7M, 9F, plus 3 -12 roles that can be any),
optional extras
Interior train dining car set/About 80 minutes
Script $7.50/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $60 per performance

5M, 6F, plus 3 roles that can be any
Interior parlor room set/About 75 minutes
Script $7.25/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics pkg $20
Royalty $60 per performance

All the usual suspects and a flexible cast of extras make
this airtight murder mystery perfect for schools, colleges,
and community theatre programs. Red-eye travelers on
the westbound 518 are in for a surprise when first one
passenger, and then another, mysteriously drop dead
right before their eyes—and just as the train is halted
by a rock slide in an isolated canyon. Because the pair
appears to have been poisoned, anyone and everyone in
the train dining car is a suspect! Unable to call for help,
the eccentric passengers—including two newlyweds,
an astronomy professor, a sports recruiter, a CEO, a
movie star, an aspiring musician, and others—try to work
together with the waitstaff to find the murderer before they
reach their destination and the killer escapes for good!
Unfortunately, not everything (or everyone) is as it seems.

With a fun play-within-a-play plot that challenges both the
mind and the metaphysical, this comic mystery is certain to
have your audiences coming back for more. The players
at The Murder Mystery Playhouse are rehearsing a new
show. As expected at the final dress rehearsal, the lights
go out and a character dies onstage—only this murder
wasn’t in the script! The authorities are quickly called, and
soon the company finds themselves replaying the death
scene. When yet another person dies at the end of the
same scene, the cast finds themselves replaying the same
scene over and over for other investigators, a theatre critic,
and even the playwright himself! It all culminates in a wild
surprise ending in which the actors must work together to
defeat the murderer before he murders them all.

This family-friendly mystery is sure to keep the
audience guessing right up until the train pulls into
the station. Hold on tight—Murder on the 518 is
quite the ride!

BY BILLY ST. JOHN

5M, 8F, plus 2 roles that can be any
Interior living room set/About 90 minutes
Script $7.50/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics pkg $20/DVD of amateur performance $10
Royalty $60 per performance

Turn the game Clue into a play and you have the masterfully entertaining Murder’s in the Heir ! Almost every character
in this hilarious mystery has the weapon, opportunity, and motive to commit the unseen murder. And it’s up to your
audience to decide who actually did it! Each of the heirs to the tyrannical billionaire Simon Starkweather has the
means and the motive to do away with him. Starkweather gathers his family and employees to announce the contents
of his will. His lawyer, Lois van Zandt, reveals that he has bequeathed vast fortunes to his befuddled niece Fiona,
her playboy son Jordan, his great-niece Paula (a Southern belle), and his grandson Simon III, as well as to his many
servants. Then Lois delivers the bombshell! Within hours this will becomes invalid. Predictably, the lights go out, and
Simon is discovered murdered.

The play’s unique ending, utilizing secret ballots gathered at intermission from the audience, determines the
killer in this Billy St. John maze of murder.
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Murder Mysteries • 75 - 120 min

A PLAY WITHIN A PLAY WITHIN A... IN TWO ACTS
BY FLIP KOBLER AND CINDY MARCUS

BY ROBERT FRANKEL

12M, 10F, plus 3 roles that can be any
Interior radio set/About 90 minutes
Script $7.50/Director’s book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Royalty $60 per performance

6M, 9F, plus 4 roles that can be any
Interior office set/About 90 minutes
Script $7.50/Director’s book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Royalty $60 per performance

Murder and mayhem collide in hilarious fashion as new
radio station WCKY is preparing to air its first show in
1939. As the Clementine Sisters are about to sing the
opening jingle, the action behind the scenes is infused
with both excitement and drama. Head writer Roy plans
to propose on air to assistant director Polly. One of the
radio actresses, Sarah, has helped him procure a ring,
and of course, Polly walks in just as Roy is down on one
knee practicing his proposal with Sarah. When Sarah
ends up dead a few minutes later as she’s about to make
her own shocking and unscripted announcement on the
air, all signs point to poor Roy. By the time the night is
over, two other on-air talents have also been murdered,
and each time, Roy is the prime suspect. It’s up to our
creative writer to solve the mystery himself and reveal the
actual killer through a live radio broadcast!

Looking for the “Whodunit” to end all “Whodunits”?
Then look no further! This hilarious spoof of the
classic “gumshoe story” has more twists than a loop
of licorice.
Henpecked paint salesman Harold Finnegan is trying to
pound out his umpteenth third-rate detective story on his
typewriter. As he writes, we see the actions played out
by actors onstage. And as he corrects his writing, we see
the actors forced to revise their actions! Harold’s story
introduces us to the beautiful Russian painter nicknamed
Anytime and our hero, Detective Grip. As the Russian
spins her tale, she faints, and when the “pizza guy”
shows up, he believes that Grip has killed her, though
he does pause long enough to accept a generous tip.
From there, our tale really goes wild—from policeman
wielding rubberbands (Harold doesn’t like violence
in his plays) to Sheila Crylinski (a villain modeled
after Harold’s arch-enemy at work) to Grip’s vengeful
daughter, the electronic genius Bitsy. Strange characters
keep cropping up... characters with the power to stop
the play and freeze the other characters. Who really is
writing this play anyway? Is it Harold? Or has he lost
control of his own thoughts? And who are Elizabeth
and Montgomery, who seem to have devilish plans for
writing Harold himself out of the script?

This challenging comedy will be a season highlight
for high schools, colleges, and community theatres
looking for an extremely well-crafted murder
mystery that’s also an engaging period piece.
The production also provides an opportunity to
showcase three talented singers who sing a half
dozen jingles in Andrews Sisters fashion and Foley
artists who create all the sound effects live. After all,
it’s a wacky radio show!

Our gift for you...

3 Free E-views!

Add three script credits to your new or existing E-view account!
Each E-view gives you immediate access on your computer or tablet
to preview the complete script for any play or musical.
www.PioneerDrama.com/Free_Eviews
Promo code: ThreeFree
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FULL-LENGTH PLAYS: 60 - 90 min
Our full length plays are designed for success and ease of production, providing actors with challenging yet
manageable roles to demonstrate their talents. You’ll have the feel of a large scale production without having to
worry about difficult requirements such as multiple sets or elaborate costumes. With 300 more full length plays
online, our selection runs the gamut from small to large cast for elementary, middle, and high schools, as well
as community and youth theatres.

BY PAT COOK
BY CRAIG SODARO

Flexible cast of 12 - 37, optional extras
Bare stage/About 60 minutes
Script $7/Director’s book $20/Graphics package $20
Royalty $55 per performance

Flexible cast of 10 -25 (minimum 4M, 6F)
Bare stage/About 75 minutes
Script $7.25/Director’s book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Royalty $60 per performance

“How can you say a few words about America?” So
begins this patriotic tableau as a committee discusses
putting on a patriotic show for their town. Just what
does America mean to them? One person pulls out the
Preamble to the Constitution, and they decide to use
it as a framework for their play. Through a series of
small-cast sketches organized phrase by phrase from
the Preamble, they show not only how the Constitution
applies to our past, but also to our present and future.
Everyday life is showcased in both funny and poignant
vignettes, offering a variety of moods as it explores the
deeper meanings of the language of the Constitution.
From two neighbors arguing their constitutional rights
to have crab grass to an immigrant’s heart-warming
story of coming to America, this Norman Rockwellesque
review offers slices of life in America. Spelling bees...
parades... letters home from war... all become part of
this patchwork quilt of American life. This play will serve
as a fine reminder that the remarkable words written
by our forefathers many years ago are still a living
document, part of our lives each and every day.

With first year teacher Ms. Collins out sick, a quirky
cadre of students take it upon themselves to pull
together the school’s annual “Classics on Parade,”
acting out famous stories that they studied in their
literature class. The students, however, decide to make
the stories relevant to today’s audiences, with hilarious
results! The authors are surely rolling over in their
graves and Ms. Collins is terrified of losing her job,
especially when the principal calls the superintendent
in the middle of the show!

You’ll love the hysterics of these plays-within-aplay. Romeo and Juliet set in a fast food place!
Frankie Stein trying to assemble the perfect prom
date! A second rate theatrical agent becoming
the Phantom of the Opera so he can force a
good deal! A desperate Shirley Holmes and Joni
Watson jump-starting a new detective agency! And
teenage slacker Artie surprising his unimpressed
mother with a sword he pulled from a stone! It’s
a comedy treat sprinkled with outrageous takes on
some very familiar characters. One easy set, simple
costuming, as easy to produce as it is fun to watch!

This educational and inspirational show will leave all
involved with a better understanding of the founding
of America as they appreciate what makes this country
unique and great today. While written as a non-musical,
We the People can easily be adapted into a musical
by adding in your own selection of patriotic American
songs from the public domain. A flag and a few simple
props are all that are required to produce this show.
Between the versatility, the easy staging, and the highly
flexible cast, this outstanding patriotic play lends itself to
a multitude of production possibilities.

Licensing Rights for

LIVESTREAMING
& RECORDING

Pat Cook and Pioneer Drama Service are each
donating half of their royalties from this play to the
American Red Cross National Disaster Relief Fund.

are available on
ALL Pioneer Drama plays & musicals

MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE
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Full-Length Plays • 60 - 90 min

BY BRIAN D. TAYLOR
BY JEFF FLUHARTY

Flexible cast of 15 - 42
Interior TV studio set/About 65 minutes
Script $7.25/Director’s book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Royalty $60 per performance

Flexible cast of 19 - 35, optional doubling
Interior castle set/About 90 minutes
Script $7.50/Director’s book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Royalty $60 per performance

All the fun of just about every TV-show genre you can
imagine is jam-packed into this wild and fast-paced
comedy! Your audience becomes the live studio audience
on a talk show, Real Talk with Fairytale Legends, where
the seven dwarves tell the story of Snow White as the
Fairytale Players bring it to life. As each new dwarf takes
a turn telling part of Snow White’s famous story in his or
her own unique voice, the players’ re-enactment shifts to
match the style and personality of that particular dwarf. At
any given moment, the story can be anything—romance,
comedy, home improvement show, suspense, Western,
epic poetry, mystery, cooking show, stand-up routine, or
blockbuster action movie! There’s even a “Miss Fairest
of Them All” beauty pageant! It all culminates in a maddash ending of fast-changing genres that sets the record
straight on Snow White’s happily-ever-after.

Tons of magical fun awaits in this one-of-a-kind
fractured fairy tale farce!
A kind king and queen have trouble in their royal
family—four obnoxious, bratty, adult children who do
not live up to their royal titles. There’s the mean Princess
Cinnamon, the not-so-bright Princess Peppermint, the
vain Prince Hairgel, and Prince Slacker, who thinks
being a prince is just way, way too hard. The king and
queen try everything to bring happiness and harmony to
their family. They hire a royal therapist, bring in royal
teachers, and even attempt to marry off their children, all
to no avail. The king and queen are ready for a happilyever-after that doesn’t include adult children still living
at home, so they call upon the fairy godmother to help.
However, after learning the outrageous cost of hiring the
fairy godmother (let alone the permits required), the king
and queen decide to create a do-it-yourself magic spell
with the help of supplies purchased at The Enchanted
Depot. Royal chaos! Of course, nothing goes as
planned, but everyone is changed by their experiences.
And through a series of haphazard events, the royal
family just might live happily ever after, after all.

With extremely flexible casting options, very simple
staging, and optional hilarious scripted commercial
breaks, this variety show spoof of the fairytale
classic literally has something for everyone!
MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

BY BRIAN D. TAYLOR

Flexible cast of 12 - 60
Bare stage/About 90 minutes
Script $7.50/Director’s book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Royalty $60 per performance

Who knew that ancient pickup lines were as cheesy as today’s?! This zany romp through history is a fun, fast-paced look
at the woes and wonders of dating through the ages. Professor Curio—with the help of his spirited partner, Professor
Amoré—leads the audience on a chronological journey through time from early nomads and cavemen and women all
the way to computer dating in the twenty-first century! With stops at ancient Greek, Roman, and Egyptian civilizations,
then hitting Medieval and Colonial times, the scholarly hosts lead the audience through more modern decades like the
Roaring 20s and the Nifty 50s.

Full of fun scenes, crazy characters, sight gags, and physical comedy, you’ll especially love the breakup via
80s mixtape and the grand finale: a speed-dating-themed recap! With plenty of roles, everyone can have their
moment in the spotlight and join the fun of playing one or more lovelorn characters!
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MUSICALS: 50 - 60 min
We are proud to offer one of the largest collections of musical plays found anywhere in the world, carrying over
200 different musicals, with more added every year. With vocal ranges specifically written for amateur voices,
our musicals are ideally suited for schools, children’s and community theatres, churches, and more. To assure
the success of your production, we offer a broad range of production aids, including high quality vocal and
instrumental music tracks for almost every one of our musicals.

BY TIM KELLY						
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY BILL FRANCOEUR

BY VERA MORRIS						
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY BILL FRANCOEUR

Flexible cast of 20, chorus, optional doubling
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 60 minutes
Script $7.50/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Piano score $20/Vocal score $10/CD set $75/CD sampler T $4
Lyric Learner $40/DVD of amateur performance $10
Royalty $85 per performance

4M, 11F, plus a cow character for 1 or 2 actors, optional chorus
Simple inerior and exterior sets/About 60 minutes
Script $7.50/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Piano score $20/Vocal score $10/CD set $75/CD sampler V $4
Lyric Learner $40/DVD of amateur performance $10
Royalty $85 per performance

When Dorothy’s house squashes the Wicked Witch of
the East, she and her dog Toto set out on the adventure
that has charmed millions. With her friends, Scarecrow,
Cowardly Lion, and Tin Woodsman, this remarkable
journey takes them to the great Oz. This simplified version
of our ever-popular two act musical has much of the same
action and charm that has made Oz! one of our topselling musicals.

You’ll love this shorter version of our ever- popular
musical Jack and the Giant. This musical adaptation
of the classic English folk tale will surely delight your
audience with six charming songs. See Jack as he goes
up the beanstalk and into the castle where he not only
fights Gogmagog, the giant, but a malicious troll as well.
By the end of this special tale, the cow is returned, the
chicken learns how to lay golden eggs, and the good life
returns to the kingdom. You’ll love the simple staging,
and your audience will love the lively score, including
“Good Things are Bound to Happen,” “Magic Beans,”
and the toe-tapping “Run, Jack, Run,” which will have
both young and old humming the catchy tunes!

TWO-ACT MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

TWO-ACT MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE
BY JAMES DEVITA						
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY BILL FRANCOEUR

Flexible cast of 9 -25, chorus
Interior fantasy set/About 60 minutes
Script $7.50/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Piano score $20/Vocal score $10/CD set $75/CD sampler V $4/Lyric Learner $40/DVD of amateur performance $10
Orchestral parts $6 each (flute-alto sax-baritone sax, oboe-clarinet-tenor sax, trumpet I, trumpet II, trombone, bass, guitar, percussion)
Royalty $85 per performance

Take a wildly entertaining trip through Alice’s looking glass to the beat of a hip-hopping soundtrack by Bill Francoeur. This silly
adaptation of Lewis Carroll’s Through the Looking Glass depicts the coming-of-age story with fun twists and music audiences
of all ages will adore. You’ll recognize some of your favorite characters of Wonderland and meet dozens of new ones along
Alice’s journey. As a pawn from the second square of the chessboard, Alice must travel to the eighth square to accomplish her
goal of becoming a queen. Each step of her passage brings her face to face with new characters and adventures as well as
celebrations when she achieves each aspiration. With minimal set requirements, the play can be performed on a bare stage
with suggested props, or the production can be as huge as your imagination and budget allow.
TWO-ACT MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE
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Winner of the
2020 AATE
DISTINGUISHED
PLAY AWARD
for BEST
ADAPTATION
SCRIPT, MUSIC, AND LYRICS BY AUSTIN ZUMBRO
ADAPTED FROM THE BOOK WRITTEN AND ILLUSTRATED BY MARCUS PFISTER,
TRANSLATED INTO ENGLISH BY J. ALISON JAMES

Everybody loves the international bestseller and award-winning book, The Rainbow Fish, with its
wonderful message of friendship and belonging. Now you can bring the magical, colorful world of the
deep blue sea to life on your stage! With shiny, multi-colored scales, Rainbow Fish is the most beautiful
fish in all of the ocean, and the only one of his (or her!) kind. When Rainbow Fish refuses to share his
vibrant, shimmering scales, the whole ocean seems to turn against the vain creature. Unhappy that no
one adores him anymore, Rainbow Fish seeks out the wise Octopus, who helps him learn that it’s far
better to be admired for being kind than for being beautiful. With a bubbly, energetic score and a
script that invites wonderful creativity and flexibility, the universal message at the heart of this one-of-akind musical becomes much more than just a simple children’s story.
Limitations: Neither version of this musical is available for sale, distribution, or production in Germany,
Japan, China, or Korea. Professional production rights are not available.
LARGE CAST:
This large-cast version features a variety of charming school and other sea-creature characters
who admire the famous Rainbow Fish. With shimmering scales played by separate actors, even
Rainbow Fish’s solo songs can be sung by a chorus. Any number of tentacles on the Octopus can
also be played by separate actors, giving this a hugely flexible cast of 15 to 30. The music has
also been slightly simplified for younger voices.
Flexible cast of 15-30, optional extras
Exterior ocean set/About 60 minutes
Script $7.25 / Director’s book $22.50 / Graphics pkg $20
Piano score $20/Vocal score $10 / CD set $75 / CD sampler $4 / Lyric Learner $40
Royalty $85 per performance
SMALL CAST:
The recipient of the 2020 AATE Distinguished Play Award for Best Adaptation, this small-cast
musical was created at the renowned Bay Area Children’s Theatre where it premiered to great
acclaim in front of over 5,000 enthusiastic children and parents. With a dynamic cast as small as
five players, this well-crafted musical—sure to become a TYA classic—teaches younger audiences
that the joy of beauty is in sharing it with others.
Flexible cast of 5-9
Exterior ocean sets/About 60 minutes
Script $7.50 / Director’s book $22.50 / Graphics pkg $20
Piano score $25 / Vocal score $10 / CD set $75 / CD sampler $4 / Lyric Learner $40
Royalty $90 per performance

NON - MUSICAL
VERSION ALSO
AVAILABLE

PIONEER
PLAYWRITING
CONTEST

Musicals • 50 - 60 min

WINNER!

BOOK BY JOANNE BOGART AND ERIC ROCKWELL		
MUSIC BY ERIC ROCKWELL, LYRICS BY JOANNE BOGART

Flexible cast of 25 (4M, 6F, plus 15 roles that can be any),
optional chorus, doubling
Interior barn set/About 55 minutes
Script $7.25/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics package $20
Piano score $20/Vocal score $10/CD set $75		
CD sampler I $4/Lyric Learner $40
Royalty $75 per performance

Winner of the National Youth Theatre Award
for Outstanding New Musical and the Shubert
Fendrich Memorial Playwriting Contest, this
rousing show offers 10 spectacular musical
numbers that give every young actor their moment
in the spotlight!
Golly Gee Whiz! is the quintessential “backyard
musical,” a loving tribute to the terrific Mickey Rooney
and Judy Garland Hollywood film musicals of the
1930s and 40s. The residents of Happyville, USA,
aren’t all that happy. Usually loaded with a golly-geewhiz sort of unstoppable optimism and ready to make
the world a better place, they all seem to have come
down with a case of boredom and grumps. They have
good reason to feel so lousy. After all, it’s the middle
of the Great Depression. But that’s when Mickey and
Judy set ‘em straight and get everyone to work to put
on a show! Why, if they all pitch in together, they
can do something good for the town and raise some
money to help out the local businesses!

BOOK BY ALEC STRUM					
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY BILL FRANCOEUR

Flexible cast of 14 (3M, 5F, plus 6 roles that can be any), chorus
Interior courtroom set/About 60 minutes
Script $7.50/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics package $20
Piano score $20/Vocal score $10/CD set $75/CD sampler T $4
Lyric Learner $40/DVD of amateur performance $10
Royalty $85 per performance

A courtroom has never been more lively and fun than
in The Big Bad Musical! This smart and wickedly funny
musical is great for actors and audiences of any age.
The jury—your audience—must decide the outcome of the
biggest trial ever in the fairy-tale world! The notorious Big
Bad Wolf is being slapped with a class-action lawsuit by
storybooks of quirky characters who want to get even:
Little Red Riding Hood, her Grandmother, the Three Little
Pigs, and the Shepherd in charge of the Boy Who Cried
Wolf. With Sydney Grimm as the commentator on live
Court TV, the two greatest legal minds in the Enchanted
Forest—the Evil Stepmother and the Fairy Godmother—
clash in a trial that will be remembered forever after.
As our wronged fairy tale characters testify, the wolf
seems deserving of all that’s coming.Yet, even though the
infamous Evil Stepmother resents doing pro-bono work on
such an obviously futile defense, Mr. Wolf makes a good
case for himself. Was he born a criminal, or made one?

This musical has it all—audience participation,
minimal set and costume requirements, a good
balance of stage time for each character, multiple
endings to make every performance unique, and Bill
Francoeur’s toe-tapping tunes!
NON - MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

BY JUDY WOLFMAN
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY DAVID REISER

Flexible cast of 10, optional chorus
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 60 minutes
Script $7.50/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics package $20/Piano score $20/CD set $75/CD sampler V $4/Lyric Learner $40
Royalty $85 per performance

Everyone has listened to the immortal yarn of Little Red Riding Hood and a hungry wolf. But it’s rare we get a chance to
hear the infamous Wolf’s point of view of this popular story. In this hilarious musical, our compassionate and sympathetic
beast is understandably upset. He has been maligned for generations because of the well-known children’s parable.
Determined to defend his own good intentions, he reveals Red Riding Hood’s real nature... rarely shown to the outside
world. With an abundance of toe-tapping tunes, this side-splitting cuddly tale ideal for elementary actors will show that
there are two sides to every story.
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Musicals • 50 - 60 min

BOOK & LYRICS BY R. EUGENE JACKSON			
MUSIC BY DAVID ELLIS

BOOK BY NATHAN HARTSWICK				
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY BILL FRANCOEUR

4M, 5F, plus 3 roles that can be any, optional chorus
Simple exterior sets/About 60 minutes
Script $7.50/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Piano score $20/CD set $75/CD sampler C $4
DVD of amateur performance $10
Royalty $85 per performance

Flexible cast of 16 (2M, 9F, plus 5 roles that can be any), chorus
Interior talk show set/About 50 minutes
Script $7.25/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics package $20
Piano score $20/Vocal score $10/CD set $75		
CD sampler H $4/Lyric Learner $40
Royalty $75 per performance

Peter Rabbit, unlike sisters Flopsy, Mopsy, and
Cottontail, is following the advice of his tummy (and
his cousin Benjamin) versus the advice of his mother.
Everyone (and we mean everyone!) knows that you
stay out of Mr. McGregor’s garden. But Peter and
Benjamin still venture into a world filled with excitement,
adventure, and scrumptious vegetables! The thrills
are just beginning when the angry farmer spots the
silly bunnies. From the beginning, you and your
audiences will meet other fun characters such as Caw
and Kem, the two silly crows who know that a picket
fence could never stop a bird. And who can forget the
easy-going Cat, just waiting around the garden for
her own meal. And, of course, there’s Mr. McGregor,
the angry, befuddled farmer, who is willing to go to
great lengths to protect his garden. This sparkling
musical adaptation of Potter’s wonderful story is filled
with delightful tunes that will make everyone smile.
From Mr. McGregor’s “This Is War,” and Caw and
Kem’s “Bugs and Berries,” to the beloved finale of
“The Family That Sings Together,” this will have your
audiences hopping with delight.

Is Ever After really as happy as everyone expected?
In a hilarious parody of daytime TV, host Sally Lizzie
Jesse Donatello-Griffin or Monterey Jack Chesterfield
Williamson (you pick the gender) wonders if time
truly heals all wounds. She invites Cinderella and
her middle-aged “beauty-impaired” stepsisters to
reconcile with each other after being estranged for 20
years. What about Snow White and the Evil Queen?
This hysterical fractured fairy tale has it all: a trashtalking clairvoyant mirror, an unfortunate prince who
is turning slowly back into a frog, and even Jiminy
Cricket—now an occupational therapist and author of
the book “My Life as Your Conscience.”

The musical is punctuated by questions from
obnoxious studio audience members and
ridiculously funny infomercials for fairy tale
related products, such as the Practical Princess
Crown which doubles as a purse and makeup
case. Get ready for some knee-slapping and
hand-clapping with great foot-tapping songs like
“Beauty Impaired” and “Dainty Do-Gooder”!
NON - MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

ADAPTED BY WILLIAM S. KILBORNE, JR. AND ALBERT T. VIOLA 									
MUSIC BY ALBERT T. VIOLA, LYRICS BY WILLIAM S. KILBORNE, JR.

Flexible cast of 12, chorus
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 60 minutes
Script $7.50/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics package $20
Piano score $20/Vocal score $10/CD set $75/CD sampler S $4
Royalty $85 per performance

Margery Williams’ classic story of a stuffed toy rabbit made real by a boy’s enduring love is ideal for young actors
or audiences. This adaptation captures all the tenderness and magic of the original story and adds six beautiful songs
plus opportunities for dancers and incidental music. Your audiences will laugh at the antics of the living rabbits and
cry when the Velveteen Rabbit lies discarded in the rubbish heap. But most of all, everyone will be moved when the
little boy announces his Velveteen Rabbit is real, and the Nursery Magic Fairy turns this love into a miracle.
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Musicals • 50 - 60 min

BOOK BY TIM KELLY					
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY BILL FRANCOEUR

Flexible cast of 30 (10M, 20F), optional chorus, doubling
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 60 minutes
Script $7.50/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Piano score $20/Vocal score $10/CD set $75/CD sampler G $4
Lyric Learner $40/DVD of amateur performance $10
Orchestral parts $6 each (clarinet, trumpet, trombone, tuba/bass,
banjo, percussion)
Royalty $85 per performance

BOOK BY TIM KELLY					
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY BILL FRANCOEUR

Flexible cast of 19 (about 9M, 10F), optional chorus
Interior diner set/About 60 minutes
Script $7.50/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Piano score $20/Vocal score $10/CD set $75/CD sampler G $4
DVD of amateur performance $10/Lyric Learner $40
Royalty $85 per performance

It’s the vibrant 1920s, complete with Ziegfeld girls,
raccoon coats, ukuleles, goldfish swallowers, and
gangsters! Polly Pepper, a young flapper, is about to
turn 18 years old and will then inherit an extraordinary
diamond necklace. She is planning a wacky birthday
party and is inviting all her friends. Buck Wayne,
Polly’s new boyfriend, wouldn’t miss the birthday
celebration for anything, even if he has to land his
private plane on the lawn of the polo grounds. But
watch out, trouble’s in the air! Mobsters are planning
to grab the necklace and have devised a clever con to
crash Polly’s party. Thanks to Polly, they’re defeated
hilariously! Not only does Polly save the necklace, she
also saves her aunt from losing money in a confidence
scheme and becomes the star of the Ziegfeld Follies...
all before she even cuts the cake!

Gracie Stanley has gotten herself into the ultra-sticky jam
of a lifetime! She has pledged to deliver her distant cousin,
rock star Ziggy Springer, for the high school Hippity Hop.
To her dismay, Ziggy’s manager doesn’t want his client
performing anywhere without pay. It’s now up to Gracie
and her friends to produce a double... or never show their
faces in Louise’s Luncheonette again! They plot to have a
singing soda jerk perform instead. If it’s dark, maybe no
one will be able to tell that it’s really not Ziggy! With the
scornful Muffin Mansfield keeping her eyes on Gracie’s
every move, it won’t be easy to pull this one off. Loaded
with the feel of the era and a fantastic score, you’ll see
why we call them the Nifty Fifties!
TWO - ACT MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

This simple production is filled with lots of small,
funny roles. So step back into the Roaring Twenties!
TWO - ACT MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

BOOK BY TIM KELLY, MUSIC AND LYRICS BY BILL FRANCOEUR

Flexible cast of 20 (about 9M, 11F), optional chorus, doubling
Exterior musical festival set/About 60 minutes
Script $7.50/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics package $20 /Piano score $20/Vocal score $10/CD set $75/CD sampler G $4
Lyric Learner $40/DVD of amateur performance $10
Royalty $85 per performance

C’mon, brothers and sisters! Everything’s groovy! So join Travis, Muriel, and Alice on their hip journey to bring
together the Music, Beads, and Flowers Celebration. They call upon the popular singing group, The Lemon Bugs,
who love the idea. When the message goes out that The Bugs will donate their talent, crazily-painted busses start
arriving at Crumb’s Apple Farm, the site of the festival. Everything is cool until Mrs. Porter, who hates “The Love
Generation,”arrives and demands that the local police shut down the happening. To make matters even worse, two
music promoters offer The Lemon Bugs a deal they can’t refuse if they will skip the celebration. Your audiences will
love the wildly funny characters like Hippie Girl with Flute, who thinks she’s the Pied Piper of Hamelin; Beads, who
gives “Love Beads” to all he meets; and those hilarious talent managers, Stanley Kellogg and Jackie Pierce, who will
do anything to get The Lemon Bugs to sign their contract. In the end, all comes together, of course, and the celebration
rocks on. The great sixties-style songs include “Music, Beads, and Flowers,” “We May Not Pass This Way Again,”
and “Groovy!” So, hop on a bus and meet the sixties generation down at Crumb’s Apple Farm!
TWO - ACT MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE
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MUSICALS: 65 - 120 min
We are proud to offer one of the largest collections of musical plays found anywhere in the world, carrying over
200 different musicals, with more added every year. With vocal ranges specifically written for amateur voices,
our musicals are ideally suited for schools, children’s and community theatres, churches, and more. To assure
the success of your production, we offer a broad range of production aids, including high quality vocal and
instrumental music tracks for almost every one of our musicals.

BOOK BY JONATHAN YUKICH, MUSIC BY BILL FRANCOEUR,
LYRICS BY SCOTT DETURK WITH ADDITIONAL LYRICS 		
BY BILL FRANCOEUR
BY TODD WALLINGER, MUSIC AND LYRICS BY STEPHEN MURRAY

Flexible cast of 15 - 29, optional chorus, doubling
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 80 minutes
Script $7.75/Director’s book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Piano score $25/Vocal score $10/CD set $75/CD sampler P $4
Orchestral parts $6 each (alto sax, tenor sax, trumpet I,
trumpet II, clarinet, flute, trombone, guitar, bass, percussion)
Conductor’s score $50/Lyric Learner $40
Royalty $95 per performance

Flexible cast of 23 (8M, 9F, plus 6 roles that can be any)
Interior bookshop set/About 85 minutes
Script $7.75/Directorʼs book $20/Graphics package $20
Piano score $20/Vocal score $10/CD set $75		
CD sampler X $4/Lyric Learner $40
Royalty $90 per performance

Celebrate the joy of reading in a fresh, fun-filled,
and musical way! The enormously popular children’s
play, The Enchanted Bookshop, is now a musical!

The folly of the 21st century collides with the madness of
Wonderland in this rockin’ new musical adaptation that
remains fairly faithful to Lewis Carroll’s original tale. The
twist? Alice is a texting, tweeting, and Googling girl of the
modern digital era, yet she finds herself in the Wonderland
of old. With all of the characters you know and love
including the Mad Hatter, the White Rabbit, and the
Queen of Hearts, this musical imagines a present-day Alice
encountering the Wonderland so many of us treasure.

An ordinary used book shop by day, A Likely Story
becomes a magical place each night. Thanks to a
spell from the Book Fairy, the characters inside the
books come alive each and every night. Six of those
characters—Dorothy Gale, Robin Hood, Pollyanna,
Sherlock Holmes, Heidi, and Tom Sawyer—long
to help Margie, the scatterbrained owner, save her
struggling store. But they’re not allowed to leave
the building or be seen by human eyes. With a toetapping score from Stephen Murray featuring jazz,
march, and pop tunes, this charming musical will
enchant audiences young and old.

NON-MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

NON-MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE
BOOK BY VERA MORRIS, MUSIC AND LYRICS BY BILL FRANCOEUR

5M, 13-15F, optional chorus, doubling
Simple interior sets/About 75 minutes
Script $7.50/Director’s book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Piano score $20/Vocal score $10/CD set $75/CD sampler D $4
Lyric Learner $40/DVD of amateur performance $10
Royalty $85 per performance

This delightful, large-cast musical will charm audiences of all ages. Cinderella works hard in the home of her cruel
stepmother. Her silly stepsisters, Brunhilda and Cleopatra, see themselves as beautiful and think the prince will marry
them. Of course, the handsome prince spends most of the evening at a palace ball trying to escape from them! The story
is ages old, but you’ll meet playful new characters in this fresh adaptation.
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Musicals • 65 - 120 min

BOOK AND LYRICS BY PAT LYDERSEN				
MUSIC BY WENDY WOOLF

BOOK BY JANE JEFFRIES AND JIM JEFFRIES			
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY BILL FRANCOEUR

Flexible cast of 15-35, optional chorus, doubling
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 75 minutes
Script $7.50/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Piano score $20/CD set $75/CD sampler H $4		
Lyric Learner $40/DVD of amateur performance $10
Royalty $85 per performance

Flexible cast of 22-30 (7M, 8F, plus 7-15 roles that can be any),
optional chorus
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 75 minutes
Script $7.50/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Piano score $25/Vocal score $10/CD set $75/CD sampler X $4
Royalty $85 per performance

Everyone loves comic book superheroes, so both cast
and audience will love this action-packed spoof of the
comic book genre complete with hysterical singing
superheroes and dancing villains. Stanley Leonardo
Sappovitz wants nothing more than to become a
comic book artist and create heroes and villains for
the comic books he loves so much. Wunderman had
ordered a set of magical pens guaranteed to bring
to life any character drawn. When his staff of artists
unwittingly create the dreaded super-villain Doctor
Shock Clock, it is up to Stanley to save the day with
his own superheroes—charismatic but egotistical Star
Guy, speedy Triple Time, environmentally correct
Blossom, and cranky little Wombat Woman!

In the nursery rhyme justice system, the people are
represented by two separate yet equally important
groups—the detectives, who investigate the crime,
and the magistrates, who prosecute the defenders.
These are their rhymes. The Inspector and the Punnish
Sir (Yes, he’s always scrambling for egg puns!) have
been called in to investigate a crime scene where a
Mister Humpty Dumpty has been found shattered and
fowl play is suspected. Can they solve the c-rhyme?
With hilarious musical numbers like “Mountain of
Love,” “Eggicide,” and “What the HONK Is Going
On?,” the yolk’s on you if you think this tongue-incheek musical is for young children. There are so many
puns and plot twists in this Law and Order spoof, even
the playwrights were surprised by the ending!

NON-MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

NON-MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

BOOK, MUSIC AND LYRICS BY DANIEL TENNEY

Flexible cast of 21 (3M, 3F, plus 15 roles that can be any), chorus
Interior spaceship sets/About 65 minutes
Script $7.50/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Piano score $20/CD set $75/CD sampler X $4
Royalty $85 per performance

It’s an action-packed, sci-fi spoof that packs a hilarious punch! Ten thousand years in the future, the galaxy stands
in peril. Hostile aliens, sinister thugs, and strange forces seem to lurk at every turn. But one man stands between the
galaxy and those who would do it harm. That man is... Captain Starblaster, defender of the galaxy! Will Captain
Starblaster and his trusty sidekick (and his trusty sidekick’s trusty sidekick and his fearless crew) manage to thwart the
evil plans of Colonel Chaos and his goons? Will the galaxy be saved? Will there be enough Galaxy Flakes cereal
for everyone? With songs ranging from gospel ode to evil scheming, and from a doo-wop lament to a rousing alien
dance extravaganza, this blast of a musical soars along with energy and quirky characters galore. It doesn’t get
campier—or more fun!—than this easy-to-stage high-flying adventure!
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Musicals • 65 - 120 min

BOOK BY JAMES DEVITA					
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY BILL FRANCOEUR

ADAPTED BY TIM KELLY					
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY BILL FRANCOEUR

Flexible cast of 9 - 25, chorus
Interior fantasy set/About 90 minutes
Script $7.75/Director’s book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Piano score $25/Vocal score $10/CD set $75/CD sampler F $4
Lyric Learner $40/DVD of amateur performance $10
Orchestral parts $6 each (flute/alto sax/baritone sax, oboe/clarinet
tenor sax, trumpet I, trumpet II, trombone, guitar, bass, percussion)
Royalty $95 per performance

Flexible cast of 21, chorus, optional doubling
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 90 minutes
Script $7. 75/Director’s book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Piano score $25/Vocal score $10/CD set $75/CD sampler F $4
DVD of amateur performance $10
Orchestral parts $6 each (bass, percussion, trumpet I, trumpet II,
alto sax, trombone, flute, clarinet)/Lyric Learner $40
Royalty $95 per performance

Top-selling Wonderland! is an unabashedly silly
adaptation of Lewis Carroll’s Through the Looking Glass.
With hip-hopping music, it is an upbeat, coming-ofage story that audiences of all ages will adore! You’ll
recognize some of your favorite familiar characters
of Alice’s Wonderland along with meeting dozens of
new ones: a baseball team, a gospel group called The
Responsibilities, a train conductor, star-struck tourists,
plastic light-saber wielding knights and much more. An
eclectic mix of music that ranges from gypsy swing to
doo-wop to bluegrass will have your audiences grinning
like a Cheshire cat!

One of our all-time best-selling shows, Oz! is ideal for
multi-aged casts. Baum’s lovable characters—rubberlegged Scarecrow, Cowardly Lion, and Tin Woodsman—
join Dorothy on a journey to meet the great Oz. While
on their trek, they battle the Wicked Witch of the West,
who is determined to get revenge for the death of her
sister. This bright musical is charged with wonderful
songs and thrill after thrill... like the escape from the
Fighting Trees and encountering the enchanted poppies.
Eventually, Glinda the Good Witch helps Dorothy defeat
the evil witch and her winged monkeys. The great and
powerful wizard grants Dorothy’s friends their wishes
and of course, helps Dorothy return to Kansas.

ONE-ACT MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

ONE-ACT MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

BOOK BY BRIAN D. TAYLOR, MUSIC BY BILL FRANCOEUR, LYRICS BY SCOTT DETURK							
ADDITIONAL LYRICS BY BILL FRANCOEUR

Flexible cast of 23 -36 (7M, 15F, plus 14 roles that can be any), optional chorus, doubling
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 90 minutes
Script $7.75/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Piano score $25/Vocal score $10/CD set $75/CD sampler D $4/Lyric Learner $40
Orchestral parts $6 each (alto sax, tenor sax, trumpet I, trumpet II, clarinet, flute, trombone, guitar, bass, percussion) Conductor’s score $50
Royalty $95 per performance

With a classic fairy-tale setting, loads of exciting and hilarious roles to play, a variety of entertaining musical
numbers and a plot full of mystery and adventure, this show has it all!
It begins in the Misty Forest, where a girl is sleeping all alone. But when she wakes, nothing looks familiar to her. She can’t
remember anything—not where she’s from, how she got here, or even her own name! She embarks on a journey to discover
her identity and meets several fairy-tale characters along the way—Hansel and Gretel, Rumpelstiltskin, Goldilocks and the
Three Bears, Snow White and the Seven Dwarves, Cinderella, and Rapunzel to name a few. Some are helpful, some are
dangerous, and some are just plain weird, but all have information to help our young girl eventually realize her true identity
as a princess. As with any good fairy tale, there’s also a prince! He’s desperate to find the princess, but he’s always one
step behind and inadvertently rescues and wins the hearts of all the wrong princesses! A rocking musical score adds even
more fun to new takes on the stories everyone loves.
NON-MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE
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Musicals • 65 - 120 min

BOOK BY MARTIN A. FOLLOSE				
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY BILL FRANCOEUR
BOOK BY CRAIG SODARO					
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY BILL FRANCOEUR

10M, 11F, plus 1 role that can be any, chorus
Exterior pirate set/About 120 minutes
Script $7.75/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Piano score $25/Vocal score $10/CD set $75/CD sampler L $4
Lyric Learner $40/DVD of amateur performance $10
Orchestral parts $6 each (flute/tenor sax, trumpet I & II,
trombone, bass, percussion)
Royalty $95 per performance

Flexible cast of 25 (6M, 11F, plus 8 roles that can be any), chorus
Simple exterior sets/About 120 minutes
Script $7.75/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Piano score $25/Vocal score $10/CD set $75/CD sampler N $4
Orchestral parts $6 each (alto sax/tenor sax, flute/piccolo,
trumpet I, trumpet II, trombone I, trombone II, french horn,
string bass, percussion, keyboard)/Conductorʼs score $50
Royalty $95 per performance

Gangway, Pirates of the Caribbean—here come The
Lady Pirates of Captain Bree! When his crew jumps
ship upon sighting the pirates in the distance, Captain
Jennings is left with a makeshift crew of motley prisoners
and Fergus, a sailor who can’t swim, to protect his
wealthy passengers, the Prescots, from the inevitable
attack. As the lady pirates take over the defenseless
Kayla May, you’re in for swashbuckling musical comedy
with a host of hysterical characters on deck and a
spectacular Bill Francoeur score. Along with Captain
Bree’s hearty crew of mean and nasty mates (and a
couple of new recruits in training who keep forgetting
to be rough and tough), you’ll find the haughty Professor
Bidwell and the pretentious Madam Prescot constantly
battling for special treatment and respect (ha!) from
the pirates, Samuel Prescot masquerading as a girl to
avoid becoming shark bait, and Julia Prescot bursting
with desire to join the lady pirates—much to her aunt’s
dismay! Both your cast and your audience will love the
swashbuckling ending as the two captains work together
to save their crews from the British.

Get your peg leg tappin’ to this eclectic score of
rollicking sea shanties and contemporary styles—a
surefire audience-pleaser!
Aristocrat Roger Goodman has his heart set on
a conventional life married to the wealthy Sarah
Huffington and living happily ever after. That is, until
he finds out she thinks he’s boring and would rather
marry a brave and adventurous pirate! Determined to
prove himself to his beloved, Roger hires Long John
Sliver to tutor him and his newly recruited motley crew
in the field of piracy. In exchange for his total pirate
makeover (which includes the fearsome new name,
Captain Blood!), Roger and his crew sail to Treasure
Island seeking the chests of gold doubloons Long John
buried there long ago. Meanwhile, Sarah knows there’s
only one way to win the affections of a true pirate. She
dubs herself the Pirate Queen and sets sail with her
own crew of lady pirates. With messages in bottles that
spread rumors faster than social media, Captain Blood
and the Pirate Queen learn of each other’s formidable
reputations, not knowing, of course, each other’s true
identity. When Sarah gets the message that Captain
Blood is holding her parents captive on Treasure
Island, you can guess where the lady pirates
are headed next! But Bluebeard, a true pirate
now retired and desiring nothing more than a
chance to enjoy lounging in his beach chair,
already occupies the island and is “livin’
the good life” with his crew. Treasure
Island is soon swimming with retired
pirates, lady pirates, and other pirate
wannabes, including one character who
thinks he’s a parrot!

Bill Francoeur’s zesty music adds the perfect touch
of authenticity to this spirited pirate play. From the
suspense of “The Plank” when Professor Bidwell’s
life is in the pirates’ hands to the belly laughs of
“Shipshape and Bristol Fashion” when the pirates
order the grumbling prisoners to swab the decks,
your audiences will be humming the catchy sea
shanties, including “Welcome Aboard!” and
“They’re a Nasty Lot.”
ONE-ACT MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

NON-MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE
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Musicals • 65 - 120 min

ADAPTATION BY VERA MORRIS				
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY BILL FRANCOEUR

ADAPTED BY VERA MORRIS					
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY BILL FRANCOEUR

Flexible cast of 16 (about 4M, 12F), chorus
Simple interior sets/About 90 minutes
Script $7.75/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Piano score $25/Vocal score $10/CD set $75/CD sampler F $4
Lyric Learner $40
Royalty $95 per performance

8M, 10F, optional chorus
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 90 minutes
Script $7.75/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Piano score $25/Vocal score $10/CD set $75/CD sampler F $4
Lyric Learner $40
Royalty $95 per performance

This engaging musical adaptation of the classic by
Frances Hodgson Burnett opens with a happy Sara
Crewe, heiress to a large fortune. Enrolled at Miss
Minchin’s seminary in Victorian England, her life takes
a dramatic turn when she receives news of the loss of her
father... and her fortune. Sara is forced by the greedy
Minchin to become a servant and live in a wretched
attic room. When a mysterious gentleman from India
moves next door, curious things begin to happen. Sara
even discovers that her fortune has been retrieved. A
touching and beautiful score adds a magical touch to
this enchanting show: “The Best Gift of All,” “A Proper
English Girl,” “A Sunny Day in London,” and of course
the title song, “A Little Princess.”

Here’s a show alive with action, excitement, and
dynamic music. When an inane schoolmaster, Ichabod
Crane, comes to the farming community of Sleepy
Hollow, he brings with him all his worldly possessions
as he seeks a well-to-do wife. He’s sure his dream
will come true when he spots the striking Katrina Van
Tassel. Sadly for poor Ichabod, the boisterous Brom
Bones is Katrina’s extremely jealous boyfriend. Matters
are complicated even more as the ghostly graveyard
is haunted by a host of tense spirits, including the
Headless Horseman, the most renowned phantom of
all. When Ichabod proposes marriage to Katrina at a
party, he is kicked out by Brom, forcing him to make
his way through the graveyard during a raging storm.
In the dark, we sense there’s something overshadowing
poor Ichabod, aiming to take the poor soul’s life! This
suspenseful musical is filled with a variety of songs that
fit the bill: “A Superstitious Yankee Folk,” ”Ghost in the
Graveyard,” and of course, “The Headless Horseman.”
Suitable for all age groups, this action-filled musical is
deceptively easy to stage and fun to produce.

NON-MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

NON-MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE
BOOK BY PAT COOK, MUSIC AND LYRICS BY BILL FRANCOEUR

Flexible cast of 12 - 37, chorus
Bare stage/About 90 minutes
Script $7.75/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Piano score $25/Vocal score $10/CD set $75/CD sampler U $4
Orchestral parts $6 each (alto sax I, alto sax II, tenor sax, clarinet I, trumpet I & II, trombone, bass, percussion... see our website for full list)
Royalty $95 per performance

There is no better way to celebrate America than with beautiful, patriotic music—from America’s favorite anthems to
poignant and uplifting original compositions. This patriotic tableau begins as a committee discusses putting on a patriotic
show for their town. Just what does America mean to them? One person pulls out the Preamble to the Constitution,
and they decide to use it as a framework for their show. Through a series of sketches and songs organized phrase by
phrase from the Preamble, they show not only how the Constitution applies to our past, but also to our present and future.
Everyday life is showcased in both funny and touching small-cast vignettes, offering a variety of moods as it explores
the deeper meanings of the language of the Constitution. From two neighbors arguing their constitutional rights to have
crab grass to an immigrant’s heartwarming rendition of her coming to America, this Norman Rockwellesque review offers
slices of life in America. Picnics... tributes to the military... letters home from war... all become part of this patchwork quilt
of American life. This musical will serve as a fine reminder that the remarkable words written by our forefathers many
years ago are still a living document, part of our lives each and every day.
NON- MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE
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Musicals • 65 - 120 min

BOOK BY TIM KELLY					
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY BILL FRANCOEUR

BOOK BY TIM KELLY					
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY BILL FRANCOEUR

Flexible cast of 32 (about 11M, 21F), optional chorus, doubling
Simple interior and exterior sets/About 90 minutes
Script $7.75/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Piano score $25/Vocal score $10/CD set $75/CD sampler J $4
Lyric Learner $40 /DVD of amateur performance $10
Orchestral parts $6 each (clarinet, trumpet, trombone, tuba/bass,
banjo, percussion)
Royalty $95 per performance

Flexible cast of 21 (about 9M, 12F), optional chorus
Interior diner set/About 90 minutes
Script $7.75/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Piano score $25/Vocal score $10/CD set $75/CD sampler J $4
Lyric Learner $40/DVD of amateur performance $10
Orchestral parts $6 each (alto sax/tenor sax, trumpet I, trumpet II,
trombone, bass, percussion)
Royalty $95 per performance

The Roaring Twenties was such a colorful decade that the
unbeatable team of playwright Tim Kelly and musician
Bill Francoeur couldn’t resist it! Come celebrate the era
with them and meet Polly Pepper, a young flapper who
really knows how to live in the time of Stutz Bearcat
automobiles, Ziegfield girls, raccoon coats, ukuleles,
beauty contests, goldfish swallowers, and gangsters.

Gracie Stanley has gotten herself in hot water by
promising to deliver her distant cousin, rock star Ziggy
Springer, for the high school Hippity Hop at Louise’s
Luncheonette. Ziggy’s manager doesn’t want his client
performing anywhere without pay, so Gracie and her
friends have to produce a double—and fast! They use
a singing soda jerk and plan to have him perform in the
dark! It won’t be easy for Gracie to get away with this
one with her rival, snooty Muffin Mansfield, waiting for
her to flop. Meanwhile, Louise has her own problems.
The building’s owner forbids the dance and plans to turn
the eatery into a dry cleaner.

The songs are sensational, including “The Roaring
Twenties,” “It Has to be Jazz,” ”Mona’s Moaning
Low,““Dijja Ever?” and, natch, “Flapper.” Set on an
open stage, this is a simple production with lots of
small but funny roles. Flapper! is the “cat’s meow,”
so what are you waiting for? “Ev’rybody Charleston”
your way over to this sure-fire audience pleaser!

There are fun roles to play, with everything from
students to beatniks. This is a one set, easy to stage
musical comedy that will have your audiences
cheering. Included in the sensational Francoeur
fifties score: “Bop-A-Lu-Bop Dance Party,” “Teen
Queen,” “It’s Tough To Be a Teenager In Love,”
the hilarious “It Was The Blob,” and, of course, the
toe-tapping title tune.

ONE-ACT MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

ONE-ACT MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

BOOK BY TIM KELLY, MUSIC AND LYRICS BY BILL FRANCOEUR

Flexible cast of 27 (about 11M, 16F), optional chorus
Exterior music festival set/About 90 minutes
Script $7.75/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Piano score $25/Vocal score $10/CD set $75/CD sampler J $4/Lyric Learner $40/DVD of amateur performance $10
Orchestral parts $6 each (alto sax/flute, trumpet I, trumpet II, trombone, bass, guitar, percussion)
Royalty $95 per performance

In Groovy! you’ll celebrate the hippies and flower children of the 1960s. Travis, Muriel, and Alice decide to throw a free
Music, Beads, and Flowers Celebration. A popular singing group, The Lemon Bugs, love the idea and donate their talent. In
no time, crazily-painted busses start arriving at Crumb’s Apple Farm, the site of the festival. Everything is going nicely until
Mrs. Porter, who hates “The Love Generation,” shows up and demands that the local police close it down. If this wasn’t bad
enough, two music promoters offer The Lemon Bugs a deal they can’t refuse if they will skip the celebration. Your audiences
will love the wildly funny characters like California Cowabunga, who can surf on dry land, Hippie Girl With Flute, who
thinks she’s the Pied Piper of Hamelin, and a London fashion designer who plans to release a line of Flower Power clothing.
Although the hippies might wear buttons that say “Never Trust Anyone Over Thirty,” their hearts are in the right place and
the celebration triumphs.
ONE-ACT MUSICAL VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE
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Musicals • 65 - 120 min

Celebrate the Sensational Seventies
BOOK BY RACHEL DAVIDSON				
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY BILL FRANCOEUR

BOOK BY RACHEL DAVIDSON				
MUSIC AND LYRICS BY BILL FRANCOEUR

Flexible cast of 32 (about 13M, 19F), optional chorus
Interior skating rink set/About 120 minutes
Script $7.75/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Piano score $25/Vocal score $10/CD set $75/CD sampler J $4
Lyric Learner $40/DVD of amateur performance $10
Orchestral parts $6 each (alto sax, tenor sax, baritone sax,
trumpet I&II, bass guitar, guitar, percussion)
Royalty $95 per performance

Flexible cast of 32 (about 13M, 19F), optional chorus
Interior skating rink set/About 75 minutes
Script $7.50/Directorʼs book $22.50/Graphics package $20
Piano score $20/Vocal score $10/CD set $75/CD sampler G $4
Lyric Learner $40 /DVD of amateur performance $10
Royalty $85 per performance

Friday Knight Fever and the condensesd one-act version Disco Knights joyfully spoof a time when mood rings and
Magic Eight Balls revealed the wisdom of the world, when “Women’s Lib” empowered a new generation, and when
disco music reigned. And Bill Francoeur’s music captures the essence of this unique era perfectly to create these
hilarious musicals that can’t be beat for fun and energy!
The students of Culpepper High are distressed that Rita’s Roller Skating Rink, a favorite hangout of many of the local teens,
must close temporarily for remodeling. At least Rita still is allowing them to hang out at the rink’s snack bar. Meanwhile,
back at school, principal Mrs. Flint is depressed. Work isn’t as stimulating as it once was, and she is contemplating
retirement, much to the glee of Doris Drake, her bitterly jealous vice-principal. A letter brought in by loyal secretary Stacy
renews Mrs. Flint’s enthusiasm: she has been named a finalist for Principal of the Year. The judges plan to talk to students
away from school—like at the roller rink—so Mrs. Flint is determined to have a ’true cross-section’ of students hang out
there. She convinces the sponsor of the chess club to hold practices at the rink to improve their concentration and have
a better chance of beating the Soviets at their upcoming international meet. But all this extra activity at the rink is making
things extremely difficult for jewel thief Buzz and his cohort in crime Delilah, who have hidden a stolen diamond right on
Rita’s disco ball. You can imagine the hysterical confusion when all converge at the roller rink at the same time. Throw in
school thugs Greg, Peter and Bobby, who are disguised as cheerleaders to help the malicious vice-principal thwart Mrs.
Flint’s attempts to impress the judges, and you’ve got enough crazy energy on stage for a disco dance! Good thing Rita
promised the kids they can have one Friday in honor of their school mascot... the Knight! They’ll call their dance the Friday
Knight Fever—both your cast and your audience will love it!

Now available
for more than 60
Pioneer musicals!
These PowerPoint slideshows include all the lyrics to every musical number in the show and
can be used with a Smartboard or projector so your entire cast can see the words. You can
also use it on Zoom by sharing your screen so students can learn from home.
Simply open the slideshow and let it run—the slides and transitions have all been
timed to the music for you. No clicks required!
Access to the Lyric Learner ™ for a particular musical requires a production order including
the instrumental/vocal music tracks and is mailed to you on a CD - ROM.
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ROYALTY-FREE SKITS
Our PDF collection of royalty-free skits adds amazing versatility to your drama program. Besides being
royalty-free, you receive unlimited photocopying and emailing rights with the purchase of any PDF. Each PDF
has multiple skits as specified in the description and are ideal for class exercises, warmups, or performances,
either live or recorded. All written specifically for teens and other young actors, you’ll find a huge variety of
styles and tones here and in the much more extensive listing online, which can be accessed from the search
engine on our homepage.

BY MEREDITH LUDWIG
BY BRUCE BERGER

5 - 6 players each
5 minutes each
Royalty-Free PDF: $20.95

22 and 11 players
15 minutes each
Royalty-Free PDF: $19.95

This PDF of scripts is designed to teach members of
our TV generation how the exciting sounds of old-time
radio drama were done. In producing these five short
audio playlets, some students create the sound effects
of lightning, thunder, footsteps, rain, wind, etc. as the
others watch. Each actor learns to cue his/her lines to
the effects and to work with the sound effects person to
heighten the illusion of reality. Each script offers a different
challenge. Included are: 1. Rain, 2. The Pretzel Woman,
3. Reading with Alex, 4. Moving the Circle, and 5. The
Best Show of All. Detailed instructions included. The big
fun is for everyone to listen to their radio show when
it’s completed. Instructions and additional suggested
activities are included.

Here are two full 15-minute radio plays, each full of
funny lines and silly sound effects. First, Jack and the
Beansprout of course has Jack selling the family cow for
a handful of beans. The beans grow into a tall vine,
which Jack climbs to get to the castle of the Giant. Before
he recovers the hen that lays golden eggs, he’s caught
up in a zany variety radio show full of goofy characters!
The Emperor’s New Wardrobe introduces two “dream
spinners” who trick Emperor Butterball into buying a
wardrobe that they claim is visible only to the wise and
competent. Butterbean, the emperor’s daughter, tells her
father he’s wearing only his shorts.

BY STUART L. SHEELEY

BY STUART L. SHEELEY

2 - 11 players each
1 - 7 minutes each, 45 minutes total
Royalty-Free PDF: $20.95

1 - 8 players each
1 -12 minutes each, 45 minutes total
Royalty-Free PDF: $20.95

Here’s a dynamite PDF collection of ten comedy radio
scripts for all-class use as a recording project or readers
theatre presentation. Written to be presented individually
or as an entire 45-minute radio show, there’s plenty of
flexibility here with commercials interspersed between
longer programs! Programs include All the Doctors of
Our Lives, Way Back When, Scare Theatre, Mosquito
Girl, and A Pause for Poetry. Turn those radio dials and
start the fun!

Turn those dials to another PDF of ten very funny radiostyle scripts where you can have fun with recording fun.
Written to be presented individually or as an entire
45-minute radio show, there’s plenty of flexibility
here with commercials interspersed between longer
programs! Programs include Jimmy Search, Wives of the
Great, The Ledge of Morning, That’s Unbelievable!, and
Dehydrated Opera.
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Royalty-Free Skits

BY CHRISTINA HAMLETT
BY JUDY WICKLUND

2 -12 players each
2 - 8 minutes each
Royalty-Free PDF: $22.95

Everyone can participate in these witty parody sketches
that spoof nuns, ninjas, nerds, know-it-alls, and more.
This collection of nine sketches will create the perfect
night of comedy. With age-appropriate roles for
everyone, they are simple to produce and flexible
to cast. Titles include Nerds in Love, Barbie and Ken
Break Up, Ninja Sisters, and Matey Deodorant.

1-15 players each
2 - 4 minutes each
Royalty-Free PDF: $21.95

Everyone enjoys performing comedy TV commercials
because they’re fun and versatile. Use them for a comedy
variety show or individually as “station breaks” (i.e. fillers
for long scene changes). The casting is totally flexible for
male and female roles. Included are: Alchemy Tech, The
Germinator, Camp Fashionista, The Rotissaphone, The
iCod, Stirbucks, Titanic Home Loans, In ’n’ Out Surgery,
Icarus Airlines, Biff Notes, and ten more. This collection
offers great character roles for all performers. Royaltyfree rights even include recording and posting online!
VOLUME 1 ALSO AVAILABLE

BY CLIFF JURY

6 -12 players each
4 minutes each
Royalty-Free PDF: $21.95

What a fun way to introduce Shakespeare’s most famous
plays! These ten extreme, 4-minute abridgements cut
right to the chase by getting through the story and events
of each play quickly and concisely. Elizabethan English
is used only occasionally for comic effect, so that the
humorous modern dialogue is easily understood.

BY KAMRON KLITGAARD

1-10 players each, up to 100 total
1 - 2 minutes each
Royalty-Free PDF: $20.95

It’s a race against the clock in this madcap challenge
to perform 40 plays in only 40 minutes! Or pick and
choose and make it 30 plays in 30 minutes... or 20 plays
in 20 minutes! Since it’s all royalty-free, it’s completely
up to you! These 40 mini-skits range from the quirky (like
the sewing event that is announced like a sports play-byplay) to the cute (like the little girl serving tea to her dad)
to the jokes and puns (like the many scenes that end with
a punch line). This is the perfect solution if you don’t
know what size cast you’ll have or if your numbers vary
with every rehearsal.

EDITED BY BRETT ESHELMAN

2 - 8 players each
2 -10 minutes each
Royalty-Free PDF: $24.95

Here is a collection of a dozen fast-paced, humorous skits that can be presented individually or all together in a 90-minute
night of family entertainment. Whether for classroom exercises, contests, or public performances, you’ll love the wit and
humor of this material. At the high school where Eshelman taught for many years, Free Ice Cream became an annual, studentproduced and student-oriented tradition. The skits presented here are the “greatest hits” from over the years, all audiencetested for a fun-filled variety show that can even make for an excellent fundraising event for your organization. Written to
be performed by high school actors, yet delightfully entertaining and appropriate for a wider audience, this collection of
scripts encourages improvisation and the addition of original, student-written material. Each skit here is complete with a
cast of characters and details about the set, costumes, and props required. Notes at the end of the anthology provide tips
on creating your own unique production of Free Ice Cream.
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PLEASE SPECIFY
WHICH
VOLUMES WHEN
ORDERING

2 -10 players per skit 5 -10 minutes per skit
4 - 5 skits per volume
Royalty-Free PDFs: $32.95 per volume
(A1 - A9 plus Old Folks Home)
PACKAGE PRICING - ALL 10 volumes:
$250.00 plus free electronic delivery

Carol Burnett is known as one of the most brilliant comedians of all time, and her Carol
Burnett Show ran for 11 years, garnering 25 prime-time Emmy awards and inclusion on
Time magazine’s list of “100 Best TV Shows of All Times.”
With a new resurgence in popularity due to the 2015 release of her The Carol Burnett Show: The
Lost Episodes DVD box set, you’ll love this opportunity to get the actual scripts to some of her best
comedy sketches, as performed by the unsurpassed team of Carol, Harvey Korman, Tim Conway,
and Vickie Lawrence. Pioneer Drama Service is proud to be entrusted as the SOLE SOURCE of
these original scripts, and we are especially excited to make them available for you royalty-free!
Not a word in these scripts has been changed, and the collection includes a short word of
advice from Carol about performing sketch comedy. Since the skits are royalty-free, you can use
them to practice comedy techniques or in your own live or online show.
For details on which skits are in each volume, please see the complete descriptions
online in our Royalty-Free Skit section, which can be accessed from
the search engine on our homepage.

Royalty-Free Skits

BY ALEXI ALFIERI
BY ALEXI ALFIERI

2 - 4 players each, up to 27 total
1- 2 minutes each
Royalty-Free PDF: $19.95

2 - 4 players each, up to 34 total
1- 2 minutes each
Royalty-Free PDF: $19.95

These ten short comedy skits are designed for young
actors at any skill level. They’re perfect as a warm-up
activity in a theatre class, material for a talent show, an
emergency substitute plan, or even a drama assessment!
The skits range from two to four players with a relatively
equal distribution of dialogue (something you don’t
always see in skits for kids) and a lot of gender flexibility.
They also use very easy vocabulary, making them
perfect for those teachers working with ESL students. The
only set pieces needed onstage are a few chairs and a
small table, and all props can be easily mimed. With
these skits, your young thespians will have a chance to
practice their comedic timing, expression, enunciation,
stage voice, and gestures... not to mention have some
hilarious fun at the same time!

Shazam! Ka-pow! Bazinga! This smashing superhero
collection includes twelve comedy skits—every one of
them pure fun, pure comedy and the perfect excuse to
put a kid in a cape and mask. All of the skits range
from two to four players and have a perfectly hysterical
selection of roles. With a few simple stage pieces and
props—chairs, a clipboard, a plunger—your students
will be on their way to greatness! These Superhero
Comedy Skits offer the opportunity to build drama skills.
But never fear! This superhero collection will be fun for
any drama group at any level!

BY ALEXI ALFIERI

2 - 5 players each, up to 34 total
1- 2 minutes each
Royalty-Free PDF: $19.95

BY ALEXI ALFIERI

There are twelve skits in this collection—all of them
short, funny, and hilarious! Featuring characters from
well-known fairy tales, these skits range from two to five
players. Staging requires nothing more than a few chairs
and a table. Props are kept simple, and costumes would
be fun but are certainly optional. Perform these fairy tale
skits on a bare stage, in a classroom, or even outside—if
it’s not raining, of course! You and your students will
love them!

2 - 5 players each, up to 43 total
1- 2 minutes each
Royalty-Free PDF: $19.95

Ahoy, mateys! Time to tune into “The Pirate Channel.”
This playful pirate collection includes twelve comedy
skits for any students ready to batten down the hatches.
The skits range from two to five players with lots of
opportunities to wear an eye patch and say “Argh!”
with feeling. All stage pieces and props have been kept
simple or could be completely imaginary! These Pirate
Comedy Skits offer the opportunity to build drama skills
while getting laughs at the same time. So, blimey! Grab
your stuffed parrots and peg legs and get ready for
some swashbuckling fun!

BY STEVE DINGLEDINE AND LORA DINGLEDINE

4 - 6 players each, 1 non-speaking part
About 5 minutes each
Royalty-Free PDF: $21.95

Updated fairy tale characters face Judge Lipner with hilarious unexpected results. Includes: 1. The Blind Spot–Farmer’s
wife sues three skateboarding blind mice. 2. The Case of the Pilfered Pepper – President of Pepper Plant sues Peter Piper for
pilferage. 3. The Case of the Sleepy Boy Blue –Farmer sues Little Boy Blue, a.k.a. Mr. Blue, jazz trumpeter, for neglecting
sheep. 4. Sticky Case of Trauma– Miss Muffet sues spider. 5. The Case of the Old Shoe Lady–Mom sues kids; kids countersue
Mom. 6. Mary’s Lost Little Lamb–Mary’s lamb damages school property. 7. The Case of the Broken Egg–Humpty Dumpty
sues the King’s Men for negligence. Minimum costumes and/or props are needed for each characterization.
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TEXTS: SCENES & SHORT PLAYS
You’ll be wowed by our huge variety of quality theatrical resource materials, which will take the mystery out of
theater techniques and enhance your productions and classroom lessons in countless ways. From monologue
and scene books to curriculum material and theatre games to tech books that provide tips and tools to make
your job easier, you’ll find what you need among our theatre textbooks, DVDs, and makeup kits here and online.

AVAILABLE
ELECTRONICALLY!

AVAILABLE
ELECTRONICALLY!

22 COMEDY 			
TEN-MINUTE PLAYS

THE SCENEBOOK OF 			
VALUES AND VIRTUES

ROYALTY - FREE PLAYS FOR 		
TEENS AND YOUNG ADULTS

ACTING WITH CHARACTER

BY LAURIE ALLEN 			

200 pages, 5½ x 8½, 				
paperback • $18.95 $16.25

BY PATRICK RAINVILLE DORN

160 pages, 5½ x 8½, 			
$17.25
paperback • $19.95

This entertaining collection of 24 character-driven
scenes will guide teens to make positive choices in
their lives while developing their acting skills. Each
selection presents a realistic scenario that explores
multiple character-building values, such as acceptance,
compassion, fairness, forgiveness, generosity, gratitude,
honesty, loyalty, perseverance, and self-discipline. Each
scene is then followed by student-tested discussion
questions that can spark conversation about values,
personal responsibility, and relationships. Delve into
a diverse assortment of thoughtful topics presented
in an engaging, lighthearted fashion without any
preachiness. Scenes range from 5 to 10 minutes in
length with cast sizes of 2 to 7. Use this book in any
group setting to encourage meaningful, values-based
dialogue. There’s no other scenebook like this to help
your students develop their own moral compass.
ISBN 978-1-56608-210-5

You won’t find a better quality or larger collection of
ten-minute plays anywhere! And the best part? They’re
all royalty-free! These original and creative plays by
best-selling scene writer Laurie Allen are already getting
attention, winning spots in one-act play festivals across the
country. Ideal for 15- to 30-year old actors, the fresh variety
of topics skips the cliché teenage themes. No cafeteria
settings. No dating scenarios. No homework angst! The
eclectic settings—restaurant, airport, nail salon, award
ceremony, news room, support group session, job fair,
and more—are all simple to stage and leave the emphasis
on interesting characters and intriguing situations. Each of
the 22 scenes is a complete, original play, and includes
a cast of characters, set description, and list of properties.
Cast sizes range from 2 to 8, and include many gender
flexible roles for easy casting. Don’t worry about
inappropriate language or situations—these short plays
are all clean and family friendly without feeling childish.
You’ll have hours of fun with these comedy delights,
whether for contest, performance, or classroom use.
ISBN 978-1-56608-211-2

ONE-ACT PLAYS FOR ACTING STUDENTS
AN ANTHOLOGY OF SHORT ONE - ACT PLAYS FOR ONE, TWO, OR THREE ACTORS
EDITED BY NORMAN A. BERT

288 pages, 5½ x 8½, paperback • $19.95

$15.75

Twenty-three outstanding short length plays for a cast of one, two, or three actors are included in just
one text. Absolutely no cuttings. Each play is a complete dramatic work. No walk-ons. All of the plays pride themselves on
balanced roles with about five minutes acting time for each character. Performance times for the plays vary from eight to
fifteen minutes. These shows, each written by a nationally known playwright, offer a wide variety of acting roles and settings
for classroom or stage performance. The scripts are excellent for secondary and university level forensic competitions, as well.
Also included in the text are sections on rehearsal techniques and procedures. The anthology offers a variety of performance
rights options including royalty-free classroom use. This is recommended as an exceptional text for playwriting, acting, and
general theatre classes. Some of the playwrights included are Tim Kelly, Megan Terry, Stephen Grecco, Patricia Montley, and
Robert Patrick. These are just the short plays you have been looking for! ISBN 978-0-916260-47-7
SEQUELS ALSO AVAILABLE
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Texts: Scenes & Short Plays

THIRTY SHORT COMEDY PLAYS FOR TEENS
PLAYS FOR A VARIETY OF CAST SIZES
BY LAURIE ALLEN

184 pages, 5½ x 8½, paperback • $17.95

$14.75

Teens love to act crazy, push boundaries, take chances, and explore opportunities, so why not
channel their energy and excitement onto the stage? These 30 short, royalty-free plays, ranging in
length from three to seven minutes, give actors the opportunity to create outrageous characters in
the context of situations they know so well. With natural dialog and believable situations, young
actors will love that there are no complex issues to deal with and no lessons to learn—just real life
teen dilemmas presented in a comedy format. Written for mixed casts of two to six actors, each play is complete with
stage directions, simple props, and a setting. Contemporary situations enable students, actors, and the audience to
relate easily to the material, such as “Un-Identical Twins,” “Four Boyfriends,” “Last Free Summer,” and “The Babysitter.”
Suitable for all ages, even inexperienced young actors will have the opportunity to entertain audiences as they show off
their talents and do what teens do best—laugh! ISBN 978-1-56608-143- 6

33 SHORT COMEDY PLAYS 		
FOR TEENS

AVAILABLE
ELECTRONICALLY!

POWER PLAYS

PLAYS FOR SMALL CASTS

DRAMATIC SHORT PLAYS 				
FOR ACTING STUDENTS

211 pages, 5½ x 8½, paperback • $17.95

BY LAURIE ALLEN

$15.25

Laurie Allen has done it again! Due to popular demand,
she has created another book of royalty-free short plays
for teens, all fresh and original. Thanks to the natural
dialogue and believable situations for both inexperienced
and veteran performers, teens love the real-life dilemmas
in these comedies. With cast sizes
ranging from two to seven, most
running times between five and
ten minutes, and only the simplest
of props required, these modernday complete skits are ideal for
classroom practice or to build an
evening of entertainment. Titles
include: “Crazy Hair Day,” “Flavor
of the Week,” “Juliet Tryouts,”
“Tornado Drill,” and “Chatterbox.”
ISBN 978-1-56608-181- 8

BY LAURIE ALLEN

168 pages, 5½ x 8½, 				
$15.25
paperback • $18.95

Intense. Poignant. Moving. Powerful. The twenty short
plays in this collection cover a broad spectrum of
dramatic situations, including revenge, abuse, loneliness,
homelessness, eating disorders, death, and relationships.
With moods ranging from sentimental to hard-hitting
and from heart-warming to heart-wrenching, the wide
variety of topics provides ample opportunities for actors
to explore stunning character arcs. These short plays,
varying in length from 8 to 15 minutes, are all set in the
present day and have cast sizes ranging from two to
seven. Designed for optimal ease of use, each play comes
complete with a synopsis, cast of characters, setting, and
prop list, while the table of contents indicates the cast
size and topic. Intended for actors high school age and
older, most characters are in their teens or twenties and
use language realistic for the situations with some mild
profanity. Laurie Allen packs an incredible punch into
each and every one of these scenes, making these short
plays ideal for contests, a dramatic showcase, or as a
conversation starter on a specific topic.
ISBN 978-1-56608-207-5

CALL US REGARDING
ELECTRONIC AVAILABILITY
FOR ALL TEXTBOOKS
800.333.7262
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AVAILABLE
ELECTRONICALLY!

AVAILABLE
ELECTRONICALLY!

SCI-FI SCENES AND 			
MONSTER DREAMS

FRACTURED FAIRY TALES 			
FOR STUDENT ACTORS

16 COMEDY SCENES FOR STUDENT ACTORS

A COLLECTION OF CONTEMPORARY 			
FAIRY TALE SCENES

BY JAN PETERSON EWEN				

128 pages, 5½ x 8½, paperback • $17.95

$13.50

BY JAN PETERSON EWEN				

133 pages, 5½ x 8½, paperback • $17.95

These highly creative and imaginative scenes will produce
out-of-this-world laughs for both actors and audience!
The 16-scene collection includes original stories as well
as spoofs of popular movies, books, and television
shows. Perfect for classroom use or performance, the
sketches include 2 to 6 (or even more!) actors and run 5
to 10 minutes. Complete production notes make it easy
to bring these royalty-free skits to life onstage! Actors
of all ages and experience levels will appreciate the
many roles that can be played by either gender, and the
table of contents includes the cast size and running time
for each scene. In addition to containing laugh-out-loud
scenes, this valuable resource also focuses on important
acting skills such as comedic timing, pantomime, using
accents, and physical characterization. Titles from this
comic collection include “The Nuts and Bolts of Charm
School,” “The Ghost Explorers,” and “Three Heads Are
Better Than One.” ISBN 978-1-56608-197-9

$14.50

These royalty-free scenes are laugh-out-loud funny and
clever, to boot! Based on familiar nursery rhyme characters,
Ewen put a comedic spin on their situations. For instance,
ESPN newscasters are interviewing Jack out at the track
where he does his training for candlestick jumping. The 20
scenes are evenly split between five-minute scenes for 2 to
3 characters and ten-minute scenes for 5 to 20 characters.
Most of the characters may be played by either gender,
and several scenes can be expanded to accommodate
an entire classroom. Unlike most scene books, the table
of contents even indicates the cast size and genders along
with a one line summary. Easy to use and fun for all ages,
you’ll love the colorful characters and creative situations in
these short, hysterical scenes.
ISBN 978-1-56608-192-4

GREAT SCENES AND MONOLOGUES 								
FOR CHILDREN AGES 7-14, VOL. I & VOL. II
EDITED BY CRAIG SLAIGHT AND JACK SHARRAR					

VOL. I: 175 pages, 5 x 8, 													
paperback • $14.95
$13.50 FOR ONE BOOK
VOL. II:169 pages, 5 x 8, 													
$25.00 FOR BOTH BOOKS
paperback • $14.95

This collection offers scenes and monologues from children’s novels and fairy tales as well as an eclectic mix of older
drama and short stories. Volume 1 has 79 exciting selections from the contemporary stage, the classical stage, and
literature. Elementary students and teachers will enjoy scenes from children’s classics such as The Secret Garden, Little
Women, and The Emperor’s New Clothes. Monologues have been chosen from such contemporary works as You’re a Good
Man, Charlie Brown, Heidi, and Peter Pan. Volume II includes 19 scenes and nine monologues from dramatic literary works
such as The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, Anne of Green Gables, The Boy Who Stole the Stars, Dogbrain, Pinocchio,
The Invisible Man, and more. Scenes have cast sizes from two to five and run from 10 to 20 minutes. In both volumes, a
brief plot synopsis introduces each selection, encouraging readers to refer to the complete work. This practical compilation
provides a broad range of material with a wide spectrum of uses all in one simple pair of texts.
VOL. I: ISBN 978-1-880399-15-6/VOL. II: ISBN 978-1-57525-224-7
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Texts: Scenes & Short Plays
$15.25 FOR ONE BOOK
TEN-MINUTE PLAYS FOR 										
$27.00 FOR BOTH BOOKS
MIDDLE SCHOOL PERFORMERS

ROYALTY - FREE PLAYS FOR A VARIETY OF CAST SIZES
BY REBECCA YOUNG					

129 pages, 5½ x 8½, paperback • $17.95

MORE TEN-MINUTE PLAYS 										
FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL PERFORMERS
ROYALTY- FREE PLAYS FOR A VARIETY OF CAST SIZES
BY REBECCA YOUNG AND ASHLEY GRITTON			

136 pages, 5½ x 8½, paperback • $17.95

Many middle school performers are uncomfortable taking the stage by themselves. Who can blame them? Acting solo can
be very intimidating! That’s why these ten-minute plays are perfect for younger actors... and they’re royalty-free! Ranging
from duos to groups of up to seven, the 18 plays in each book offer short, age-appropriate material and themes that reflect
the interests and issues of teens today. With a wide variety of material to choose from, some will make you laugh, others will
make you cry, and some will do both! Don’t worry about inappropriate language—these books were written with teachers
and students in mind. These plays all stand alone and many parts are gender flexible, so whether you’re just doing a staged
reading without props or costumes or staging a complete production, you can make any of these plays work for you!
ISBN (Ten) 978-1-56608-158 - 0/ISBN (More Ten) 978-1-56608-175 - 7

SHORT & SWEET SKITS FOR STUDENT ACTORS
55 SKETCHES FOR TEENS
BY MAGGIE SCRIVEN									

165 pages, 5½ x 8½, paperback • $17.95

$14.75 FOR ONE BOOK
$27.00 FOR BOTH BOOKS

This book will put fresh and fun, easy and age-appropriate skits at your fingertips! These 55 skits, most with casts of two to
six players, are sure to fuel your young and middle school aged students’ excitement about performing. The simple sketches
present drama in a fun, non-threatening way and require very little planning or memorization. Written by a middle school
teacher, these skits have been successfully used in classrooms and address many student needs such as building self-esteem,
memorization, reading, speech, and elocution. The simplicity and versatility of these skits make it easy for you to use in any
number of ways. Quickly grab an appropriate skit for your drama class, insert a few minutes of drama into your regular
classroom just for fun, or launch interesting discussions about topical issues like gossip or respect. The introduction includes
tips on how to cast and stage a skit, as well as how to adapt them for different
age levels and special needs students. ISBN 978-1-56608-168-9

MORE SHORT & SWEET SKITS 					
FOR STUDENT ACTORS
50 SKETCHES FOR TEENS
BY MAGGIE SCRIVEN

119 pages, 5½ x 8½, paperback • $17.95

Based on the huge popularity of her first book, Maggie Scriven has developed another 50 sketches ideal for developing
middle and high school-aged actors. The skits have casts of two to ten players and cover a wide variety of topics and drama
styles, making these two to four minute sketches ideal for competitions, practice, or comedy revues. Each short play provides
the topic and a cast list, including short descriptions of each character, to make choosing the skit easier. All the topics are
highly relatable for teens, as you can see from these sample titles: “Drivers Ed,” “Un-Reality Show,” “Sibling Rivalry,” “TV
Addiction,” “Compu-Speak,” “Getting a Job,” “Prom,” and “Don’t Tell Mom.” ISBN 978-1-56608-185-6
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TEXTS: DUET SCENES
100 DUET SCENES FOR TEENS
ONE - MINUTE DUOS FOR STUDENT ACTORS		
BY MICHAEL MOORE

215 pages, 5½ x 8½, paperback • $17.95

$15.25

Veteran high school theatre teacher Michael Moore wrote these scenes to assist classroom theatre
teachers in developing their students’ acting skills. There are no cuttings here—each one-minute
scene is complete with a beginning, middle and end. For ease of use, each scene is titled with a particular personality
trait, emotion, or situation that it highlights or explores. Some of the scenes are dramatic, but most are comic since that
seems to appeal the most to young performers. The book of duo scenes is divided equally into four sections: gender
neutral, male and female, male only, and female only. This variety should provide young actors ample opportunities to
develop and exhibit their memorization and acting skills. These easily staged duet scenes with believable characters in
a wide variety of topics are excellent for contests or simply for acting practice. ISBN 978-1-56608 -187- 0

AVAILABLE
ELECTRONICALLY!

62 COMEDY DUET 			
SCENES FOR TEENS

SIXTY COMEDY DUET 			
SCENES FOR TEENS

MORE REAL - LIFE SITUATIONS 				
FOR LAUGHTER

REAL - LIFE SITUATIONS 				
LAUGHTER

BY LAURIE ALLEN

BY LAURIE ALLEN

235 pages, 5½ x 8½, 				
$15.25
paperback • $17.95

209 pages, 5½ x 8½, 				
$15.25
paperback • $17.95

People just can’t get enough of Laurie Allen’s comedy
duet scenes! Based on the popularity of her Sixty
Comedy Duet Scenes for Teens, this sequel was
inevitable. Like her original, this funny book
is written for middle and high school
students, with a brand new collection
of five- to ten-minute skits split evenly
between scenes for females, males,
and mixed. Allen is a pro at
capturing a teen’s voice, and
many of her competition pieces
have gone all the way to national
speech and forensics competitions.
ISBN 978-1-56608-186-3

Perfect for classroom practice or for an evening of
entertainment, middle school and high school teens
will easily recognize themselves in these believable—
and funny—school situations such as dating,
appearances, egos, fads, crushes, breaking rules,
embarrassing moments, and more. The characters
are daring, outlandish, uninhibited, and creative
as they deal with their circumstances that are often
exaggerated by their own perceptions, attitudes, and
actions. The simple sets and few props make staging
quite simple. Appropriate for all ages, teens will love
reading these scenes and will be even more excited to
jump up and perform these comical situations as they
develop and show off their talents.
ISBN 978 -1- 56608 -152-8
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Texts: Duet Scenes
$13.25 FOR ONE BOOK
$24.00 FOR BOTH BOOKS

MULTICULTURAL 			
THEATRE
DUET SCENES AND 				
MONOLOGUES FROM NEW 			
HISPANIC -, ASIAN -, AND 				
AFRICAN - AMERICAN PLAYS
COMPILED BY ROGER ELLIS

232 pages, 5½ x 8½, 				
$15.25
paperback • $17.95

FIFTY PROFESSIONAL SCENES 		
FOR STUDENT ACTORS

In our media-saturated society, multicultural writers have
discovered the stage as their medium of choice. These
37 monologues and duet scenes by new writers of the
multicultural experience are certain to inspire actors
and directors. The scene selections offer unusually
challenging characterizations for virtually any actor or
acting student. All selections are for one or two actors.
This is an excellent collection for expressing cultural
diversity while offering an expanding range of new
material. Within the three-section book, the HispanicAmerican and the Asian-American sections each have
11 scenes; the African-American section has 14 scenes.
Writers include Caridad Svich, Silvia Gonzalez, Peter
Mellencamp, Karen Huie, Kia Chorthron, and Akuyoe.
ISBN 978 -1-56608- 026 -2

A COLLECTION OF SHORT TWO - PERSON SCENES
BY GARRY MICHAEL KLUGER				

232 pages, 5½ x 8½, 				
paperback • $15.95

We hear the best feedback from teachers about this
duet book! Almost all the scenes are gender neutral,
so any combination of actor and actress can perform
them. Directors also love that the dialogue is so natural
that student actors learn their lines quickly. Performed
in theatres, classes, and showcases, these duet scenes
include some of the most-used original audition
scenes from major TV networks and are ideal for
students seeking roles in TV shows, commercials, and
professional stage productions. Divided fairly evenly
between comedy and drama, these scenes for two
people are fun to perform even if sad, funny, poignant,
and sometimes very dramatic. 		
ISBN 978-1-56608- 035-4

MULTICULTURAL PLAYS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE

Find more
RESOURCES,
plus 1200 PLAYS,
MUSICALS, &
ROYALTY-FREE SKITS!

FIFTY MORE PROFESSIONAL
SCENES AND MONOLOGS 		
FOR STUDENT ACTORS
A COLLECTION OF SHORT ONE- AND 		
TWO - PERSON SCENES
BY GARRY MICHAEL KLUGER				

200 pages, 5½ x 8½, 				
paperback • $15.95

The success of Fifty Professional Scenes for Student
Actors prompted us to offer another book of winning
audition pieces, this time including monologues!
ISBN 978-1-56608-095-8

PioneerDrama.com
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TEXTS: MONOLOGUES
AUDITION MONOLOGUES FOR YOUNG WOMEN
CONTEMPORARY AUDITION PIECES FOR ASPIRING ACTRESSES
$14.50 FOR ONE BOOK
$26.00 FOR BOTH BOOKS

EDITED BY GERALD LEE RATLIFF 					

173 pages, 5½ x 8½, paperback • $16.95

This collection of 72 monologues and eight duo scenes features fresh, imaginative character portraits for young women that
capture vivid attitudes, images, and speeches of realistic characters drawn from real-life role models. These honest, truthful
depictions of contemporary life focus attention on the social forces that help to shape a character’s behavior or direct attention
to actions and attitudes that reveal a character’s point of view. The excerpts are grouped in chapters framed by themes, such
as “Rage and Retribution,” “Faith and Folly,” and “Regret and Romance.”A brief yet thorough background sketch provides
an initial glimpse of the given circumstances and emotional or intellectual tenor for each monologue or duo scene, as well
as performance hints. The selections from recently produced contemporary plays
as well as from emerging playwrights encompass a range of literary styles and
thematic storylines to challenge you in acting assignments, classroom discussions,
or formal auditions. ISBN 978-1-56608-180 -1

AUDITION MONOLOGUES FOR YOUNG WOMEN #2
EDITED BY GERALD LEE RATLIFF					

200 pages, 5½ x 8½, paperback • $16.95

All of the monologues in this book are from recently produced plays by awardwinning, well-known, or emerging new playwrights. These challenging character
studies are suitable for auditions, acting or literature classes, forensic contests, and more. The selections are for actresses from
thirteen to thirty years of age. Individual chapters are divided into “thematic” ages that introduce characters at a particular
event or time in their lives. Features monologues from: “The Phantom of the Opera” by Gaston Leroux, “Trojan Barbie” by
Christine Evans, “Laughing Wild” and “Miss Witherspoon” by Christopher Durang, “The Mineola Twins” by Paula Vogel,
“God in Bed” by Glenn Alterman, “Random Women” and “Enigma” by Carolyn Carpenter, “My Battle with Bulimia” by Peter
Langman, and many more. ISBN 978-1-56608-193-1

AUDITION MONOLOGS 						
FOR STUDENT ACTORS: VOL. I & VOL. II
SELECTIONS FROM CONTEMPORARY PLAYS
EDITED BY ROGER ELLIS

VOL. I: 152 pages, 5½ x 8½, paperback • $15.95
VOL. II: 176 pages, 5½ x 8½, paperback • $15.95

$13.50 FOR ONE BOOK
$24.00 FOR BOTH BOOKS

Not found in other published texts, the monologs in these two books are all
from recently produced plays from both established and emerging new writers
and are specifically suited for auditioning. This anthology is offered as a partial
reflection of some of the best new work that has been written since 1980. The
57 monologues in Volume I (suitable for actors between the ages of 15 and 25) and the 50 selections in Volume II (for
actors 10 to 24 years of age), are suitable for competitive auditions, forensics, oral interpretation, or acting exercises. These
monologues, divided equally between male and female performers, were selected both because of how well they represent
American theatre over the past few decades and because of their suitability for young actors. While the themes are primarily
those of interest to this age group, the writers and characters embody the diversity of America today. A number of women
writers are included here, as well as female characters both young and old, contemporary and historical. In the category
of ethnic diversity, you’ll find both writers and characters from Hispanic, African-American, and Asian backgrounds. The
works address the major trends and conflicts of the last 40 years through revealing glimpses of society as we know it.
VOL. I: ISBN 978-1- 56608 - 055-2/ VOL. II: ISBN 978-1- 56608 - 07-6
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YOUNG WOMEN’S
MONOLOGS FROM
CONTEMPORARY
PLAYS #2

YOUNG WOMEN’S
MONOLOGS FROM
CONTEMPORARY PLAYS
EDITED BY GERALD LEE RATLIFF

EDITED BY GERALD LEE RATLIFF

272 pages, 5½ x 8½, 		
$13.50
paperback • $15.95

233 pages, 5½ x 8½, 			
paperback • $15.95 $13.50

These 94 gender-specific monologues
are all original, recently produced works not found in other
published versions. Suitable for classroom discussion,
performance, or audition, the chapters are divided into
“thematic” ages from The Age of Innocence through The
Golden Age. Each monologue includes a brief character
analysis and an appropriate age range to help promote
authentic character portraits in performance. Featured
authors include both well-established writers who voice
traditional views on current women’s issues and new,
contemporary writers who offer fresh and provocative
insights on similar topics. One of the special features
of this monologue collection is the final chapter, New
Voices, which introduces monologue characters written
specifically for auditions, contests, or public readings. In
addition, there are a number of duologs, or brief scenes
for two performers, included at the end of each chapter
to help you polish your performance skills with a partner.
ISBN 978 -1-56608- 097-2

This eclectic collection of 78 monologues and eight
duologues for women from recently produced contemporary
plays weaves a rich and vivid tapestry of uncommon
women. The compilation is presented in chapter themes
arranged by mood with brief sketches to introduce the
characters and set the scene. This fine resource features
well -known playwrights like Pulitzer Prize winners Arthur
Miller, Wendy Wasserstein, August Wilson, and Doug
Wright, as well as a host of emerging new authors
whose works are sure to challenge you in both character
interpretation and performance. Some of the excerpts are
formal comic or dramatic texts, and some experiment with
form and language. Special features include introductory
chapter discussions on audition practices, text analysis
principles, and rehearsal techniques. There are also a
number of original, independent monologues written
especially for classroom discussion and exploration.
ISBN 978-1-56608-153-5

221 ONE- MINUTE
MONOLOGUES 			
FROM CLASSIC PLAYS

MILLENNIUM 				
MONOLOGS

EDITED BY JOHN CAPECCI 			
AND IRENE ZIEGLER ASTON		

95 CONTEMPORARY 					
CHARACTERIZATIONS 					
FOR YOUNG ACTORS

275 pages, 5 x 8, 			
$17.75
paperback • $19.95

This volume is the perfect book for auditioning actors
who have only one minute to showcase their talent and
need a short classic monologue for their repertoire.
With plenty of selections for teens and actors in their
20s and 30s as well as older actors, each monologue
embodies a well-defined character and includes strong
emotional content. These monologues are not from
dusty old translations. All have been recently translated
to language that speaks to a modern audience. Each
monologue is introduced with character and scene
information to help the actor understand the context of
the selection and also indicates if it’s comic, dramatic,
or seriocomic. The editors have assembled a diverse
selection of classic plays by authors such as: Aeschylus,
Chekhov, Euripides, Goethe, Moliere, and Shakespeare
as well as more contemporary playwrights like Henrik
Ibsen, Oscar Wilde, and George Bernard Shaw.
ISBN 978-1-57525-599-6

EDITED BY GERALD LEE RATLIFF

272 pages, 5½ x 8½, 				
paperback • $15.95 $13.50
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This collection of contemporary monologues features
familiar, well-established authors who voice traditional
views on current issues and a host of new, contemporary
authors who offer fresh, original insights on similar topics.
The book is divided into “voices” rather than standard
categories that identify characters simply by age, gender,
or point of view. The individual voices express themes
like hope and longing, spirit and soul, fantasy and fun,
or despair and doubt. Each section also concludes with
a multiple voice performance script appropriate for
group work or small ensemble role-playing. With many
monologues for women and minority actors, well-known
writers include Arthur Miller, Christopher Durang, Wendy
Wasserstein, and Steve Martin. 				
ISBN 978-1-56608-082-8

Texts: Monologues

$15.25 FOR ONE BOOK
$27.00 FOR BOTH BOOKS

THE THEATRE AUDITION BOOK
144 MONOLOGS FROM CONTEMPORARY, 					
MODERN, PERIOD, SHAKESPEAREAN, AND CLASSICAL PLAYS
EDITED BY GERALD LEE RATLIFF

240 pages, 5½ x 8½, paperback • $17.95

Here’s the most comprehensive book of monologues ever compiled!
144 audition pieces are conveniently grouped into historical “periods” from the
classical to the contemporary. The monologues selected for each historical period
are representative of the competitive material you might expect to discover at
auditions. Each selection also includes a brief character analysis. This text is more than just a fine collection, however.
It’s also a “how-to” guide, with the first chapters presenting a blueprint for preparing auditions and selecting audition
materials. The fundamental performance principle that Ratliff develops in the introductory chapters suggests guidelines
and strategies to enrich your distinct and individual audition style. There is also a chapter of interesting “non-dramatic”
monologues adapted or edited from sources other than theatre playscripts that should challenge your skills in interpretation
and characterization. Finally, there are a number of valuable resource materials that include selected readings, a survey
of period dates, and a glossary of useful audition terms. ISBN 978-1- 56608 -044- 6

THE THEATRE AUDITION BOOK 2
135 CLASSIC AND CONTEMPORARY MONOLOGUES
EDITED BY GERALD LEE RATLIFF 					

247 pages, 5½ x 8½, paperback • $17.95

Based on the popularity of his first book of audition monologues, Ratliff has compiled
another outstanding collection of monologues taken from contemporary, modern, period,
Shakespearean, and classical plays. The monologues (and duologues) are conveniently
grouped in historical periods and include a brief summary of the historical period, basic
approaches to analysis and interpretation of scripts, and performance styles. One chapter,
for instance, focuses on playing the “classical” Greek style, another on Shakespeare, the
next on playing selected theatre period styles, and still another on playing contemporary
monologues. These chapters also explore the skills necessary to visualize the dramatic and
theatrical elements in an audition monologue. In addition, there are a number of vocal and
physical exercises included to promote ease of movement and distinctive vocal variety.
ISBN 978-1- 56608 -165-8

AUDITION MONOLOGUES FOR YOUNG MEN
SELECTIONS FROM CONTEMPORARY WORKS
EDITED BY GERALD LEE RATLIFF AND PATRICK RAINVILLE DORN				

176 pages, 5½ x 8½, 											
paperback • $16.95 $14.50

This compelling collection of 70 monologues for young men approximately 15 to 30 years old includes
a complete chapter that details how to choose a monologue, develop the character, and audition with
confidence. With a variety of contemporary sources including both published plays and original
works, this book provides selections that will help capture the minds and hearts of directors. Each
monologue is prefaced by a description of the character and his emotional context, as well as hints
on how to effectively portray the mood of the piece. The characters are diverse in age, background,
ethnicity, and social status. The book is organized into unique categories based on the mood of the monologues: A Lighter
Touch, Guilt and Regret, Tragedy and Trauma, Hope and Gratitude, Outsiders, Birds of a Feather, and Literary and Period.
With excerpts of various lengths that are ideal for auditions, contests, workshops, and acting classes, this anthology belongs
in every school and theatre library. ISBN 978-1-56608-208-2
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Texts: Monologues

101 MONOLOGUES 											
FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL ACTORS
INCLUDING DUOLOGUES AND TRIOLOGUES
BY REBECCA YOUNG								

149 pages, 5½ x 8½, paperback • $16.95

$14.25 FOR ONE
$27.00 FOR ANY TWO
$40.00 FOR ALL THREE BOOKS

Middle school performers are often reluctant to jump up in front of their peers and start performing. That’s why having
the perfect material for them is a must! Rebecca Young knows how middle schoolers think and act—and what they like to
talk about! This book was written specifically for middle school performers—about topics they can relate to in a language
style they understand. A wide variety of topics to fit any student’s personality allows young actors to choose from either
humorous or dramatic selections. The duologues and triologues should not be confused with scenes for two or three
actors. Instead, they consist of a pair or trio of monologues on the same topic, but from different perspectives. These
monologues, duologues, and triologues may be used for auditions, classroom assignments, or discussion starters. Many of
the monologues are adaptable for guys or girls, making this book even more valuable as a resource!
ISBN 978-1- 56608-155-9

102 MONOLOGUES FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL ACTORS
INCLUDING COMEDIC AND DRAMATIC MONOLOGUES
BY REBECCA YOUNG									

177 pages, 5½ x 8½, paperback • $17.95

103 MONOLOGUES FOR MIDDLE SCHOOL ACTORS
MORE WINNING COMEDIC AND 										
DRAMATIC CHARACTERIZATIONS
BY REBECCA YOUNG 									

184 pages, 5½ x 8½, paperback • $17.95

In these two additional volumes, Rebecca Young continues to demonstrate her wonderful ability to write in the voice
of teenage characters and emphasize believable experiences that appeal to young actors. Boyfriend issues, girlfriend
issues. Teacher issues, parent issues. Sports issues, band issues. Love, hate, jealousy, betrayal and so much more. Middle
school years are some of the best and hardest times a student can go through, and Young captures both the drama and
especially the humor of this unique age. Each book is fairly even divided between monologues for girls, for guys, or for
either, and the wide variety of topics ensures a good fit with any student’s personality. All monologues are between one
and two minutes and are suitable for auditions, classroom performance, speech competitions, or acting practice.
ISBN (102) 978 -1-56608-184-9/ISBN (103) 978-1-56608-194-8

50/50 MONOLOGUES FOR STUDENT ACTORS: 						
VOL. I & II
100 MONOLOGUES FOR GUYS AND GIRLS
BY MARY DEPNER

VOL. I: 224 pages, 5½ x 8½, paperback • $15.95
VOL. II: 163 pages, 5½ x 8½, paperback • $15.95

$13.75 FOR ONE BOOK
$25.00 FOR BOTH BOOKS

These two books of original monologues are each comprised of 50 monologues for girls and 50 monologues for guys.
Unlike other monologue collections where they are all about the same length and have a similar voice, these monologues
have enough variety to challenge any skill level. Selections range from one to five minutes and include comedy, drama, and
everything in between. The different situations, styles, and voices make it easy for student actors to find teen monologues
to which they can relate. This collection is perfect for classroom practice, auditions, and competitions. Purchase both books
for the bargain price of just $25 for double the monologues, double the value!
AVAILABLE
VOL. I: ISBN 978-1-56608-176-4/VOL. II: ISBN 978-1-56608-188-7
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ELECTRONICALLY!

TEXTS: THEATRE GAMES

112 ACTING GAMES–			
SECOND EDITION

175 THEATRE GAMES
WARM - UP EXERCISES FOR ACTORS

PRACTICAL AND PERFORMANCE - TESTED

BY NANCY HURLEY 				

BY GAVIN LEVY

121 pages, 5½ x 8½, paperback • $15.95

368 pages, 5½ x 8½, paperback • $19.95 $16.75

$12.75

When students arrive for a theatre class, they appreciate
a game or exercise that will loosen them up and activate
their right brain—the artistic side. A good warm-up
gives class members the opportunity to tune in to their
creative natures and readies them for the adventures
ahead. The games and exercises in this book are
designed to be used as warm-ups at the beginning of a
theatre class period. They are organized into sections
that focus on one of 12 specific skills—cooperation,
focus, improvisation, listening, stage movement, voice,
and several more. The games were originally created
for middle school students but can easily be adapted
for use with younger children, older teens, and even
adults. Each game involves most, if not all, the students
in a class, has simple easy-to-implement directions,
offers a practical benefit, and most important, is fun for
your students. ISBN 978-1-56608-164-1

If you are looking for a quick-fix basic game book for
drama, this book is not for you. However, if you are
looking for something that delves deeper into exercises
and their purposes, then read on. The objective of this
book, now in its second edition, is to give theatre teachers
the tools they will need not just to play a game or teach an
exercise, but also to actually understand the reasons they
are doing so and the practical benefits of each exercise.
This handy text will enable teachers to hold a group
discussion when necessary and guide them on how to ask
leading questions. For each of the 112 games, divided
into 20 categories—sensory awareness, characterization,
action and reaction, nonverbal communication, and much
more—you’ll find not only the description of the game, but
also discussion guidelines, suggestions of variables, and
a clearly delineated purpose for the game. Plus, in this
new edition, you get 25 bonus games!
ISBN 978-1-56608-200-6

ACTING GAMES FOR INDIVIDUAL PERFORMERS
A COMPREHENSIVE WORKBOOK OF 110 ACTING EXERCISES
BY GAVIN LEVY

				

235 pages, 5½ x 8½, paperback • $17.95 $15.25

This collection of acting games is different than all those other books of theatre activities because
it’s for individual performers. If you are a serious student at any level who wants to delve further
into the craft of acting, this book allows you to explore at your own pace. Teachers will also love
this book so they can individualize exercises for students based on their specific students’ needs.
Twenty-one chapters, each with five or six activities, help individuals focus on specific skills they
want to develop as they move forward in their work as an actor. Each activity defines at least two
purposes and offers variables beyond the exercise so it can be utilized in another way. Discussion questions also allow
the individual to break down each game and make further findings. Each exercise offers a practical benefit for actors in
categories as diverse as: Imagination, Concentration, Voice, Sensory Awareness, Characterization, Prop Exploration,
Auditions, Physical Attention and Performance, plus a dozen more. ISBN 978-1-56608-146 -7
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Texts: Theatre Games

DRAMA GAMES & IMPROVS
GAMES FOR THE CLASSROOM AND BEYOND
BY JUSTINE JONES AND MARY ANN KELLEY					

240 pages, 8½ x 11, 											
paperback • $23.95 $20.50

What could be better than a book of 137 drama games? How about if they were incorporated into a
lesson plan format that can help you in a classroom? Now that drama games and improvisation are
mainstream, this book develops a real drama curriculum using these techniques. Your students can learn
about characterization, plot structure, ensemble acting, creativity, the art of listening and silence, and
following directions… all while thinking they’re just playing games! Within the book’s 30 units are 74
lessons covering all elements of drama, structured sequentially with emphasis on group building. You’ll
love the clean layout that specifies demo, player prep, and performance minutes for every single game,
as well as the number of players, equipment required, and skill level. ISBN 978-1-56608-147- 4

Or, if you’d rather just have a book of educational and fun drama games, the well-organized charts in the back
of the book allow you to quickly find just the right game to emphasize the skills you’re trying to strengthen while
taking into consideration your group size and time constraints.

$37.00 FOR
BOTH BOOKS

IMPROV IDEAS 2

IMPROV IDEAS

A BOOK OF GAMES AND 				
LISTS FOR THE CLASSROOM 				
AND BEYOND

A BOOK OF GAMES AND LISTS
BY JUSTINE JONES AND 			
MARY ANN KELLEY

COMPILED BY JUSTINE JONES 				
AND MARY ANN KELLEY

208 pages 			
plus CD - ROM, 8½ x 11, $21.25
with
CD-ROM
paperback • $24.95

167 pages, 8½ x 11, 					
$19.25
paperback • $22.95

This book is perfect—jam-packed with games and lists,
it’s also the most user-friendly book we’ve ever seen! Who
knows what you’ll love more? Maybe it will be the clean
layout that specifies space prep minutes, player prep
minutes, performance minutes, and number of players for
every single game. Or maybe it will be the appendices,
where each of the 71 games is cross-referenced by not
only these details just mentioned, but also dramatic skills
and National Theatre Standards by grade! Perhaps you’ll
best love the CD-ROM which includes printable PDF files
of every list in the book. You can even print these lists
directly onto labels or pages for student use. Besides
directions and examples, every single game also has
tips on side coaching and evaluation and critique. It just
doesn’t get better than this! ISBN 978-1-56608 -113-9

You’ve loved their first two best-selling books on improv
for the classroom, so these two fabulously creative and
entertaining devotees to theatre have done it again! All
the best from those two top-selling books is still here, yet
this book is organized into three sections to help you
even more: warm-ups, characterization, and narrative/
plot. Each chapter contains an easy-to-read chart of
all the activities that indicates how much preparation
time is needed, what skills the game enhances, the
difficulty, the length of the exercises, and more to help
you plan your lessons at a glance. The side margins of
each game include all the information from above and
how many students are needed for each activity, the
equipment required, the time it takes to set up the game,
and how long the students will need to prepare. Each
game is introduced with simply-worded directions and
examples, and is followed by hints for evaluation and
critique. Finally, the appendix includes multiple charts
that align the games with the National Standards for
Theatre Education. This book is an invaluable resource
for inspiring your drama class!
ISBN 978-1-56608-195-5

This mother lode of rich activities will be mined by
drama teachers in search of memory jogs and new
inspirations for years to come!
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TEXTS: CURRICULUM BOOKS
EVERYTHING ABOUT THEATRE!
THE GUIDEBOOK OF THEATRE FUNDAMENTALS
BY ROBERT L. LEE

TEXTBOOK
224 pages, 6 x 9, 													
$17. 75
AVAILABLE
paperback • $19.95
CLASSROOM SET OF 25 OR MORE: $15 EACH

ELECTRONICALLY!

The purpose of a high school drama or theatre arts program is to introduce students to as many aspects of drama as possible,
to allow them to experience for themselves the diversity and excitement of theatre and to encourage them to develop the love
of theatre which is necessary for the successful production of a play at any level. So here it is, all in one book—a complete
overview of all aspects of theatre! The history, the crafts, and the art of the stage are presented in 18 easy-to-understand
units. Theatre history in four parts gives the text an orderly structure. Between these “family album” sections are chapters on
acting, improvisation, makeup, lighting, props, costumes, and more. Each craft is described with examples, illustrations, and
hands-on exercises where appropriate. To guide any director or teacher in introducing students to theatre, this is an incredibly
comprehensive survey of the arts and crafts of the stage. ISBN 978-1-56608-019-4
HARD COVER EDITION $29.95/CLASSROOM SET $24 EACH ISBN 978-1-56608-214-3
TEACHER'S RESOURCE
148 pages, 8½ x 11, paperback • $22.95

$20.25

A companion resource to the student edition, this aid consists solely of convenient, reproducible quizzes and tests for all major
units. Answer keys are provided along with detailed descriptions for evaluating essay responses. This collection will literally
save you hours and hours of work if you’re using Everything About Theatre! as a classroom text. ISBN 978-1-56608-033-0

INTRODUCTION TO THEATRE ARTS 2
AN ACTION HANDBOOK FOR MIDDLE AND HIGH SCHOOL 							
STUDENTS AND TEACHERS
BY SUZI ZIMMERMAN						

STUDENT HANDBOOK
255 pages, 8½ x 11, paperback • $24.95 $22.25
CLASSROOM SET OF 25 OR MORE: $18 EACH

Those who have already discovered the ease of teaching Theatre Arts with Suzi Zimmerman’s first textbook (see next page
for the new second edition) will be thrilled to learn she has come out with this sequel. This action handbook takes all the
outstanding components you loved in the first book and applies it to seven new sections: 1. Theatre for Life’s Lessons, 2.
Movement—Theatre for the Eyes, 3. Voice—Theatre for the Ears, 4. Skill-Building Activities—Theatre Projects, Mini-Units,
and Self-Guided Lessons, 5. Understanding and Writing Scripts, 6. Theatre Behind the Scenes, and 7. Production 101.
ISBN 978-1-56608-148-1
TEACHER’S GUIDE
375 pages, 8½ x 11, paperback • $29.95 $26.25

Again, teachers will love having the entire student handbook in this teacher’s guide along with 120 additional pages of
helpful information and tips. Besides the “Notes to the Teacher” at the beginning of each section, extra sample scripts and
scoring rubrics are also included. Finally, this guide, which makes teaching Theatre Arts easy and fun for everyone, contains
four extensive special chapters: “The Valuable Theatre Program,” “Theatre for Unique Learners,” “Theatre for Students
Who Are Learning a New Language,” and “Guides and Helpers for Everything.” NOTE: Due to the weight of this book, an
additional $3 will be added to your shipping charges. ISBN 978 -1-56608-149-8
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INTRODUCTION TO THEATRE ARTS
VOLUME ONE/SECOND EDITION
BY SUZI ZIMMERMAN

STUDENT WORKBOOK
230 pages, 8½ x 11,
paperback, loose-leaf, 3-whole punched • $26.95 $22.25
CLASSROOM SET OF 25 OR MORE: $16 EACH
(Please specify paper or PDF version)

TEACHER’S GUIDE

340 pages, 8½ x 11, paperback • $39.95 $32.25
You’ll love that this brand new edition is gender neutral, better organized, updated to reflect modern technology
and social media, and has a 2020 copyright date! Even better, the Student Workbook is just that... a true individual
workbook for each student, loose-leaf three-hole punched and ready to drop into a binder. At no more than $16
per workbook when you order a classroom set of 25 or more, we’ve designed this book to fit the budgetary
considerations of schools, making it available at a fraction of the price of other Theatre 1 textbooks. With classroom
sets, you can even choose between paper and PDF versions of the Student Workbook for the same price! Luckily,
we’ve retained all the elements that made the first edition of this book a top-selling theatre arts curriculum text year
after year. You’ll still find the daily bell work, fun puzzles, and quizzes and tests that you’ve come to rely on to make
classroom management easier. This classroom-tested, year-long curriculum covers the entire spectrum of theatre:
theatre history, scene work, acting, characterization, publicity, play production, games and improvisations, and
more. The second edition of the Teacher’s Guide is also better laid out with the notes to the teacher now appearing
alongside the corresponding student page. No more flipping back and forth between pages! Four additional
sections in the Teacher’s Guide make this student-friendly text also very teacher-friendly: teaching tools, evaluation
tools, production tools, and tests and major projects. Tests even include two levels of difficulty, so your evaluations
can match your students. Whether next school year has you teaching your middle school or high school Theatre 1
class in the classroom or through distance learning, this updated popular text is coming out at just the right time!
NOTES: The PDF version of the Student Workbook is ONLY available in quantities of 25 or more. Due to the
weight of the Teacher’s Guide, an additional $3 will be added to your shipping charges.
ISBN: (STUDENT) 978-1-56608-262-4/(TEACHER) 978-1-56608-263-1

Texts: Curriculum Books

THE THEATRE MACHINE TRILOGY

$14.75 FOR ONE VOLUME
$26.00 FOR ANY TWO
$36.00 FOR ALL THREE

RESOURCE MANUALS FOR TEACHING ACTING
BY ALBERT T. VIOLA

Specify which book(s)
you want when ordering.

VOLUME 1
ALSO BY MONA LYNN GOONE

82 pages, 8½ x 11, paperback • $19.50

The first Theatre Machine is literally a “hands-on” text for teaching the fundamentals of performance over a relatively brief,
challenging, and entertaining span of time. This initial text contains 50 individual lessons, which may be integrated with
other classroom materials or used exclusively, one lesson per day, over a 10-week period. This text introduces virtually all the
major areas of training, which include: “Relaxation and Concentration,” “Acting, Actions, & Pantomime,” “Improvisations,”
“Theatre Games,” “Monologues,” and many others. ISBN 978-1-56608-201-3

VOLUME 2
97 pages, 8½ x 11, paperback • $19.50

The outstanding lesson plan format of the first Theatre Machine has been extended to this second volume with 50 brand
new lessons. Introducing the concept of the “Seven Ws” in a series of sequential lessons, this volume emphasizes momentto-moment reality to make a scene believable. With many fresh theatre games and improvisations, the text also includes
a section on blocking. This excellent teaching tool will make it simple for you to challenge your class, whether you use it
exclusively or as a supplement with other classroom materials. ISBN 978-1-56608-202-0

VOLUME 3
98 pages, 8½ x 11, paperback • $19.50

The trilogy is now complete! Based on the Stanislavski system—also known as Method acting—Theatre Machine III clarifies
the most influential acting system in the world through 22 sequential lessons. This final volume builds on concepts from
the first two texts with a more in-depth approach to scene study. Organized into the following sections—“Movement and
Motivation,” “Getting into Character,” “Special Tools and Techniques,” and “Scene Study: Breaking It Down”—this book
is filled with rare and never-before-published techniques and exercises, addressing a broad range of topics: action/tasks,
beats, stream of consciousness, observation, emotional and sensory memory, muscular tension, classic acting scenes, and
much more. This outstanding teaching resource easily covers a term’s learning or even a whole year’s worth.
ISBN 978-1-56608-203-7

Many of these lessons adapt well for distance learning!
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Texts: Curriculum Books

STAGECRAFT 1
A COMPLETE GUIDE TO BACKSTAGE WORK
BY WILLIAM H. LORD

TEXTBOOK
162 pages, 8½ x 11, 					
$17.50
paperback • $19.95
CLASSROOM SET OF 25 OR MORE: $15 EACH

This textbook is intended to be the primary source
of information for a semester-long Stagecraft course,
introducing students to the production facilities, operations,
methods, and techniques used in a school theater, and relating those practices to professional, amateur, and other
educational theatres. Now in its third edition, William Lord developed this book through his years of experience teaching
Stagecraft at a midwest high school. Twenty chapters detailing all of the fundamentals provide everything an aspiring stage
technician needs to know to get started in backstage work. Major topics include: stages and rigging, production staff,
properties, sound, lumber and tools, scenery construction, lighting instruments, control of light and color, and electricity
and devices. Every section includes photographs, illustrations, and diagrams to aid the learning process. In addition, each
chapter ends with a bibliography as well as a list of vocabulary introduced in that chapter with the page number where it
was first defined. Finally, fifteen different production forms—from a box office report to a sound effects cue sheet—make
this highly comprehensive text even more valuable! ISBN 978-1-56608-062-0
HARD COVER EDITION $29.95/CLASSROOM SET $25 EACH ISBN 978-1-56608-212-9
STUDENT WORKBOOK
91 pages, 8½ x 11, 														
$8.00
saddle-stitched paperback • $8.95 			
CLASSROOM SET OF 25 OR MORE: $7 EACH

This companion piece, three-hole punched for carrying in a binder, includes 67 pages with illustrations for structured
note-taking. In addition, a 24 page insert in the center of the book includes 23 crossword puzzles to correspond with the
vocabulary introduced in each chapter. ISBN 978-1-56608-067-5
TEACHER'S GUIDE
73 pages, 8½ x 11, 													
$21.25
saddle-stitched paperback plus CD - ROM • $24.95

The teacher’s guide to Stagecraft 1 has two components. First, the answer key to the student workbook saves much time
and is also a great resource to assist English language learners and students who have been absent. The second piece is a
CD-ROM which works on both PC and Mac platforms. The disc contains a wealth of time-saving material —20 quizzes to
cover each chapter plus two larger tests and a final exam so that you have everything you need to make this a semester-long
course. Also, an outline by William Lord lays out precisely how he taught this course and even includes his grade sheet. The
best thing about getting all this on CD-ROM is that you can customize it however you want! Every single file is saved three
ways—as a Microsoft Word document, in rich text format (rtf), and as a PDF in Adobe. Feel free to add, adapt, modify, or
change the quizzes and tests to complement the course exactly the way YOU teach it! ISBN 978-1-56608-066-8
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ROYALTY NOTICE
THANKFULLY, THEATRE IS PROVING ITSELF TO BE QUITE

ADAPTABLE DURING THE COVID ERA SO THAT PERFORMANCES, IN
ONE FORMAT OR ANOTHER, CAN STILL HAPPEN.
Pioneer Drama Service is the most flexible of all the play publishers regarding the
licensing rights needed, whether traditional, livestreamed, virtual, socially-distanced,
or pre-recorded. Even if your plans change once rehearsals have begun, we can
easily work with you to accommodate whatever new plans you have.

HERE’S OUR

PROMISE TO YOU:

You will not have to cancel a show because you licensed it to be live but
now have to perform it remotely via video conferencing. Or vice versa. Or
livestreamed. Or recorded and streamed. With Pioneer Drama Service, rights
are available for all of these options for all of our shows… and the rights are
interchangeable if your plans change.

DIFFERENT TYPES OF PERFORMANCES
FOR A DIFFERENT WORLD
TRADTIONAL PERFORMANCE
The actors and the audience are together in the theatre.
LIVESTREAMED PERFORMANCE
The actors perform in the theatre while the audience watches at the same time from home.
It is possible that a performance is simultaneously both traditional and livestreamed.
SOCIALLY- DISTANCED PERFORMANCE
The actors perform in the theatre, but with a somewhat altered script to keep an appropriate distance
apart from one another. Even actors not in a particular scene might remain upstage so as not to cluster
in the wings or green room. The performance may be traditional and/or livestreamed.
VIRTUAL PERFORMANCE
The actors are in their own homes on a video-conferencing site such as Zoom
and perform live for an audience watching from their own homes.
STREAMED PERFORMANCE
A traditional, livestreamed, or virtual performance that was recorded earlier
and is being presented online as a ticketed event.
RECORDED PERFORMANCE POSTED TO A WEBSITE
OR AIRED ON A LOCAL CABLE STATION
A traditional, livestreamed, or virtual performance that was recorded earlier and is being aired
on a local cable station or posted online for anyone to watch at any time from home.
Please refer to the NEXT PAGE to determine how many royalty fees your production requires.
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Pioneer Drama Service requires that sufficient scripts be purchase for any production. At a minimum,
one script per cast member is needed. In addition, arrangements for royalty payments must be made
in advance of each production.
Other than the royalty-free skits, all plays and musicals in this catalog require a production royalty.
Royalty payments are due at our office one week prior to your first performance, at which time
authorization for production is granted. A royalty must be paid whether the play is present for charity
or profit, regardless of whether admission is charged.
A play is performed anytime it is seen by an audience, whether that audience is in the theatre with
the performers, watching from home, or watching a recording of a performance done previously. The
same royalty fee is due whether it is called a performance, a dress rehearsal, or a class project.
Due to COVID -19, the types of performances that require licensing have expanded. Please refer to the
previous page for explanations of the different kind of performances that require a royalty fee.
Pioneer Drama Service has a fixed royalty fee which does not change based on the size of the
audience, the price of admission, or the type of performance, whether it is traditional, livestreamed,
virtual, streamed, posted on a website, or aired on a local cable station.
It is quite possible for one performance to require two or more royalty fees if it is being licensed for
multiple purposes. If a performance is being viewed traditionally by an audience in a theatre while
simultaneously being livestreamed, then two royalty fees are due. If the performance is also being
recorded to be posted on an organization’s website, then a third royalty fee is due. For recorded
performances, a royalty fee is due for each streaming event and for each website to which it is posted.
A royalty fee is also due for airing on a local cable station.
Please complete the following table for your production:
# of performances in front of a traditional audience:
# of performances livestreamed:
# of virtual performances (e.g. via Zoom):
# of streaming events:
# of websites and cable stations where a recording will be shared:
Total # of performance royalties required:
In addition to changing the type of performance, you are always welcome to add additional rights or
modify the date of your production. Please contact Pioneer Drama Service at 800 - 333 - 7262 or email
us at Licensing@PioneerDrama.com.
Royalty rates listed in the catalog apply to education and other amateur theatre groups only. All others, including regional, stock, and
professional companies, as well as those inquiring about book, television, cable, or movie rights, must apply for rights by contacting
Pioneer Drama Service at 800 - 333 - 7262.
Federal copyright law prohibits the reproduction of the publisher’s material without written permission. No permission of any kind may
be given without the purchase of one script per cast member and the payment of royalties in advance. Title 17, United States code Sec.
106. ALL RIGHTS WILL BE STRICTLY ENFORCED.
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HOW TO ORDER
THANK YOU FOR YOUR ORDER!

PAYMENT INFORMATION

• All orders received in our office before 2:00 pm Eastern
time Monday through Friday will ship the same day! All
other orders will ship the next business day. If you do
not receive your order within one week (three weeks for
international addresses), please contact us. We will not be
responsible for lost packages more than two weeks after
their scheduled delivery date.

• Your school or organization automatically has credit with
Pioneer Drama Service when you provide us with the
business name and a legitimate business address and
phone number.

• You may order by phone, fax, mail, email, or website.
Our office hours are Monday through Friday, 9:00 am to
7:30 pm Eastern time.
• Performance information is required on all production
orders. See ROYALTY NOTICE on the previous two pages.
• RUSH service is available but cost prohibitive for international
customers. Please plan accordingly or take advantage of
electronic materials for preview or production.
• Colorado and North Carolina customers must supply a
tax- exempt number or add appropriate tax.

• All others, including businesses operating out of a residence,
must prepay for both their material and their royalties.
• All prices and all invoices are in US dollars. Please pay in
U.S. funds.
• We accept Visa, Mastercard, Discover, and American
Express.
• Customers choosing to pay by wire transfer must add
$25.00 to their payment to cover incoming wire bank
fees. We recommend PayPal instead.
• Pioneer Drama Service charges a return check fee of $30.00.
• Accounts turned over for collection will be assessed a
collection fee of 20% of the total balance due.

NO PREPAYMENT REQUIRED FOR SCHOOLS AND ORGANIZATIONS!
CUSTOMER AGREEMENT
• E-view and preview copies of scripts, whether downloaded, purchased, or borrowed through the Musical Perusal Program, will
be used only to select a play or musical for production.
• Scripts and scores will not be photocopied or reproduced in any way unless electronic distribution rights have been purchased.
• At a minimum, one script per cast member will be purchased for every production.
• Royalties will be paid for all traditional, livestreamed, recorded, or virtual performances, whether or not admission is charged
and whether or not the play is performed in part or in whole. This includes audience-attended dress rehearsals.
Pioneer Drama Service reserves the right to assess an infringement penalty up to ten times the original cost owed for
reproducing a script in any way without permission or for producing a play or musical without acquiring proper rights.

RETURN POLICY
Pioneer Drama Service products are for purchase only, except those previewed through the Musical Perusal Program (details online).
We are unable to accept the return of any other material. Any returns received may be refused or subjected to a restocking fee up
to 20% in addition to original shipping and handling charges.
There are absolutely no returns, refunds, or exchanges on electronically delivered products, royalty-free skits, graphics packages,
or distribution rights.
WE STRONGLY ENCOURAGE YOU TO READ THE COMPLETE SCRIPT BEFORE PLACING A PRODUCTION ORDER.

SHIPPING
If you require an ORDER FORM, please visit our website at PioneerDrama.com and select PRINTABLE FORMS from the FAQs menu.
Value of Items
To Be Shipped
up to $24.99
$25 to $49.99
$50 to $99.99
$100 to $149.99
$150 to $199.99
$200 to $249.99
$250 to $299.99
$300 to $349.99
$350 to $399.99
$400 & up

Cont. US
3-5 days
$6
$8
$10
$12
$15
$17
$19
$21
$23
$25

Cont. US
2 days
$19
$21
$23
$25
$28
$30
$32
$34
$36
$38

AK & HI
5 -10 days
$6
$11
$14
$17
$22
$27
$32
$37
$42
$47

Canada
7-14 days
$10
$16
$21
$27
$33
$39
$45
$50
$55
$60

*Please refer to product descriptions for which items incur the $3.00 heavy item
surcharge. No more than one will be applied per order.

Join us!

